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SLA in Montreal
A Very Special Library

The Value of the Special Library

If you need to follow the

This is one of the most thorough,
user--iendlyinformation gathering
tools ever developed.

competition, identify industry
trends, or spotlight new market
opportunities, set a Tracker on
the trail for you.
Specify a topic pertinent
to your business, and each day
your Tracker will automatically
search newspapers, the trades
and wire services on NEXIS

-

more than 2,300 sources of
national and international news
and information - for the latest
on that topic. Then it places a
list of articles in the Lotus Notes
or e-mail application* folder on
your PC, and lets you select any
article to view in full text.
Tracker is perfect for routine
searches your users may ask for.
You can set up one, or as many
Trackers as you choose -each
for as little as 34 cents a day -

and give each user direct access
to the results.

So is this.

To put LEXIS-NEXIS
Trackers to work sniffing out
your hot topics, talk to your
LEXIS-NEXIS representative
or call one of our customer service representatives toll-free
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We may not actually go back to the Stone Age, but we are making history with
our 25-year SEC filing collection. In fact, Disclosure has more copies of public
company filings than any other information provider.
And over the past 25 years, we've collected something else. Experience. So,
contact Disclosure for everything from SEC documents from the 601s,70'sand
80's to real-time, value-added EDGAR filings.
Disclosure will deliver the information just the way you need it. We offer 2-hour
local delivery, overnight or US. mail, fax and even I-hour "Red Carpet" delivery.
And, with offices in 15 cities worldwide,
we're just a stone's throw away. Call today
at 800-638-8241.
EDGAR
Q DISCLOSURE INCORPORATED 1995. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. A VNUIUSA COMPANY
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It's easy to gc(
information
IYs harder to
get answers
Today's technology puts information
a t your fingertips. Perhaps too
much. W h i l e dozens of companies
arr offering you more and more
information, onc company is offering
answers. Answers on how t o manage, control, and use information
technology. And, every minute,
every day, answers to your qurstions.
If we can answer any of your questions now, please call us at
( 8 0 0 ) 5 2 1-0600.
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And proud of ~ t .
Because we produce the largest and most ln-depth collection of full text ever assembled online. Showcasing millions of
full text articles from the most knowledgeable business databases in the world-from PROMTBandNewsletter Database'"
to Trade & lndustry Databasel"and Computer Database:"
But having the most full text isn't our only claim. We offer
unparalleled coverage of the world's most sought-after business and industry sources. Featuring full text that's completely
searchable. So you can find exactly what you're looking forquickly and easily.

And with the vast majority of it indexed and updated daily,
and so readily accessible on the world's leading online services,
you could say we're full of it.
We'll take that as a compliment.
To obtain search assistance and your free Gu& to Online
Sources, or to register for a free training seminar, call us at
1-800-321-6388 (in North
America) or dial +44 (0)
171 930 3933 (in Europe).
C O M P A N Y
Ask about our new Online
User's Manual!

Information A ~ S I S

InNahAmeriul:362 Lakesrde Dnve, Foster G t y C&fomla 94404 C'SA Telephone 1-415-358-4643, 1-800-321-6388 Facsimile 1-415-358-4759
In Europe:Waterpte Houe, 13-15YorkBddmgs, LondonWCZN 6111 Ilntted Kmgdorn Telephone+44 [0)171 930 3933 Facrirnrle +44 (0)171 930 9190
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In subscription management, reliability counts. That's why EBSCO
maintains the most current, accurate pricing and publisher information
available to place your orders right the first time and to minimize additional
billings. Our per-issue fulfillment rate is unsurpassed. And when claims are
necessary our electronically linked global service network of 29 offices,
with native speakers contacting 98 percent of the world's publishers,
delivers fast results.
So, if reliability counts in your assessment of a subscription vendor,
perhaps you should talk with us. Consistent, quality service you can
rely on: EBSCO delivers it ...
time after time.
SUBSCRlPnON SERVICES
Contact us today: (205) 991 -6600 Fax (205) 995-1 636

A part of the EBSCO
Information Services group.

The reliable and popular Glockenspiel of the Neues Rathaus (New Town
Hall) in Munich, Germany, delivers timely entertainment twice every day.
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How many times have you heard that one?
Next time - and there will be a next time don't cringe. Just reach for Index to Scientific &
Technical I h a d h g s @on CD-ROM or Index
to Social Sciences & Humanities Proceedings@
on CD-ROM, new from ISI'?
These comprehensive resources cover every
significant detail from every important international conference. Conference and paper titles,
dates and locations, sponsors,
author and publisher names
and addresses - even ISSNI
ISBN numbers, prices, LC
numbers, and more.
And because the software is
specially designed to meet the
unique demands of searching

the conference literature, you'll easily uncover
the exact information you need.
Plus, ISTP@on CD-ROM and ISSHPB on
CD-ROM are rolling, five-year files* - each
updated quarterly on one disc. So you can
quickly pinpoint valuable retrospective information, as well as recently published data.
Try ISTP on CD-ROM and ISSHP on
CD-ROM, and perform your most efficient
proceedings searches ever.
No matter how sketchy or
vague the clues. Call IS1
today for a subscription
or FREE sample.
* ISSHP on CD-ROM will conttnue to
cumulate beyond the five-year rolling file

Institute for Scientific Information@
3501 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 U.S.A. (215) 386-0100; (800) 3364474
Brunel Science Park, Brunel University, Uxbridge UB8 3PQ U.K. +44-1895-270016
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Experience
a New Era in
Zoological
Searching:
Zoological Record on Compact D i s c
With Zoological Record on CD. your
searchers will save hours of effort
locating references to zoological
research literature reported worldwide.

Plus, the thesaurus unifies database
vocabulary while retaining changes
to terminology over time - simplifying information retrieval.
Call Today for a 30-Day Free Trial Disc!

Dependable,
Comprehenshre Coverage

1-800-523-4806

This powerful reference tool will
contain over one million citations
from 1978 to the present - so
researchers can examine results
from 17 years of coverage using a
single search query! Updated quarterl y, Zoological Record on CD
monitors approximately 6,500 international serials - assuring the most
extensive coverage of zoological
research literature.

(USA and Canada)

215-587-4847
(Worldwide)
Or, complete the coupon.

Unique Thesaurus
Simplifies Searching
Zoological Record on CD features an
innovative, easy-to-use thesaurus.
Researchers can view subject and
taxonomic vocabularies quickly and
effortlessly - so even novice searchers
can choose appropriate search terms.

0
Ah

lllP

BIOSIS"
Information for Today's Decisions and Discoveries
BIOSIS I r a rsplrtrmd trademark of B ~ d n g ~ cAhrtrrct,.
al
Inc
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Servicps Munagement Series
Edited by Guy St. Clair

Today5 information services environment demands that you produce
more - in less time and withfewer resources. Now you can!
Customer Service in the
Information Environment
Learn how to use state-of-the-art management
methods to implement customer semce programs
that help you meet your patrons' -your "customers" - needs. You get guidance on everything from creatlng customer sunreys to organlzIng lnformat~ona u d ~ t s
1994 1-85739-004-0

144 pp. $34.95

C o m i n g

i n

1 9 9 5

Total Quality Management
in Information Services
The very existence of your hbrary can be put In
questlon In today's new age of accountabll~ty,but
you can turn t h ~ sto your advantage through the
use of TQM techniques to create a servlce enmronment where customer-patron satisfaction IS
paramount.
November 19% 1-85739-039-3 c. 200 pp. $34.95

P o w e r a n d Influence
ENHANCING THE INFORMATION
WITHIN THE ORGAMIZATION

Justlfy your library In terns that financial declsion
makers understand: You provldc as serwce that they
can't alford to bc w~thout. T h ~ volume
s
offers
proven techn~quesfor promoting ~nformat~on
ser\ices and d~spellingnegative percept~onsabout
their value.
1994 1-85739-098-9
C o m i n g

ALSOAVAILABLE:
M a n a g i n g t h e New
One-Person Library
B) Guy St Cla~r& Joan Will~arnson
1992 0-86291630-5 192 pp. $34.95

208 pp. $34.95

i n

1 9 9 5

Entrepreneurial Librarianship
THEKEY TO EFFECTIVE
INFORMATION
SERVICES
MANAGEMENT
Do you thmk of your hbrary as a busmess?
Llbrar). management must be dnven by the same
charactenst~cs- accountabll~ty,performance, and
control - as any other enterprise Thls new
resource shows you how to cult~vateteamwork.
leadership, and risk-tak~ng to create a more serv~ce-onentedfac~llty
September 1995 1-85739-014-8

208 pp. $34.95

To

o r d e r .

c a l l

l-8OO-5Zl-8llO.
Dial "1' lor Customer Service and ask for Operator 'HEPC".
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UMI microfiche and
Think of
it as a time micro& give p u the
tnachine- chronological

Neu.: York Times since day one Septernberl8,1851. Furthermore,
only microforms give you

depth no other technology

access to the world's lar-

comes within a hundred

gest serials database. So

years of. 71 years of Time.

whether a patron needs

112 years of Science. 118
years of Library Journal.
Evew single issue of The

access to Newsweek, Car-

ibbean Quarterly7or Dog
World, you can supply it.

special libraries

* Other technologies simply give
you words on a
screen iYhcroforrn
puts vou there.
With page layouts
and full graphics
Complete and unci
all of the images

If have
an unlimited
budget,skip
this part.

and photographs.

than on just

more systems.

And we all h o w how

* For more information and details

much one picture

on the benefits of UMI serials in
microform, just call us

Maybe the best

at (800)52 1-0600.

thing about micro-

extension #2895.

%

form technology is
that it makes simple
economic sense. It&compact,

UMI

We make it easyfor you.1r11
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann ~lrhor.Michigan 48106
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t h e Information Highway,
WE'LL PASS.
If you use Dialog", you're already ahead o n this
much-talked-about electronic roadway o f the future.
Because Dialog takes you straight to the information that drives business. Authoritative information
that your company counts on to help ident~f;.growth
o p p o r t u n ~ t ~ eAnd
s . protit from thrm.

flexible delivery options that enable you to get information directly to those who necd it by hard copy, e-mad
or fax.
And we offer custom Interfaces that let you get the
~nforrnatlonyou necd in the way you want it.
T h e point bcmg rhat, as the demand for t~mely.

And Ihalog climinatcs roadblocks between you
m d thc informarlon you need. With an array of h ~ g h pcrforinancc search o ~ r i o n rhat
s
help you find more

critical, quality information accelerates within your
orgini~atlon.you'll always be able to stay ahead o f it.

So while others talk about what might be, Dialog
has answers to put you in the p.lssmg lane today.

mswcrs in le5s trmc.
\\'e m t i c ~ ~ a c ethe
d demand for faster and broader
inform~tionaccess. We responded

with a variety of

For the latest update on our databases, search tools
or delivery options, call

800-3-DIALOG and press 1.

The Answer is in Dialog
INFORMATION
Lm KNIGHT-RIDDER

special libraries

ELECTRONICS LErER$ ONLINE
3 F a m i a s oml merhuds R g 1 shows the smcture of a fiveelement bmads~dearray, the lefi part a the shape of the
dtmlcs in the array ,and the nght pan e the structure of the

&

Electronics Letters Online offers full text searching, typeset quality display an
printing, hypertext links between text, figures, tables and references of articles,
as well as to INSPEC records for cited references. EL0 runs under Microsoft
Windows 3.1 and is available via the Internet or dial-up access.
For a demo disk, an order form or more information, please contact:
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C ~ I I Virtual.
Networking your CDs can be a daunting challenge. AS a leading provider of networked CD servers
and recorders, Virtual removes much of the difficulty by offering a total solution to your CD integration needs

-

A system that's ready to play - Virtual's

Create your own CDs The CDworks Network

CDworksTMsystems provide pre-configured

Recorder is the first cross-platform CD recorder

solutions, including all of the hardware, software,

that allows network-based PCs, ~acintoshesand

on-site services and ongoing support for all major

VAX terminals to archive, back-up, and

networks including NovellTM,PathworksTM,LAN

disseminate data on CDs.

ManagerTM,and Banyan VinesTM.

-

Relationships Virtual works closely with leading
Non-PC workstotions - N o problem - CDworks

CD pblishers like EBSCO Publishing and

provides direct ~ a c i n t o s h
access,
~ ~ plus Virtual's

SilverPlaiter Information, Inc., and library vendors

CDaccessTMsystem provides access to DOS CDs

such as Data Research Associates to ensure even

over LANs and WANs from Macs, and Unix or

greater customer satisfaction.

VAX workstations and terminals.

Call us now, no matter what your CD neborking needs.

Fax 4 1 5-572-8406
E%!
?
X,l,l h11.272h
//The Leader in Networked CD Integration"

80mm"

,u,h,,r,,ed

He,rllcr

ATLANTA

6

1-800-722-8299
1-

BOSTON CHICAGO DALLAS SAN FRANCISCO WASHINGTON, D.C.
All trodemorkr are the property of ther rerpectlve ownerr

special libraries
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Chemistry Letters and the Bulletin of the
Chemical Society of Japan bring you the
latest discoveries in chemical research.
The most respected, most frequently
cited of Japan's international journals!

The American Che

Call Wl-free, 1-800-333-951 and subscribe today.

Architectural and Design Firm Libraries:
A Survey

Un questionnate-u~,dage
des membres de
I'ksaiation des bibIotfi6rafes de I'architeciiire
(AAL) qui travaillent pour des sociBtBs
d'arrhitechm et de dessin identifie la dive6iI et
I'btendue de cette communautb des bibliorh&ues
sp6cialisBes au &but des onnBes 90. l a
bhikhtq!tue
typipue d'arrhiterture et de &sin
est @rbe par une seule pemne qui r6pond aux
besoins d'infonnation de 50 emplq6s ou plus.
l a destide et I'avenir de ces biblioth6ques
d6pend de I'existence d'une 'niche' nowhice et
crBatrice duns un milieu Bconomique
exii6mernentcomp.4tilif.
Una encuesta por cuestionario de 10s
miembras de b kw'aciidn de Bibloterarios de
Aquiteciim (ABA) que tmbapn pan finnas de
aquiteciiira y diseilo, identifka la diveddad y el
akonce de esta comunidad especial de bibloteras
en 10s comienzos de la &cod0 de 1990. La
biblioteco tfpira de urn firma de arquitertura y
diceio esm adminisiiada por una d n h pe6ona
que responde a los necesidades de informaci6n
de 50 o mas empleodos. Eldestino y el fubro de
estas bibibbtecas depende de un "maneio de
nicho' innowdor y creativo en un ambiente
econbmiw ahomente competitive.

A questionnaire survey of Association of
Architectural Librarians (AAL) members working
for architectural and design firms identifies the
diversity and scope of this special library
community in the early 1990s. The typical
architectural and design firm library is managed by
one person supporting the information needs of 50
or more employees. The fate and future of these
libraries depends on innovative and creative
"nichemanship" in a highly competitive economic
environment.
The fate of the architect is the strangest of all.
How often he expends his whole soul, his whole
heart and passion to produce buildings into which he
himself may never enter.
-Johann Wolfgang Goethe

Introduction
The practice of architectureis an art, a science, and a
business, making it a unique hybrid in the corporate
world. Accordingto the American Instituteof Architects
(AIA), there were over 20,000 architectural and design
firms in the United States as of 1993-94.1
Forty-five of those architectural and design firms have
a staff person who is a member of the Association of
Architectural Librarians (AAL). AAL is a professional
library association founded in 1974 whose more than 85
members are found in schools of architecture,art museums and libraries, publishers in the discipline, public
libraries, schools of interior design, architectural and
design firms, plus a few individuals with a special
interest in architectural issues. There are local chapters;
Chicago, Boston, and Hawaii have active groups.2 Besides local meetings, AAL members meet annually in

Copyright O 1995 Specal LibraliesArsociafmn

152

conjunction with AIA where local chapters
sponsor seminars, workshops, tours, and
events.3

zines, not in library journals. A selected list of
articles,bibliographies, and chapterspertinent
to fm librarianship follows as Appendix B.

The Survey

Services

As part of an independent study course
taken at Rosary College School of Library and
Information Science in River Forest, IL,in the
spring of 1994, I polled the 45 architecbxal
and design firm library managers listed in the
AAL membership directory. Usable replies
were received from 27 (60%).Their responses
serve as the basis for this article.
The survey addressed five broad areas: service, collections, information access, library
staff, and general information about the library and the firm. Each section contained
open-ended questions as well as simple checkoff answers. Appendix A is a copy of the
survey.
Prior to undertaking the survey,I conducted
a comprehensive search of library and architectural literature for previous surveys, stateof-the-artreports, and background on this topic.
The goal of this search was to identify and
unify the literature of this specialized discipline in order to create a practical bibliography
useful for fm personnel in "start-up" situations. A brief review of the literature follows.

The purpose of this section was to identify
services provided by the library and the primary clients receiving the services.
All respondents serve the staff of their firms
as their primary user group. Staff in architectural and design f m s are architects, designers, engineers, technical support staff, and
administrative personnel, business managers,
marketing managers, accountants,and human
resource managers. Half offer limited access
by telephone or on-site use of the collection to
non-employees, who are typically firm clients
or other librarians. Two firms assist in a wide
range of private sector, public, and research
community inquiries. One library provides
copies of archivaI drawings for a fee.
Services offered range from standard reference and referral to highly specializedsupport
of firm projects and activities.All respondents
provide basic ready reference serviceand some
form of borrowing privileges for employees.
Routing of journals and tables of contents,
interlibrary loans, photocopying, record management, and archival functionsare services in
over half of the libraries. Less than half provide bibliographies, acquisition lists, and user
guides. Other services include picture searching, product research, indexing, and clipping
newspapers. One librarian acts as liaison with
product salespeopleand holds lunchtime seminars on special topics for the design team.
Another tracks the investments of the firm's
pension plan.
Almost all firms have access to some form
of database searching. Fifty percent use Dialog. Three librarians travel to local public and
academic libraries to use CD-ROM products,
a time-consuming but inexpensive option for
the firm. Two libraries have access to the
Internet. AIA On-Line,anew onlineservice of
the AIA Library and Archives, is used by three
f m s and is being considered for use by two
others. Business and news-related information are most often sought online.

The Literature
-

-

-

-

--

Architectural librarianship in a corporate
environment as a genre in library literature is
still quite smallf A search of the literature
from 1954to the present uncovered only a few
articles mentioning this kind of special
librarianship. A 1978survey by Kathleen Kalts
appears to be the first major effort to identify
and quantify activities in f m libraries. William Lohmann reviewed Kalt's report and its
impact on practicing architects.6Twogovernment documents by Charles H. Burneu also
addressed the issue of architects and information.73 TheArchitectsHandbook by David M.
Ballast contains achapteron information management.9 By the late 1980s more articles
began to appear, but they were typically published in architecturaljournals and trade maga-
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The purpose for inquiring about collections
was to identify unique materials and to gauge
the scope and type of resources available in the
f m library.
Books make up a small part of the materials
comprisingan architectural f m library. About
one-fifth of the libraries own less than 200
books. Thirteen libraries have over 1,000
books, with the largest seven of these owning
over 2,000 books.
Periodicals-architectural journals and trade
magazines-comprise another category of
printed materials found in f i libraries. About
60% of the libraries report receiving over 50
periodical titles as paid subscriptions. Five libraries receive over 200 serial publications. A
list of periodicalscommonly found in architectllral f m libraries is included in Appendix C.
Fifty-five (55%) respondents indicated no
microform holdings. About one-fourth maintain company generated documents in microfiche or microfilm.
Resources unique to the business of architecture and design are manufacturer's catalogs, codes, standards and specifications for
construction and design,and material samples.
Four out of five f m libraries have substantial
collections of these materials. In fact, these
materials comprise the bulk of most of the
collections. One challenge to firm libraries is
updating the catalogs by contacting manufacturers and salesrepresentatives. The collective
"catalog of catalogs," Sweet's Catalog, considered a primary resource for architects and
designers, is now issued on CD-ROM. Codes,
standards, and product literature must be current, and older editions are often retained as
reference for questions concerning previously
constructed structures. Samples create unique
problems. A firm may hold vast quantities of
many kinds of samples-floor coverings, ceiling tiles, stones, wood, brick, furniture fabrics,
glass, window treatments, wall coverings,slate,
etc. Special shelving, storage drawers, and
cabinets are necessary for housing samples in
their many forms.
Listed in descending order, the libraries also
collect videos, government documents, slides

and photos, renderings, software, audio tapes,
CD-ROMs, and maps.
Subject strengths of the collections are architectural topics, with an emphasis on productand technical literature. A f m ' s specialties
influence the subject strengths of its library:
engineering, interior furnishings, transportation, airport planning, cities, residential housing, sports facilities, school design, military
installations, health facilities, and stone resources. Business management reference materials are also collected.

User Access
In this section, librarians were asked to identify how library clients accessed the collection.
Online access to the collection is available
in 14 f m s , witha wideassortmentof software
used for the catalog: Catalog Manager,lO
Power Base, Paradox, Professional File,
Dbase, Lotus 1-2-3,File Maker Pro, Inmagic,
4th Dimension. Library Works, and Library
Browser. Evidently, no single online catalog
software is a standard in architectural firm
libraries.
Thirteen libraries use a traditionalcard catalog with the cards produced in-house, by the
Library of Congress or another vendor.
The classification system used most often
(66%) in architectural fm libraries is CSI
MasterFormat, a specialized numbering system developed for the construction industry.
This system is used primarily for organizing
manufacturercatalogsand samples. Firm staff
are intimately familiar with the CSI system
through their professional education and training. Eleven libraries use the Library of Congress system. Three libraries use color coding.
This simple library organization system was
described by Kathleen Kalt.11 Cataloging and
classification are undertaken in a five-step
process:
1 . Determine of broad subject categories
of books and assign color to each (for
example, reference books are identified by black, architecture books are
white, etc.);
2. Subdivide broad categories and assign
a second color to each of these;

3. Assign an inventory control number to
each book;
4. Cross-referencethe collection for uacking multiple subject books; and
5. Create an author and title index.
Colored tapes are affixed to the spine of the
books. Kalt said that rather than being "oversimplistic," the architects readily respond to
the visual color. Another 11 use "other," typically a system developed in-house.
Twenty-one respondents marked "browsing" as a form of user access. Fifteen report
that the librarian manages access for the staff.
Although none of the librarianswho answered
"librarian manages access" elaborated on how
they managed access, the question implied
that the librarians' overall knowledge of the
collection allowed them to easily navigate it
and act as an intermediary between users and
information. This personal approach indicates
that staff feel confident relying on the expertise of the librarian to provide the information
that is necessary when it is requested.
Bibliographic utilities and networks play a
minor role in the firm library. Only two libraries are members of any network. None participate in OCLC.

Space and Equipment
A library is much more than books on the
shelf. It is a physical presence complemented
by a wide variety of high-tech machinery and
specialized equipment and furnishings. Space
and equipment questions were asked in two
sections of the survey.
Twenty-two librarians provided library
squarefootage. Nine report having 1,000square
feet or more. Seven estimate the space at over
500 square feet but under 1,000 square feet.
Six libraries occupy less than 500 square feet.
In several cases, there are as many as four
separate library spaces on the premises, each
with a particular function.
Equipment found either in the library or
easily accessible by the librarian and library
users includes: computer terminals (25), photocopiers (25), flat files/vertical files (23), fax
machine (20), light table (17), slide viewers
(15). video player (l5), and CD equipment (7).

Other kinds of equipment found are compact
shelving, cameras, laser disc player, reader
printer, and slide and archival storage.

Library Staff
This section asked respondents to number
library staff, list job titles, and identify education and experienceof the library staff. Several
open-ended questions asked the librarians to
comment on continuing education/additional
training useful to librarians in practice and to
identify professional association memberships
they held.
Over half (55%) of the librarians indicated
that a master's degree in library and information science was not a necessary requirement
for their position. This seems to be the phenomenon in special libraries where the debated point is whether emphasis should be on
the subject specialty or librarianship. It also
appears to have an economic basis. "Pity the
poor entry-level architect for helshe shall be
made responsible for the library." An unwritten rule in architectural firms with no staff
librarian is to assign the "new guy" who has
the lowest billing rate the task of organizing
and maintaining the library. This phenomenon
was reported by one survey respondent and
during telephoneinterviewswith several small
firms (less than 20 employees) and was confirmed by a university-based architecture librarian. She said that alumni who find
themselves suddenly both architect and librarian frequently call her for advice on managing
the firm library.
The critical mass for requiring the services
of a library professional appears to be 50 or
more fm employees. Several respondents
acknowledge the link between firm prosperity
and library staff. The typical fm librarian
works alone, with the majority working in a
one personfone professional position. One librarian is a former chair of the Solo Librarians
Division of the SpecialLibraries Association.
Firm librarians were in agreement on the
need for continuing education and additional
training. As a rule, degreed librarians wanted
more training in the whole design process, use
of online resources, and architecture as a dis-
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cipline. Non-degreed librariansrecognizedthe
need for additional training in library science,
especially cataloging and classification and
new information technologies; and the need to
keep up-to-date on the best software and CDROM products.
AAL is the professional group of choice for
firm librarians.The SpecialLibraries Association, with 12 members, and the American
Library Association, with seven, were other
professional association memberships indicated by respondents. Seven also indicated
membership in local library groups.

an information navigator and interpreter. "Get
involved," say the librarians.
A final trend indicated by four respondents
is that of information freelancer to archimturd firms. Acting in response to the recession, these professionals have set up shop
serving architectural information needs outside the walls of the fm.Whether or not this
develops into a widespread form of library and
information service largely depends on future
economic trends in building and construction
and the inventiveness of library professionals.

Conclusion
The Future
The survey asked respondents to speculate
on the futureof architectural firm librarianship
and to offer advicefor people planning acareer
in the field.
Comments on the future were linked to the
overall economic trends in building and construction. The economics of architecture and
the building industry creates insecurity across
all levels of the firm. The downturn of the
United States economy in the late 1980s and
early 1990sdisplaced both firm librarians and
staff architects. Positions were downgraded,
and some f m s closed altogether. The shock
waves are still felt by firm libraries. But those
librarians who survived this period appear to
have emerged stronger and ready for the future. They have embraced technology and its
impact on information services. They have
incorporated the fundamentals of marketing,
public relations,and "nichemanship" into overall library management. They report being
proactive and involved. They have shaped the
library and its services to meet the needs of
both the f m as a business entity and the
employees as individuals. The work is handson and up close, with the librarian having a
broad vision of the library's role and its potential within the firm. Not only are the librarians
performing typical library functions, but they
are seekingoutand filling specialniches within
the structureof the firm. A firm with alibrarian
has both a generalistand a specialiston board-
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The goals of the project, unifying literature
useful to architectural and design firms (especially those considering employing a professional librarian either as freelancer or as
additional staff) and identifying the characteristics of f m libraries in the '90s. lend themselves to further analysis. For firm libraries.
the contributionsof information managers can
be felt if services increase revenue or prevent
loss to the firm. Design and building projects
generate drawers full of documents and drawings. These records and materials need to be
maintained for two importantreasons: serving
repeat clientele and liability protection.12 As
early as 1984, William Lohmann commented
on the "direct benefits of readily accessible
archives."l3 Storage and retrieval techniques,
disaster planning, and paper and photographic
conservation fall into the librarian's areas of
expertise. Possibly the best opportunity for
library professionals interested in firm
librarianshipis combining library training with
archival records management. Although every architect may not become as famous as
Frank Lloyd Wright or Louis Sullivan, the
beauty and grace of design contribute to the art
of architecture. A drawing, a sketch, or a logo
could be a retrospective exhibition, local historical display,or documentation for scholarly
study. The profession of architecture is visionary, making the profession of firm
librarianship all the more necessary for securing, protecting, and conserving the vision.
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Appendix A
Survey of Architectural Libraries
Services
1. Who are the primary users of your library?

2. What services do you offer your primary users? Please check all that apply.
0 Borrowing privileges
0 Reference
0 Interlibrary loan/photocopying
0 Online searchingISD1
O Archives/records management
O Routing (journal or table of contents)
0 Newsletter
D User guides
0 Acquisition list
D Bibliographies
O Other (please explain)

3. If you offer database or on-line searching, what databases do you frequently use?
4. What services do you offer persons outside your primary user group? Please check all
that apply.

0 None--the library is for primary user group only
0 Reference by telephone
0 Reference in library
D Other (please explain)
Collection
1. Approximately how many monographs does your library own?

2. How many serial subscriptions? Please include loose-leaf services and free trade
journals. If you have a serials list, would you please send a copy?
3. How many and what type of microforms? Please explain what types of materials are
kept in microform formats.
4. Please note any special materials owned by your library, including quantities, such as:
catalogues, specifications, renderings, codes, standards, government documents, slides,
CDs, videos, software, samples, etc.

5. Please list the subject strengths of your collection.
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Information Access
1. How do users access the collection? (please check)
D Card catalog
D Cards produced by library
Q Cards produced by vendor (such as Library of Congress, OCLC, etc. please explain)

O On-line catalog
D Library system (please explain/software)

O Office mainframe (please explain)
O Browsing
D Librarian manages access for users

2. What classification system do you use?

O Library of Congress
0 DDS
Q Color coding
O CSI MasterFormat
D Other (please explain)
3. Is your library a member of any bibliographic utilities or networks?
O OCLC

Ll City, State, Regional Network
O Other (please explain)
4. What equipment does the library have on the premises? (Please check all that apply)
D Computer terminals

O Photocopier
D Fax machine
D Slide viewer
D Light table
D Compact disc player
D Video player
D Compact shelving
D Flat files/vertical files
D Other (please explain)
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Library Staff
1. How many full-time librarians are on your staff? How many part-time librarians? How
many support staff in library (full/part-time)? Please list your job title first.

2. Is a degree in Library Science necessary for your position?

3. If a library degree is not necessary for your position, would you please describe the
academic background and/or experience useful for your position?
4. What do you consider the most important qualifications for a person planning a career
in architectural libraries?

5. What types of continuing education/additional training do you feel would be useful for
librarians in architectural libraries?

6. Are you a member of any library groups or associations? Please check all that apply.

O Special Libraries Association
O American Libraries Association
O Association of Architectural Librarians
C3 Other (please list)

7. When was the architectural firm founded?
General Information about the Library
Square footage of Library:
Number of employees in your architectural firm:
To whom does the Librarian report (position in organization):
Would you please add any comments/recommendations/opinionsyou have concerning issues,
concerns and trends affecting librarianship and architectural libraries!
Would you please attach any useful printed materials produced by your library (guides, lists,
newsletters, etc.)?
If you would like a copy of the survey results, please print your name and address below:
Please return survey in the enclosed envelope. Thank you for your participation!
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Appendix C
Periodicals

Architectural Record. New York: McGraw-Hill. Inc., 14 times a year. $42.50. Indexed in Architectural
Index and Search.
Architecture. Washington. DC: MA. monthly. $41.00. Indexed in Architectural Index and Search.
Builder. Washington, DC: Hanley-WoodInc., monthly. $25.00. Indexed in ArchitecturalIndex andsearch.
Building Design and Construction. Des Plaines, IL: Cahners Publ. Inc., monthly. $69.95. Indexed in
Search.
Comtruction Specifir. Alexandria, V A : Construction Specifications Institute. monthly. Free to members.
Indexed in Search.
Contract Design. New York: Gralla Publications, monthly. $35.00. Indexed in Search.
Custom BuiMer: The Business Magazine for Builders of Premier Homes. Yarmouth, ME: Willows
Publishing Group. Inc., bimonthly. $38.00. Indexed in Architectural Index and Search.
ENR (Engineering News Record). New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., weekly. $49.00. Indexed in Search.
Historic Preservation. Washington, DC: National Trust for Historic Preservation, bi-monthly. $15.00.
Indexed in Search.
Interior Design. Newton, MA: Cahners Publ.. Inc.. monthly. $47.95. Indexed in Architectural Index and
Search.
Interiors: for the Contract Design Professional. New York: BPI communications, monthly. $35.00.
Indexed in Architectural Index and Search.
Landscape Architecture. Washington. DC: American Society of Landscape Architects, monthly. Free to
members. Indexed in Architectural Index and Search.
Progressive Architecture. Cleveland. OH: Penton Publications, monthly. $39.00. Indexed inArchitectura1
Index and Search.
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A Very Special Library
by Gloria Vinerman and Consfance Hudock

les bbliotf&ues deshikes aux handkap?~
mentaux sont mres aux Etats-unis. Par k biois
d'une subvention accord.4e au North jersey
Developmental Center, la library Co-op
fmpkmtive de biblioth8gues) a k l choisie pour
bdtir une bibhthdqueet centre & documentati~~~
qui Offiirait des possibIit6s pour la uoissonce
i n t e l l e & ceth popuhtbn particujdre.
Dumnt ks six premiers mois d'apprentismge et
de mire en vigueur, nous awns BE inspirks par la
rh~mtionque lo mnt6 mentole et lo patience
peuvent c~duired mvoir s'aquitter &s h9cbes
odnaires et que b besoins et int6rits sont ks
mimes quels que soient les niveaux de
dkvebppement Ce mpport est l'histoire de note
recherche, & nos frustrations et du succds que
nom avons finakment a/teint

h a r y facilities for the mentally challenged are a
rarity in the United States. Through a grant
awarded to the North Jersey Developmental
Center, The Library Co-op was selected to develop
a library and resource center that would provide
possibilities for intellectual growth for this s ecial
opulation. Throughout the first six mont s of
Laming and implementation, we were inspired by
the awareness that mental health and atience can
lead to the mastery of ordinary tas s and that
needs and interests are the same regardless of
developmental levels. This report is the story of
our research, our frustrations, and our successful
conclusion.

las mstahciones de biblioteco pom 10s
mentalmente desofiados [irlcapacitadosl son
paa cmunes en bs Estados Unidos. Por media
de fondos otogados a1 Centro de Desanollo &I
Norte de jersey, se selecuond a la Cooperativa
de Bibliotecos pam que &wmIle un centre de
biblioteca y de recursos que proporcionah
posibilides pam el ~echientomtelecl~len
esh poblacibn especia/. En los primems seis
meses de aprendizaje e imp/ementacibn,
quedomos inspimdos por la conuench & que la
wlud mentul y la paciencb pueden Lvar a1
dominio de tareas ordinarias y que las
necesihds y bs miereas son la mismos, no
impoh cwl sea el nivel de dewmollo. Este
infome es b historia de nueshn investigocidn,
nuesfros frusiraciones, y nuestra conc/usidn
exitow.

1. Little or no money is budgeted for media centers in
either private or public institutions that cater to the
mentally handicapped.
2. Grant money comes from the public sector. We
found no private grants dedicated to this purpose.
3. While the most specialized material adaptable to
developmentallydisabled adults is high-interestllowability, it may not always be appropriate. Selectivity
is essential to appropriate library development.
4. Very few publishers print material that covers
subject matter of interest to retarded adults.
5. Training in the distribution and selection of
material should have the benefit of a professional
librarian's knowledge and experience.
6. Media centers for the handicapped should be
model community environments, enhancing and expanding life skills which habilitate the clients. A
crucial aspect is to normalize, humanize, and deinstitutionalize.
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A brief outline of our findings follows:
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7. Technological advancements have increased the availability of information to the
handicapped. Assistive devices are in a dynamic state of redevelopment. Page turners,
mechanized wheel chairs, magnifiers, and innumerable other aids are changing the lives of
the handicapped. The technology of microcomputers, exemplified by touch screens. allow for a wealth of physical and intellectual
experiences heretofore unavailable.
8. Anyone currently entering the field of
speciallibrary developmentfocusing on adults
with disabilities is a pioneer.

Introduction
In 1984, the U.S. Congress enacted an
amendment to the "Library Services and
Construction Act" (LSCA). The purpose of
this Act is to assist the states in the extension and improvement of library services
into areas and populations where such services are currently inadequate. The amendment specifies in part that the Act provides
federal funding to improve state and local
public library services for older Americans
and for handicapped, institutionalized, and
other disadvantaged individuals. Although
the funding is federally appropriated, the
monies are administered by the states and
matched by the states.
In addition to the LSCA, the Americans
with Disabilities Act signed into law on July
26,1990, added impetus to the public awareness of mentally and physically
disabled people. The public was forced
to become alert to the fact that services which
had been taken for granted now
had to be expanded to accommodate a
forgotten population.

Concept
Under the guidance of LSCA legislation,
Dr. Robert Lowe, Director of the North
Jersey Developmental Center (NJDC), applied for and received the maximum allowable $10.000 grant to establish a library and
resourcecenter for his facility. Surprisingly,
there was no flood of applications from

other state institutions, and Lowe's initiative is deserving of mention. The Library
Co-op had experienced marked success in
the development of a special library for
institutionalized adults afflicted with problems attendant to old age, and the company
was selected to develop Lowe's facility
because of our past accomplishments. The
unique opportunity to start a library for the
developmentally disabled presented one of
the biggest challenges ever faced by the 12year-old corporation.
The work as described below was done over
a six-month period from July 1993 through
December 1993. Since the regulations under
which the grant was funded required that the
monies be spent within the calendar year of the
appropriation, we rapidly prepared to plan
each phase of the work that would carry us to
the goals of the project.
The state of New Jersey, where our office
is located, is actively involved in a program
of mainstreaming mentally and physically
handicapped adults into the community if
they can be taught to function outside of an
institutional setting. Community homes have
been established, jobs have been created,
and learning centers are developing programs that teach life skills. Because of this
mainstreaming effort, the resident population of developmental centers has been decreasing steadily over the past few years.

Site Description
NJDC is situated in a suburban area of the
state. The grounds. which cover 200 acres,
reflect a campus setting with landscaping and
open walkwaysconnecting each structure. The
residential section of the campus consistsof 11
low-rise structureswith six to eight adults plus
a caregiver housed in each building.
The residents are loosely classified by extent of mental incapacities. Thosepeople who
are severely retarded and who may also have
physical handicaps are placed in a separate
location with special attendants to care for
their needs. The school is the hub of training
and activity, and it is in that building that the
library was to be housed.
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Methodology

Collection Development

We toured the NJDC facility, both the
area for the library as well as the living,
working, and school quarters. We then obtained a profile of the population from the
school principal: degree of retardation, age
range, sex, cultural background, and ambulatory level. This helped us evaluate the
facility and determine what material in the
existing collection to weed, what furniture
and shelving would be needed, and what
special equipment such as computers would
be advisable.
When we first saw the 30 foot by 40 foot
classroom (9.1 meters x 12.1 meters) that was
selected for the library setting, it was shabby,
dirty, and covered with the dust of disuse. Old
equipment, outdated and inappropriate material. sagging shelves, overgrown plants, broken blinds, and dilapidated furnishings filled
the space with depressing neglect. The room
had been closed for library use for more than
two years and the programs that once existed
were now abandoned.
To begin our rehabilitation, we first appraised the area for size and location and
found that the space would adequately serve
the needs of the school. We then weeded
almost all of the books, all of the magazines, all of the cassettes, and threw away
the faded decorations. What remained were
two shelving ranges, one bulletin board,
and one librarian's desk.
The floor area was then opened up and
rearranged with wall stacks, a supply closet
and magazine racks. Tables and chairs in
white with primary color accents enlivened
the atmosphere (see Appendix). New and
color coordinated blinds, display areas, and
a professional comer for the librarian were
included in the interior design. Maximum
floor space was allowed for wheelchairs
and other mobility aids. American Libraries
Association posters and flags blanketed the
exposed walls. The walls were painted, the
floors were polished, and the lighting was
enhanced. The new look was fresh and
appealing and bid a warm welcome to
the clients.

Collection development proved to be much
more complicated than we had anticipated. Our
first problem was one of money. Out of the
$10,000 totalgrantfunds,$2,000was earmarked
for the collection and $8,000 for our services.
Although the professional allocation was completely unrealistic, we were excited by the prosp a t of this assignment and agreed to abrogate
our standard fee and accept the contract proscribed by the grant.
Another requirement of the grant was that all
of theresidents had to be served regardless of the
degree of their retardation. Most material in
current use for the retarded population fell into
two subject categories: a) instructional manuals
for caregivers and parents; and b) children's
books. For obvious reasons, neither suited the
needs of the targeted adult population in our
project. We believed that interest and emphasis
should be in multimedia format, particularly
since some clients had multiple disabilities and
communication would be more successful
through the use of two or more senses. The
difficulty lay not only in trying to find suitable
material,but in trying to spend $2,000 oncollection development when the project could easily
absorb $20,000.
The preparation of the opening day collection
demanded a great deal of time. Our initial task
was to search for a similar facility to be used as
a model. We felt that if we found an established
site that already had a library we would have a
base on which to build. The immediate tri-state
area (New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania) was thought to be geographically broad
enough to find at leastone special library serving
a handicapped population and a field trip to the
sitewould be convenientfor travel. We found no
library in any of the facilities in our general
geographical area, however, and we expanded
our search nationally.
That search led us to the state of Florida,
which has taken a leadership role in the field
of library and information science. The university libraries were the first to automate and
to provide technical teaching and advice to
other libraries throughout the country. Therefore, it was not surprising to find a library for
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adults with mental deficiencieslocated within
the northwestern part of that state. The library
had been in operation for 19 years.
Since we were unable to travel to the site,
the director of the Florida library agreed to
send us a paper copy of its catalog. With great
anticipation, we reviewed the material only to
find that most of it was now out of print and
that the library's current acquisition budget
was only a few thousand dollars per year.
We then contacted adult literacy groups,
publishers, state and federal governments,
organizations for the disabled, English-as-asecond-language(ESL) groups, the Association of Retarded Citizens (ARC), school and
public libraries, academic libraries, and university research departments. We estimate
that more than 200 calls were made over a
period of one month.
We discoveredthat the ARC focuses mainly
on assisting young people in becoming adapted
to a non-institutional environment. We were
disappointed to find that the association's
written material was geared to children, and
its programs were appropriatefor mainly public schools.
We spoke to several leaders of community
group homes in other stateswho had tried to take
their handicapped residents to public libraries
with little or no success.The visitorswere steered
into the children's area to find books that would
please them, but as adults they were disinterested in the juvenile collection. The members
and leaders of the group were embarrassed, the
library staff was uncomfortable,and nosatisfaction was gained by anyone.
One of ow most successful field trips was to
Montgomery County in the state of Maryland.
Montgomery County has an advanced and
highly successful ESL program, and we believed that much of its material could be
suitable for our needs. We were pleasantly
surprised to leam that some of the hand-bound
books in the ESL collection had been written
by the students themselves. The subjects included sewing, nature, life skills, and simple
biography, and were cataloged according
to difficulty with different colored spine labels. We adopted and maintained this method
of classification.

We also found that there was a talking newspaper being produced for the blind that was free
of charge. Since many of the clients possessed
personal video cassette recorders (VCRs), a
collection of videotapes was incorporated into
our suggested material.
One of the best sources of information were
individuals who were related directly or indirectly to a mentally challenged person. They
informed us of materials that were suitable,
adaptable, and stimulating to the handicapped
adult. They shared their experiences, reinforcing our research that children's subjects were
inappropriate for our audience and that adult
themes could be understood and enjoyed if
presented to the reader using a simple vocabulary and many illustrations.
Many publishers were called-first the major names such as Random House, Scribners,
Houghton-Mifflin,and Viking-Penguin. When
we narrowed the search down to small specialty houses such as New Readers Press, we
finally achieved some results. Our inquiry
was focused on two questions only, "Do you
publish material with high-interest and lowreading ability?" and "Is it illustrated?" We
requested catalogs and also looked for selection and reviews in Library Journal, Choice,
WilsonLibrary Bulletin Booklist, and various
publications from internationalbookdistributors. Finally a bibliography was developed that
was representative of the interests of our target
population. A small sample of our collection
titles appears in Table 1 on pages 169-170.
Weeventuallyexhaustedevery availablelead,
and we finally realized that our contract was
indeed forapilotproject.This meant that we had
no proven source of information on which to
draw and that our work would be an original
effort. We then visited otherresidential facilities
that housed the adult mentally challenged client
and interviewed directors and supervisors of
education. Although the facilities had no litxaries or ~.esourcecenws, the directors were expansiveandhwledgeableregardingwhatthey would
like to see in a library if they had one of their own.
'Ihey were extremely interested in the outcome of
our project, and hoped to replicate some of our
ideas should fundingbecome available for their
own resources.
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The New Library
1. Besides being aesthetically attractive. the
new library now has regularly scheduled
classes.
2. The caregivers are being trained to assist
in helping with material selection.
3. We have been told that the residents look
forward to their visits.
4. The library setting is the center for other
typesof activities;i.e. anew program of physical awareness has been instituted.
5. The material is helping to broaden the
interest of the clients.
6. A new grant for an additional $10,000 has
been received to expand the collection.
7. Recommendations for a permanent parttime librarian have been made.
8. The facility will soon be opened to a nonresidential special needs school in the area that
has no library on its site. We were especially
pleased that our facility was recognized by
another state service.
9. There is now a computer for library use.
With the many Windows applications and
touch screen programs available,it is expected
that the next major advancement will be in
teaching fundamentals of simple automation
to as many residents as possible.
10. We are hoping that the special education
teachers and therapists will now become involved with programs in the library setting.

Conclusion
The sociological theories of learning and
mainstreamingpropounded by the special out-
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reach community really work when the user is
given exposure to material that is understandable and appropriate. Theeffortto bring handicapped people into the body of the community
and the teaching of acceptance of people who
might otherwise be isolated because of physical or mental differences will eventually bring
outstanding rewards. Improvements can be
measured. Abilities can be tested and graded.
Mental stimulation can brighten and reflect a
positive attitude toward learning.
Publishers have not yet caught up with the
higMow market. What little material that has
been printed has not really been marketed.
With the vast potential for sales, both nationally and internationally, marketing staffs are
missing a huge opportunity. Publishers must
open the barriers of their imagination and fill
the void for very special libraries all over the
world.
As librarians,we know the value of communication-the word, the phrase, the page. No
matter how far technology takes us, we can
trace our professional influence to the beginnings of writing and interpretation.
We are now beginning to solve the mysteriesof reaching theadult who is mentally handicapped. Our evaluations will tell us the positive
influences that have produced even slight
changes in the lives of the clients. As long as
we go forward, the slow progress is still rewarding. What greater thrill of accomplishment than to have one of the clients grab my
hand the day we took our pictures, and after
shaking it vigorously and enthusiastically, say
in his halting and slurred speech, "Thank you
for my book."

Table 1
hdio Tape:
The Talking Newspaper

Star Ledger

Free

Cebulesh, M.

New Realen Press

$16

Bailey

Rainhee/Steck-Vaughn

$14 each

Americans at School

Moss, A

AddinWesley

$5 each

Animok

Rainhee

Roinhee

$5

Gleiter 8 Thompson

Rainhee

$36

Eyewitness Book Series:
Music, Money, Fbg,
Animals, Seashore,
Weather, etc.

Borzoi Book ed.

Knopf

$15 each

FYI Seriis: AIM, Eating
Riyht, Getting Fit,
Staying Well, etc.

New Readers Press, ed.

New Readen Press

$6 each

Roinheefiteck-Vaughn, ed.

Rainhee

$7 each

Rosenthal, M.

Longmon

$14

Corbeil, I.

Macmillan

$4 5

Move Over, Wheekhain
Coming Through

Roy, R.

Tiiknor 8 Fields

$35

Meeting Needs of People
with Disabilities: Guide for
Libraiins

Vellemon, R.

olyx

$38

Bantam Doubleday

$1 5

Audii 8 Books:
Lyhb Out
Books:
-

Al About Series:
Birth and Growth;
Diyestion; Senses;
Skin and Hair; etc.

Biographical Stoiis8 book set

Great Stories:
Adventure Heroes,
Rescues, etc.
Longman Photo Dictiinary
Macmillan V i a l
Dictionary

People: A Rture Book for

All Ages

169
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Table 1, continued

Disabled Outdwa

$45

Lde

$30

Exploding Myths

$45

People

$83

Photographic

$1 2

Royalty

$54

sport

$10

lngram library Svcs

$25

lngram library Svcs

$20

lngram library Svcs

$1 5

lngram library Svcs

$20

National Geographic

$24

Discovering Ireland

lnt'l V i Network

$25

The Soviet Circus

National Geographic

$24

Trials of Life: Living
Together

Ambrose Video

$30

I"

I

Mainstream: Mogoiie of
h e AbleD'wbled

I

Photographic

I
I

Bamn

I

Idd's: Thek Fiiol Concert

I Love Those Troins

I
I
I

I

Cotoloas:
We a h included free catalogs from department stores, seed companies, and so on.
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Gloria Dinerman is founder and President of The Library Co-Op, Inc, a 14-year-old consulting
corporation specializing in library development, management, and automation. She received her
M.L.S. from Rutgers University and her undergraduate degree from Brown University. Constance
Hudock is currently Director of Research at The Library Co-Op, Inc, and has more than 30 years
of corporate experience. She is currently enrolled in the Rutgers University M.L.S. program.

Appendix

Description

Unit Price

(U.S. Dollars)
A c f i i t y table with adjustable height from 21' to 30' in 1' increments.
Table is 30'W x 60'L Color to be red or blue.

I*Tmpezoid table 30'W x 60nL; same geneml descriptionas above.

II

$262
$265

Kidney shaped table 48'W x 72"L; same geneml dexription as above.

$369

Stack choirs, adult height in red or blue.

$53

Sections of steel bodtstack 66'H x 36"W x 10'0. Each face of
shelving complete with a base shelf and four adiustable shelves. Cobr to
be selected.

I

Secfin of steel display bockstack 66'H x 36'W x 12"D. Each fare of
shelving complete with three flat shelves and three sbping shelves.
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The Value of the Special Library:
Review and Analysis
by Alison M. Keyes
Cet orticle exomine et Btudie lo
documentotion et Bvolue les techniques
employ&s pour & m i n e r b voleur mondtoire
des bibboMques sp&iols&; ildkrit Bgolement
b monidre de procbder d I'estimotirm: mbthodes
qui font gogner du temps, k s mppob ovec lo
pmductiviti et des ono/yses coltts-ovontuges. I1
dentif# les obstucles b lo ddterminotion de lo
w l e u et s m r e une oppmhe d I'dwluotion en
quotre porties, insistent sur /'importonce
d'identifier les co&, d'ommbler les estimoiions
des ovontuges foites par les utilisoteurs,
d'enregistrer les preuves d'impoct positif et
d'onolyser les donn&s mssemblbes pour orriver
d h vohw fiscule. l e mbmoire indique Bgolement
les domoines nbcessitunt plus de recherches et
inclut 2 4 rifirences compohnt des onnotofions
dBtuill&s.
Este ortfculo revisu y exomino b literoturo
y evolfio 10s &nicos p r o determinor el volor
monetario de bibliotecos espechles y describe lo
wluocidn por b s mBtodos de iiempo gonodo, por
lo reluci6n con lo prodoctividod, y por hs on61isis
de wskbenefido. ldentifco 10s burrems o lo
voluoci6n y sugiere un ocercomiento o lo
voluoridn en cuotro portes, enfotiIondo lo
identificoci6n de costos, lo recolecto de
estimuciones de bs beneficios por bs usuorios, lo
onotu&n de 10s prvebos de impoctos positives, y
don6Iisis de 10s dotos recdectodos, p r u obtener
un w b r fim1. El orlkulo tumbih indico 10s drem
de investrgocidn futum e induye 24 referenchs
con onotuciones detulhdos.
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This article examines and reviews literature and
evaluates techni ues for determining the monetary
value of special li raries and describes valuation by
time-saved methods, by relationships to
productivity, and by cost-benefit analyses. It
identifies barriers to valuation and suggests a fourpart approach to valuation, stressing identif ing
costs, collecting user estimates of bene its,
recording evidence of positive impact, and
analyzing the data gathered, to arrive at a fiscal
value. The paper also indicates areas for further
research and includes 24 references with detailed
annotations.

1

r

Introduction
In the 1990s,the economicconditionshave once again
become tighter and less forgiving, with many organizations experiencing slow or no growth, undergoing reorganization and downsizing. In such a climate, for-profit
organizations have become leaner, with internal divisions needing to prove their value to the parent organization, demonstrate their ability to rapidly adapt to a
changing marketplace, and be quick to grasp new opportunities and reject redundant or inefficient situations.
The special library or corporate information center is no
exception,and is often under pressure to move out from
under the corporate overhead umbrella and into the arena
of proving its value and contribution to the corporate
whole, worthy of its share of the corporate budget. This
value needs to be presented in dollars so that the special
library competes fairly with other divisions of a corporation in the eyes of financial controllers and executive
management. Blagden and Harrington note loudly that
"the trend in all organizations seems to be clear: justify
your existence otherwise adequate resources will be
difficult to obtain."l
This work will review and synthesize published literature concerned with establishing a monetary value for

the special library. It will focus on principal
methods and attempt to generalizevalues based
on key publications.Two benefits are soughtfirst, to help support librarians who need to
actively demonstrate their library's value to
ensure that the special library can meet the
organizationalinformation needs with a sufficient budget; and second, to heighten corporate awareness of the monetary value of the
special library in order to establish the usefulness and financial benefits of the special library service to the parent organization.
There is continued difficulty in determining
the monetary value of a library to its parent
organization, rather than simply assigning
costs. Valuing the library is acritical part in the
overall evaluation of a library and this work
will always seek to highlight the dollar value
part of an evaluation. Broader consideration of
the value of information itself and the economics of information are part of the fundamental
background of library value, but are beyond
the scope of this work.
Matarazzo and Prusak2conducted a survey
of senior managers at 164 large U.S. corporations about their corporatelibraries. Their 1990
survey revealed that over60%of the managers
did not know (or elected not to give) a specific
value to their library, which is a disturbing
negative indicator of their knowledge of the
value of the library. Nevertheless, an alternate
selection of interviews of senior managers at
firms with "excellent" special libraries or information centers by Matarazzo3 concludes
with "the feeling that information is extremely
important and is central to or plays an important role in each firm." (p. 134)
It seems clear that no business will be run on
a "feeling" and that sooner or later, clear
evidence,in business terms and with monetary
values, will be required from library managers
to justify the budget portion taken by the
special library.

The literature Search
A search of the published literature was
conducted across several databases. These included the ERIC database, the Expanded Aca-

demic Index, and Dialog's LISA database
(Library and Information Science Abstracts).
To try to capture literature which gave insight
into technical special libraries and corporate
information centers, the ASTI Index (Applied
Scienceand Technology Index). CompendexPlus (Engineering Index) database, and the
NTIS databases (National Technical Information Service) were searched, as well as the
Business Index and the National Newspaper
Index. In all cases, the literaturewas screened
as far as possible for relevance to this work,
specifically the monetary value of special libraries, as distinct from ageneral evaluation of
the special library, though frequently the distinctions are blurred in the literature.
Very few instances of assigning monetary
value to an individual special library were
found. This was attributed to the fact that
doing an in-house library valuation study can
be time consuming and external consultants
may be hiredinstead-any results wouldnaturally be proprietary in nature. Indeed, if the
presence of a special library is found to be a
competitive advantage, this would likely remain privileged information. The relevant literature was overwhelmingly found to be from
the library and information science sector,
with very little to be gleaned from either business or technical literature.

Existing Reviews
It is important to acknowledge existing reviews of literature used in approaching this
work's theme. These reviews often have
broader themes, such as the value of information or the evaluation of libraries as a whole.
Of particular relevance are "The Value of
Information and Related Systems, Products
and Services" in the 1982 Annual Review of
Information and Science Technology by
Key Papers in the Economics of
Griffith~;~
Information (1983) by King,R~der,andOlsen;~
How Good is Your Library? a review of approaches to the evaluation of library and information services (1990) by Blagden and
Harrington;' and, "Information Services and
Downstream Productivity" in the 1990 An-
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nuaIReview oflnformation Servicesand Tech. ~ of these reviews
nology by K ~ e n i g Each
provides an excellent consideration of literature and gives background to the particular
topic under consideration in this work.

Challenges to Establishing Value
Identifying costs and benefits for the special
library is critical in establishing the positive
monetary value of library services.
One challenge in obtaining a value for the
special library and then interpreting that value
is that the time scales from incurring costs to
reaping benefits are not the sameand pinpointing benefits, other than by qualitativereports,
is traditionally difficult to do. Another challenge is that costs involved in providing library and information services are usually
measurable in dollar terms, but the dollar values can only be attributed to some benefits.
Other benefits can really only be described
(not measured) in qualitativeor impact terms,
countable but inexact in terms of a dollar
value. A final challenge is that benefits may be
quantified by users' best estimates or may be
actually measured by another criteria.
There are several other barriers to the development of valuation data, such as the cost in
terms of additional time required by the librarian to gather and analyze such data; lack of
confidence in the data gathered; or, a lack of
belief in the impact that any such data will
have on day-to-day operations.

Monetary Value by Time-Saved Methods
One methodology for determining a monetary value for special libraries is to measure
and compare the relationships between time
saved and costs avoided, against the cost of
library services. Several people have examined this area, but the key players are JosCMarie Griffiths and Donald W. King, who
often conduct research as King Research Inc.
The cost of an information professional's time
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continues to be less than that of other professionals (such as engineering,senior managers,
and doctors) and is in itself a source of cost
reduction.
An early example of attempting to value
library services by time saved was given by
K.C. Rosenberg7-in this method, various library servicesaregiven aranked weight by the
user, based on how much time the library had
saved the user. The weighting is multiplied
against the library costs to give a rough estimate of how much it would have cost the user
to do the same task, if the user could do it at all.
Services which were either not timely enough,
or not relevant, have a rank of 0, and services
for which the user relied entirely on the library
to perform have the highest rank and thus the
highest value.
Another example is the 1987study of Texas
Instruments Houston Site Library by Helen
Manning.* In this study, 750 potential users
were identified and given a survey which included questions designed to determine the
value of the library and the librarian:
a) what impact do library serviceshave on
your ability to do your job?
b) how many hours would you estimate
library services save you per month?
c) how many hours would you estimate
the librarian saves you per month?

All three responses are used to arrive at
monetary values, though it is notclear from the
study how users could separate clearly the
time saved by the library servicesas a whole as
opposed to the librarian specifically.
Survey returns were low (16.4%). so results
were factored up by Manning to reflect her
estimate of a conservative user base. A much
greater return would have been desirable, since
late and non-respondents to surveys have been
found to give different responses than initial
respondents, and could effect results significantly.
An important feature of this study is that an
attempt is made to actually value the impact
figures. Manning writes, "after much discus-
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sion with engineers and managers, we estimated the following annual value for each
response:

Negligible
Slight
Moderate
Significant

$

0
500
$2,500
$5,000 "

$

Eleven percent of survey respondents responded that the impact was Negligible; 26%
responded that the impact was Slight; 32%
responded that the impact was Moderate; and
31% responded that the impact was Significant.
Using an average wage of $22 per hour for
engineering staff (1986 figure, not including
benefits) summary results of annual savings
are represented in Figure 1, below. The operating costs of the library are $186,000. Manning concludes that the Return On Investment
is 515%, ($959,000 + $186,000), or a ratio of
5.15: 1, a figure which is similar to two previous corporate-wide library surveys at Texas
Instrumentsin the past four years. This Return
on Investment figure would be even more
significant if actual survey returns had been
greater, but I assume that time and cost were
key factors in working with the sample
achieved.
Turning to the studies developed and conducted by Jod-Marie Griffithsand Donald W.
King and/or King Research, the principal
strengths of their works are the depths of their
survey experience and techniques combined

with their consistent efforts in developing
methodologies to try to value libraries and
library services in terms of dollar values, actual costs, cost of time of users (or their support
staff), and costs of alternatives to libraryprovided service. Much of their work is proprietary. Four importantand publicly available
works are King and Bryant's 1971 The Evaluation of Information Services and ~ r o d u c t s , ~
King Research's 1984 study for the U.S.Department of ~ n e r ~ Griffiths
~,"
and King's
1991 A Manual on the Evaluation of IrJformation Centers and ~ervices,' and Griffithsand
King's 1993Special Libraries: Increasing the
~nformation~ d ~ e he
. 'latter
~ item cumulates
much of their research and has the advantage
of incorporating proprietary data as part of the
whole data set, which increases the relevancy
of the data.
In Griffithsand King's 1991~ a n u a l , 'they
present their concept of assessing the monetary value of a special library or information
center from three perspectives, namely: "what
users are willing to pay, how much more it
would cost users to get information if the
[library] services were not available, and the
extent to which the services achieve cost savings for the users." @. 109)This manual, their
cumulated research results, and refined approach are all combined in their 1993 work
Special Libraries: Increasing the Information
~ d ~l2 e .
Key to their approach is the concept that the
main factors in valuing a library are not the
cost of materials,computers,database searches,

'

'

Figure 1

Total h e Saved by Library Services 12,216 hours

= $268,752

Totol Time Saved by libralion 7,608 hours

= $1 67,376

Total Value of Impact of Library

= $523,000

Totol Savings to Texas Instrumentsfrom Library

= $959,000
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or even library staff, but in fact it is the cost of
users' time in acquiring information. The cost
of the professional user's time far exceeds the
cost of providing a library when compared to
the costs in the user's time and effort to obtain
information elsewhere.
Two examples of the many types of cost
criteria developed by Griffiths and King are
the "Savings Achieved From Reading" (by
avoiding having to do certain work at all,
modifying work, or stopping an unproductive
line of work)12@. 78-79) and "What Ptofessionals are Willing to Pay for Library Services"12 (p. 25).
In the case of average estimated "Savings
Achieved From Reading," the cost to the professional user to acquire and read libraryprovided information is compared to the
estimated savings achieved by the user from
the information, shown in Figure 2, below.
These averaged figures are derived from
Griffiths and King's earlier propriety studies,
and savings vary substantially among different professionals and their work roles. Overall, however, a Return on Investment in the
information in this particular instance ranges
positively from 7.8: 1 to as high as 14.2:1.
In the case of "What Professionals are Willing to Pay for Library Services," these costs
are compared to what libraries cost their organizations. Griffiths and King note "most libraries cost organizations from about $400 to
more than $1,000 per year per professional in
the organization, depending on the size of the
parent organization and the range of professional services provided"12@. 25). The average amount across several King Research

studies was $610 per professional per year
(1993 dollars). However, these costs are balanced out against the cost of the time that the
professionals are willing to spend acquiring
and using (includingreading) informationprovided by libraries. The cost of professionals'
time is an average of $5,190 per professional
per year. Griffiths and King surmise "thus,
professionals place a much higher 'value' on
information provided by libraries than it costs
to run the libraries [by a ratio ofJ about 8.5 to
1 (dollar value to library cost)" ($5,190 t$610)'~@. 25).
Their case rests rather heavily on the assumption that, in fact, users intend to go to
another source for the desired information at
whatever cost which is deemed essential to
corporate goals. A further layer of investigation would be necessary to determine how
persistently a professional would pursue a
desired piece of information, and also, if not
pursued successfully or if no library was available, what the costs would be in terms of lost
profitability or lost long-term productivity. In
addition,the time saved or avoided is assumed
to be productive time, which may not always
be the case.
The above limitations notwithstanding, it is
possible to extract some interesting summary
figures from the Griffiths and King 1993work
@. 187-188)on the valueof a special library to
its host organization. In these figures, which
are averages gained from the cumulated data
of many studies, the professional user is assumed to receive an average wage of $40 per
hour (1993 figures, which includes salary,
benefits and some overhead, p. 75). Library

Figure 2

Journal Artitle

$37 to provide vs. $310 estimated saving

Book

$83 to provide vs. $650 estimated saving

Internal Report
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$77 to provide vs. $1,090estimated saving

costs include the cost of materials, database
searches, staff, space, and access, management, and development of library collections.

substantial. Thus, Griffithsand King conclude
that "it seems abundantly clear that library
services pay for themselves by orders of magnitude." @. 190)

Summary from Griffiths and King:
The total library costs to provide document and non-document library services are $610per professional user per
Year.

Monetary Value by Productivity Gains

The price paid by professional users
(and their support staff) to acquire library-provided documents, non-documents and services is $1,090 per
professional user per year.
Thus, the total organizational costs to
provide library services are $1,700 per
professional user per year ($610 +
$1,090).
The total dollar value of alternatives to
library-provideddocuments,non-documents and services (priced in acquisition costs plus user and support
personnel time costs) = $3,290 per
professional user per year.

By providing a special library at the cost of
$1,70Operprofessionaluser,potentially $2,220
per professional user would be saved, or, acost
benefit ratio of 2.3: 1 (3,920 i1,700);i.e., it is
2.3 times more expensive to provide information from sources other than the special library.
Griffiths and Kingl*notethat special libraries or information centers in organizations
provide specific types of information and information services,"satisfying certain requirements better and less expensively than any
other alternatives. In so doing, they help increase the information edge of the users." (p.
9) The results of all their studies demonstrate
consistently that information obtained from an
organization-sponsored special library is always cheaper to use than alternativesourcesof
information, and the magnitude of the potential savings in professional time saved alone is

In order to compete successfully, a forprofit organization needs to maximize its potential and the special library can be an enabling
tool towards supplying information that leads
to increased productivity and gaining a winning position in the marketplace. Several authors have sought to show a positive
relationship between expenses on library or
information-relatedservicesand resources,and
increases in corporate prod~ctivity.~~.
14. 15. l 6
Measuring the increase in productivity is the
challenge of these methods.
~ o e n i examined
~'~
many studies which
demonstrate correlations between expenses
on library or information-related services and
corporate productivity. With respect to the
positive cost-benefit correlations, he noted
that "the magnitude of the effects reported in
these studies is quite striking, as is the high
degree of their consistency,both across different techniques and across different cases. This
creates a high degree of confidence that the
findings are not mere artifacts, but that they
reflect a genuine phenomenon." @. 203)
In general, the for-profit business community recognizes on one side the importance of
information and simultaneously sees on the
other side the need for greater productivity,
enhanced efficiency, increased competitiveness, and ultimately increased profitability.
What remains to be established is a conclusive
and demonstrable link between the two sides.

Cost-Benefit Analysis
Cost-benefitanalysisisone technique todemonstrate the positive benefits of certain expenditures (costs) on information services. The
overriding purpose of a cost-benefit analysis is
to help guide decisions, in this work, the decisiontosupport thespecial 1ibrary.R.E.Bicknerl*
wrote an article titled "Concepts of Economic
Cost" which gives a thorough treatment to the
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complex economic framework surrounding the
development of cost-benefit analysis.
For special libraries, cost-benefit analysis
can be used to establish where costs are highest, in order to try to find ways to reduce those
costs and increase the benefit ratio accordingly. Cost-benefit analysis can also enable
library managers to justify and win adequate
funds for their services.
Identifying library costs is clearly the staning point in cost-benefit analysis. Danilenkols
describes the development and use of the
Activity Based Costing system as a methodology for determining costs in a corporateinformation center. Working in the ABC system's
favor, the system can arrive at precise cost
figures for services and products and librarians can use these figures to more accurately
manage financial resources. However, the
ABC system relies on the very accurate determination ofcost of products, costof activities,
and cost drivers, which can be both difficult
and time-consuming to extract. Special libraries rarely, if ever, have the luxury of time to
spare in data development.
VirgoZ0provides a strong defense for developing costs for libraries and then adetailed
plan for determining the costs of various li-

Figure 3

A Cost-benefit mtio =

brary services. Griffiths and King12also discuss library costs in a very detailed manner.
White2' discusses cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness approaches for the special library,
but does not provide actual methodologies; in
fact, he concludes "that a true cost-benefit
analysis of an overhead organization such as
the library, in terms of what it contributes
directly to organizationalgoals, may be neither
practical or even possible." @. 164)This viewpoint has certainly been challenged as some
special libraries lose their overhead status.
Three methods of calculating cost-benefit
ratios, all mentioned in Koenigll are represented in Figure 3, below. Method C represents the most conservative ratio calculation.
In each method, the estimated benefits are
those given by the users of the information or
library services.
Griffiths and King's workslo. l2 demonstrate a deep commitment to cost-benefittechniquesand many variants ofestimatingbenefits
and user costs have been developed.
Several cost-benefit ratio studies are summarized in Figure 4 on page 179. The disparity between the cost-benefit ratios in Figure 4
reflects differing degrees of conservatism in
assigning values to estimated benefits and

Library Production Costs

or, B. Cost-benefit ratio =

lGross EsAmatedBenesti)~f C&
Library Production Costs

or, C Cost-benefit m t i =

G r m M m ate
(Libmry Prodwtiin Costs) t (Gross User Costs)
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also at what point in the ratio the gross user
costs (if known) are applied. Even so, the
most conservative estimate reveals benefits
of almost twice the costs incurred.
White22suggests that the costs of the special library as compared to the profitability of
the host organization are very small, with the
library actually having no impact on earnings
at all. This relationship of library cost compared to profits needs to be validated.
~ o e n i g concludes
'~
that "access to information is a very critical component in the
productivity of information workers and consequently the productivity of the information
dependent organizations employing those
persons." (p. 206) Therefore, to maximize
organizational productivity. "these organizations should substantially increase their investment in information services."
Organizations will not, however, undertake increases in information services investments without demonstrable evidence
of increased productivity, which raised the
call for more original research on the links
between information services and organizational productivity.

Conclusion
After examining the cumulated evidence
presented here, it is clear that although many
studies can show that the special library has a
positive value, it remains difficult to define
that value precisely. Griffiths and King demonstrate methods of justifying costs of special
libraries against the benefits of avoided costs
of alternatives, and also justifying costs in
straightforward terms of time saved by the
information users. Their results, probably the
strongest to date, arrive at an average overall
figure of 2.3 times more expensive to provide
information from other sources than to provide a special library. Another way of regarding this information is that an organization
can achieve a minimum of savings of $2,220
per professional by avoiding costs of alternatives, even when including the costs of providing the special library. Koenig discusses in
detail works which help to demonstrate the
relationshipbetweeninformation servicesand
corporate productivity. All the studies reviewed here can demonstrate a positive costbenefit ratio, yet there remains a great deal of

Figure 4
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Organization library

Cost-Benefit Ratio (and method)

Exxon Research L i b r n ~ y ~ ~

11 to 1 (by method B)

NASA's Information Se~vices~~

13 to 1 (by method A)

NASA's lnfmation Sewices17

7.6 to 1 (by method B)

NASA's Informatiin SewicesI7

1.98 to 1 (by method O

G i i t h s and King cumubted resulh"

2.3 to 1 (by method A)

Texas Instruments and Houston library8

5.1 5 to 1 (by method A)

variance in results, frequently due to working
with the information users' best estimates of
costs saved or costs avoided.
A prioritized four-step approach to valuing
the special library may be most appropriate:
First, and most important, all cost data for
operating information services that can be
extracted, should be extracted.
Second,coUectinguser estimatesof the value
of beneficial library services or documents
needs to be a routine part of information services. In sufficient quantity, such data will
reach a significant level. Alternately, the special library could select a particular time frame
within which to collect an appropriate sample
data set.
Third, the impact of the special library
should be recorded. All positive instances of
impact should be accounted for, measurable
in qualitative terms, and countable, if not
easily converted into dollar values. Occasional case study-style support should be solicited, to capture outstanding examples of
impact or benefits achieved and to demonstrate strong personal support for the special
library. Marshall's 1993 study of the impact
of the special library on decision making in
the Canadian banking environment gives a
thorough treatment of the impact approach.23
Fourth, analyze the cost and benefit information gathered and determine cost-benefit
ratios. Decide if information is best presented
on aper-user basis or department or organization basis, and support those figures with the
positive impact information, to arrive at a
value of the special library to the host.
Determining the value of the special library
in this way will need to have a consistent
approach and be part of the overall management and marketing of the special library
within its organization.
Barriers to this valuation process could include continual time constraints, the belief
that the special library is not currently threatened, an unwillingness to actually delineate
costs, and ageneral desire to maintain a status
quo that seems acceptable to upper management today. A proactive approach to identifying and demonstrating financial benefits of
the special library will be a strong marketing
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asset for the special library, and it will also
promote the benefits of library services in
financial terms which are acceptable to upper
management. The valuation process does take
time, and taking a proactive approach ensures
that data will beavailable for use when needed.
Matarazzo notes that the lack of evaluation
of library service is a critical factor in his
simplified predictive model for library closure/red~ction.~~
He notes that the alternative
to library-initiated evaluation is the "sudden
evaluation by company management . . .
[which] might reveal that the library and its
services have little or no value to the company," @. 138) leading to the closure of the
library.
Further research is needed to investigatethe
relationships between information services
and corporate productivity and corporate profits. This research especially needs to focus on
medium-size or small private corporations
which host the largest portion of special libraries, and needs to find ways to effectively
address the dual problems of access to and
confidentiality of private corporation financial information. Techniques that can demonstrate the relationships clearly will be
especially desired. Research towards developing the suggested four-part approach into an
effective, practical model for special library
valuation that can adapt to the many sizes and
forms of special libraries is a further goal.
Finally, despite adesire for a uniform dollar
value, it is a natural characteristic of the special library to be unique, and this feature
extends to its monetary value. Valuation and
evaluation of the library will be continue to be
part of the total presentation of the library
within its host organization. Providing positivecost-benefit data to the firm is an essential
part of the evaluation process.
The special library continues to thrive in
successful organizations and is clearly regarded as being a positive asset to these organizations. Valuation information serves to
strengthen the position of the special library
and shouldbe actively soughtout as important
evidence promoting the special library and
justifying its existence within the corporate
framework.

Alison M. Keyes is a Librarian with the engineering firm Golder Associates Inc. in Redmond,
WA. She is a graduate of the Universly of Washington Graduate School of Library and
Information Science, and can be reached via e-mail at akeyes@golder.com
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This article investigates the relationship between organization size [in this case, pharmaceutical
Research & Development (R&D) departments] and research production. measured by the number of
"Important TherapeuticAdvances" (and not sales volumeof new products). They demonstrated aposi tive
linear relationship between the size of R&D budgets and the number of ImportantTherapeuticAdvances
(ITAS). Research productivity was defined as the number of ITAs per million dollars of R&D
expenditures, over a 10-year period. Using a linear model, no relationship between research productivity
and R&D expenditure was observed. Using a quadratic model, there is possible evidence of increased
productivity gained through economies of scale, but this evidence is not conclusive.
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This article describes the Activity Based Costing (ABC) system and gives the conditions under which
it can be applied and how to transfer it to a corporate information center. The ABC system is used to
identify the activities involved in each information product or service. Those activities which cause costs
to vary are "cost drivers," and the cost drivers are then analyzed to provide managers with information
about where resources are being used most and where under-utilization exists. Such precise cost
information allows managers to perform more accurate valuation and budgeting.
20
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(1987).
The author provides a detailed examination of costing library services. Although primarily a public
library view is taken. the processes of calculating costs can be readily transferred to the special library
sector. The article addresses the importance of cost data in management decision making, how to cost
services, types of cost, the Cost Accounting Process. sources of cost data, collecting cost data, indirect
costs, and using cost data Finally. cost data are considered to be essential in pricing library and
information services, and by having suchdata available,library managers canmake better decisions about
library operations.
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Herbert S. "Cost-Effectiveness and Cost-Benefit Determinations in Special Libraries." Special
Libraries 70(4): 163-169(April 1979).
This article offers the suggestion that a true cost-benefit analysis of an overhead division (to prove its
worth), such as the special library of a corporation. may simply not be achievable. Instead, special
libraries are valued by perception of the managers of the corporate divisions which they serve, in terms
of the positive influence of the library on each group or revenue earning program. Special librarians are
urged to be part of the corporation's projects and programs, stressing aproactive involvement in projects
whose managers are in a position to influence library support, or projects at inception, since new projects
often have the highest and most timely need for information. Special libraries can turn to cost-benefit
analysis internally (within the library only) in order to determine what information products and services
can best meet the needs of corporate activities.

White, Herbert S. "The Funding of Corporate Libraries-Old Myths and New Problems." Special
Libraries 78(3): 155-161(Summer 1987).
The author presents a strong case for special libraries dealing with downsizing in for-profit corporations. He examines the potential dangers of special libraries operating as lowcost services, stressing that
saving the corporation money on library expenses is not the librarian's job. Instead, serving the
corpo~ationwith productive, effective, and professional information services should be the librarian's
job. The program budget, effectively a contract negotiated between the library and upper management,
is suggested as an important tool in representing the information services and products that can be
provided for a certain budget. Changes in either products. services, or funds call for a re-negotiation of
the program budget. Finally, the search for corporate cost-effectiveness can provide special libraries with
opportunities to establish and demonstrate their value and strength to the host corporation.

Marshall. Joanne G. TheImpact of the Special Library on Corporate Decision-making. Washington, DC:
Special Libraries Association, 1993, 121p.
This impact study evaluates special library services in the Canadian corporate banking environment by
measuring the impact of information provided by special libraries on users' behavior. The key question
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is "whether the information allowed the requester, or the requester's institution, to handle some aspect
of a decision-making situation differently from how it would have been handled otherwise." @. 9) The
key question was supplemented by one which asked for an estimate of the value of any financial
@ansactioninvolved, but no attempt was made to relate this estimated value to the information vovided.
Assessments of the value of information are given in terms of quality, cognitive value, and decisionmaking value (not dollar values). The conclusions determined that information provided by libraries to
managers and executives frequently was perceived to have a significantimpact on their decisionmaking.
2dMatarazm.James M. Closing the Corporate Library: CaseStudiesonrhe Decision-Making Process. New
York, NY: Special Libraries Association, 1981, 154p.

This volume gives an interesting and informative case-study style examinationof five corporatelibrary
closures, examining the reasons for closure, and a comparison of the interpretation of those reasons from
the viewpoint of management and the viewpoint of the former librarians. A descriptive analysis of the
cases is given, and a simplified predictive model for library closure/reduction which describes seven
warning indicators is presented.
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Enhancing Library Services:
An Exploration in Meeting Customer Needs
~hroughTotal Quality Management
by Leigh Cunduri a d Kura Stutz

Total Quality Management (TQM) is a process
which focuses on understanding customer needs
and improving customer service and satisfaction. A
TQM committee was created at the Devereux
Foundation's Professional Library to assess user
satisfaction and make recommendations for
improvin library services to better meet consumer
needs. T e committee distributed a satisfaction
survey to 156 of the most likely library users and
84 (54%) were returned. Overall, survey results
indicate that most consumers are satisfied with the
materials and services provided by the Professional
Library. Recommendations for improving library
services and strategies for implementing these
recommendations are discussed.

i

Responsive service to users has been identified as a
primary goal of professional libraries.' Therefore, it is
important for libraries to incorporate a mechanism to
evaluate achievement of this goal. Total Quality Management (TQM) is a systematic process which focuses
on understanding customer needs and improving customer service and satisfaction. In addition, the emphasis
of TQM is on continuous improvement rather than on
meeting specific standard^.^ Given libraries' commitment to customer satisfaction, TQM could serve as a
practical and useful strategy for the ongoing evaluation
and improvement of library services.
The Devereux Foundation, a health care organization
committed to providing high quality human services to
children,adultsand familieswith special needs, operates
a Professional Library through its Institute of Clinical
Training and Research (ICTR). The mission of the
Professional Library is to assist staff in making informed
decisions necessary to provide state-of-the-art services
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to Devereux clients. Recognizing the importance of efficiency and quality, the Director of
ICTR created a Total Quality Management
committee, comprised of staff members from
all positions within the division, to assess
consumer satisfaction with the library and
make recommendations for improving library
services to better meet customer needs.
The Professional Library, located in the
mid-Atlanticregion of theunited States,serves
over 500 Devereux staff at the Foundation's
central administration offices and 22 residential treatment centers located in 13 states nationwide and Washington, DC. Due to the
large geographic region served by the library,
personnel face unique challenges in meeting
customer needs, as many customers are limited to telephone and mail contact.

Methodology
The first step in the Continuous Quality
Improvement (CQI) effort was the development of a survey to assess customer satisfaction with existing services and identify unmet
customer needs. Thecommitteedeveloped the
survey followinga review of the related literature and an examination of several customer
satisfaction surveys from a wide variety of
organizations.Adraft survey was piloted within
ICTR by asking 18 staff members to complete
the survey and comment regarding its content
and structure. Based on the staff's responses
and suggestions,the final version of the survey
was completed. Topics on the survey included
awareness and usage of current library services and materials, frequency of use, and
satisfaction with the completeness, quality,
and timeliness of services provided.
Both purposeful and random sampling techniques were utilized to distribute the survey to
the most likely users of the Professional Library. Surveys were mailed to members of the
president's council and executive directors,
and clinical directors, located in centers in 13
states. Clinical directors were also asked to
distributecopiesof the survey to five members
of their clinical staff. A total of 156 surveys
were mailed, along with a cover letter explaining
the purpose of the survey and instructions for its

completion and return. The survey included 16
multiple choice items and 2 items soliciting
comments and suggestions; respondents were
also given the option of including their name and
phone number on the survey if they were willing
to discuss their responsesover the telephone or if
they wanted information about the services and
materials provided by the Professional Library.
Follow up telephone calls were made to those
respondents who identified themselves and expressed dissatisfaction with the library services
or materials.

Results
Of the 156 surveys distributed, 84 (54%)
were returned. Respondents were predominantly clinical staff (59%)and from the midAtlantic region (45%). Fifty-five percent of
the respondents had never used or were unaware that the library was available for their
use. The remainder of the respondents had
used the library, on average, between one and
four times during the past year. The materials
and services most frequently used by customers were circulatingbooks, journals, reference
books, literature searches, and photocopying
of requested information.
Overall, results indicate that users are satisfied with the materials and services provided
by the ProfessionalLibrary. Most respondents
were satisfied with their initial contact with the
library (92%) and received the materials they
requested (77%) in a timely fashion (89%).
Respondents were also pleased with the quality (92%) and completeness (97%) of the library material they received. Those consumers
who requested library personnel to conduct a
literature search were generally satisfied with
their search interview (89%)and very satisfied
with the materials they received (97%).
Several respondents proposed that we provide more information regarding the library's
materials and services. Suggestions included
distributing a brochure outlining the library
services, holding an open house or mini-seminars to provide an overview of the library,
circulating a new book list, and distributing a
complete list of journal holdings. Other suggestions included re-establishing a holdings
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committee (a committee comprised of staff
members from several Devereux sites who
make decisionsregarding book, reference, and
journal holdings) and providing computerized
access from remote locations to the servicesof
the Professional Library.

Recommendations
Based on the results of the surveyand follow
up phone calls, the TQM committee developed a final report which included six general
recommendations for improving library services and several specific strategies for the
implementation of each recommendation.The
general recommendations were: (1) increase
customer awareness of Professional Library
services and materials; (2) improve customers' ongoing awareness of materials and services offered; (3) improve access to the library
from remote locations; 4) expand library services and materials, as appropriate; (5) increase the level of consistency with which
customers receive materials; and (6) improve
initial contact with potential customers. Many
specificsuggestionsmadeby respondents were
incorporated as suggested strategies for the
implementation of these general recommendations. For example, one respondent suggested that the Professional Library sponsor
an Annual Open House as a means to promote
customers' awareness of the library's materials and services. The final report summarizing
therecommendationsand strategies was given
to both the Director of ICTR and the Director
of the Library.

Implementation
The library responded by developinga twophase plan which emphasizes increasing visibility and improving internal procedures.
Phase I was comprised of immediate changes
in response to customer concerns. For example, to increase customer awareness, a series of informational "fact sheets" was
developed to be included in a library packet
along with a journal listing and new book list.
In addition to producing updated and expanded informational materials, a process for
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ongoing dissemination to appropriatepersonnel (e.g. computerizedpatron mailing list and
quarterly phone calls to each geographic region to update staff lists) was established.
Improvementsin internalprocedures included
streamlining interlibrary loan servicesthrough
utilization of a direct document delivery service as well as developing an internal checking and follow-up procedure to ensure that
customers receive requested materials or are
notified promptly if materials cannot be acquired. The internal checking procedure is
initiated at a prescheduled time and occurs on
a regular basis.
The second phase of the library plan will
utilize the Wide Area Network (WAN) which
is currently being phased in at all Devereux
sites. It is anticipated that this network, which
will link all sites electronically, will provide
the opportunity for outreach to and ongoing
feedback from customers.Plans are in progress
to incorporate an electronic library information system which will include creating a library bulletin board, offering a ready reference
service and direct document delivery service,
communicating via electronic mail and providing accessibility to online services from
remote locations.

Summary and Conclusion
The user survey provided valuable information from our customers which helped the
committee develop several recommendations
and strategies for improving library services.
This was particularly helpful with respect to
addressing concerns expressed by less-thansatisfied customers and developing suategies
forattractingpotentialcustomers. Library staff
then developed a two-phase plan and implementation efforts have begun. The library will
respond to the remaining recommendationsby
reviewing and revising, as necessary, other
internal policies and procedures currently in
effect. In addition, efforts are currently underway to establish a measurement system to
continually evaluate the impact of these
changes. It is expected that the library will
make significant use of the WAN in its efforts
to maintain ongoing contact with its custom-

ers. Ongoing customer feedback will be solicited via the WAN.
An important measure of the effectiveness
of a library as a service organization is the
level of customer satisfactionwith the services
and materials it provides. TQM, with its emphasis on customer satisfaction and CQI, provides a systematic approach for creating a
quality, customer-focused library. Libraries

have much to gain from using TQMprinciples
in the monitoring and self-evaluation of their
services and resources. As the first step in an
ongoing program of quality assurance, this
process has allowed the Professional Library
staff toidentify customer needs, make changes
to accommodate those needs and establish the
mindset that quality improvement is an ongoing process.

We would like to gratefully acknowledge the contributions of Joyce Matheson, Nancy Nereo,
and Susan Shott as members of the Total Quality Management Committee.
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INSTITUTE OF CLINICAL TRAINING AND RESEARCH (ICTR)
PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY (01 SURVEY

Please check the region of the Devereux center in which you work and your position within
the center:
Reoion.
-Mid Atlantic
-Northeast
-Southern/Western
-Central Administration

Position;
-Administrative
-Clinical
-Educational
-Residential Staff
-Other

1.Bp~roximatelvhow frequently have you used the ProfessionalLibrary's services or materials
?-

-More than 12 times
-5-12 times
-1 4 times
-Never. Please go to question 7.
-I was not aware that the Professional Library is available for my use. Please go to
question 7.
2. Pleasecheck the following library rnaterialsand/orservicesthat you have used-

vearar;

Library Services;

Librarv Materials;
-Circulating books
-Reference books
-Journals

-Literature searches
-Answering of research questions
-Tables of Contents from

-Audiotapes
-CD-ROM searchware

-Interlibrary loan services
-Photocopying of requested

professional journals
(ClinPsych, MedLine, etc.)

-Other @leasespecify)

information

-Other (please specify)

3. The followingquestions refer to the services and/or materials o t h e r r e searches
that you have usedyithin the.-D
Please indicate youranswer by circling the appropriate
response.

a) How satisfied were you with your initial contact with our library personnel?
Very Dissatisjied
1
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2

Moakrately Satisfied
3

4

Very Satisfied
5

b) If you requested library services and/or materials, were you informed how long the process
would take?
Never
1

Sometimes
3

2

Always
5

4

c) Did you receive the services and/or materials that you requested?
Never
1

Sometimes
3

2

4

Always
5

4

A Iways
5

d) Did you receive your materials in a timely fashion?
Never
1

So?netimes
3

2

e) How satisfied were you with the quality of the material you received (i.e. photocopies,
audiotapes, etc.)?
Very Dissatisfied
1

2

Moderately Satisfied
3

4

Very Satisfied
5

4

Always
5

f) Were the materials you received complete?

Never
1

Sometimes
3

2

4. If you have requested the Professional Library to conduct a literature search, please complete
the following:

a) If needed, were the procedures of conducting a search explained to you?
Yes

No

NIA

b) Prior to executing your search request, a reference interview is conducted by the librarian. The
purpose of this interview is to clarify your request, identify specific search words, and discuss
the comprehensiveness of the search. How satisfied were you with this search interview?
Very Dissatisfied
1

2

Moderately Satisfied
3

4

Very Satisfied
5

c) With regard to your initial request, how satisfied were you with the materials you received?
Very Dissati@ed
1

2

Moderately Satisfied
3

4

Very Satisfied
5

d) Was your search received in a timely fashion?
Never
1

2

Sometimes
3

Always

5
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Survev as a follow-up to your completed

e) Did you receivehcsearch?

Never
1

Sometimes

2

3

4

Always
5

5. Please make recommendations for how our services could be improved to better meet your
needs:

6. Other comments:

7. We are committed to improving the materials and services of the Professional Library. Your
feedback is very important to us. If you would like more information about the Professional
Library or would be willing to discuss the library's services or materials in greater detail over
the phone, please complete the following:
Name:

Telephone Number:

Thank you for your cooperation in completing this survey. We appreciate your time.
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Interpreters as Well as Gatherers
The Librarian of Tomorrow. Today

..

by htrick I. Hunt

1k i t %& b ~ ~ I i s o n ob &
n phn&s
imphticnr pow n o h so$% infom,oW ou fw
etd mesure qu% dong? mpidementtwsm o p s
de communication. les implications de c e h
tmnsfom,otion qui mi d'une plus gmnde pa&
slnt respcxl~~~bks
& b d i n v e n h dmmo@ue &
nos wmmerces, orgonhes, goukemementr et
d'entidres cultures. les bibliothicoires et
professionnek & ISnfwmotion se &battent ovec
ces pprobmes ou n i w u mom, o h que le &h
o c h l que bnce b question &s drob d'ahur
iUustm ad les chanpmentr qui se p r o d u h t
dons notre pmpre howil. l a mani&e dont ks
a x l ~ ~ ~ i s msont
w su&s rhowe mdicalement; k s
biblioif&aires voienthh &tion d'un m e a u
I& f a h i que de mIb 9ppohnihN pow eux,
I& inIn'n~uementplusimportant et exigeont une
comprihension du contexte duns lequel
/'informohm existe.

The advent of digitization has profound implications
for our information society as it rapidly chan es
our means of communicating. The broa er
implications of this transformation are responsible
for the dramatic reinvention of our businesses,
organizations, governments, and entire cultures.
Librarians and information professionals are
grappling with these issues at a macro level, while
current challenges posed by the issue of copyright
illustrate further change taking place in our own
work. The wa that knowledge is created is
changing radical y; as a result, a new role for the
librarian is being forged (along with new
opportunities)-one
that i s more profound,
requiring an understanding of the context in which
information exists.

i

1

"The future belongs to neither the conduit or
content players but those who control thefiltering,
searching, andsense-making tools we will rely on to
navigate through the expanses of cyberspace."

- Paul Saffo, "It's the Context, Stupid" in WIRED

". . . to this complex relationship is added the
responsibility of the librarian to maximize the flow
of communication acrossthe barriersof time,space,
language, and patterns of thought . . ."
- Jesse H.

Shera, "The Librarian and the Machine"
(originally published June 15, 1961)
in Library Journal

" I t was the best of times, it was the worst of times,
it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of
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increclulity, it was the seasori of Light, it
was tlw season of Darkrzess, it was tlze
spring of hope, it was tlie rvitzter of despair, we had everything before us, we
liad rzothirzg before us, we were all going
direct to Heaven, we were all going direct
tlie other way -in short, the period was so
far like tlie present period, that sorize of its
rzoisiest autl~oritiesirzsisted on its beirzg
received,forgoodorforevil, in thesuperlarive degree of coniparisorz orzly. "
- Charles Dickens, opening lines of

A Tale of Two Cities, bk. 1, ch. I ( 1 859).

The prospect of practicing librarianship in
1995, and beyond, seems to very much resemble the Dickensian predicament/opportunity of the worst of times actually being the
best of times. On the one hand, library budgets
are being squeezed, many libraries are faced
with staff cuts, downsizing, and even closure;
more and more of the world's knowledge is
increasingly available digitally (all the while
relentlessly being added to); clients' needs are
becoming ever more complex, requiring a
higher level of quality service; and the very
role of the librarian is in flux. Meanwhile,
whirlwind technological, economic, and social transformation recreates businesses, organizations, governments, and entire cultures.
As a result, we are witnessing a reshaping of
the workplace, neatly represented as six trends
by Walter Keichel 111 in Fortiiize magazine,
including:
Companies becoming smaller, employing fewer people;
* Hierarchical organization charts giving
way to netwosks of specialists;
Technicians replacing manufacturing
operatives;
Horizontal division of labor replacing
vertical division of labor;
A paradigm of business shifts from
making product to providing service;
and
A redefinition of work to include constant learning, high-order thinking, and
less nine-to-five work.'
We can add to this list the concept of the
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virtual workplace, entailing the ability to work
from anywhere and suffer no loss of connectivity, a trend of particular relevance for libraries.
Of course, there is another hand representing tremendous opportunity. Our modern condition, characterized by the transformation
from industrial-based economies to information societies, has made information itself a
kind of currency; indeed, some see it as tlie
currency. Now, especially since the advent of
digitization, the transformation of raw data
into information, and then knowledge, is determined by a whole new set of factors which
traditional librarianship has not yet fully
grasped and is ill-equipped to handle.
The changes which are forcing a re-examination of traditional notions of librarianship
are concurrently reshaping much of the world
economy, and by implication our societies
themselves. According to writer John Perry
Barlow, this radial change ". . . comes at a time
when the human mind is replacing sunlight
and mineral deposits as the new source of
~ e a l t h . " ~ R o b eReich,
rt
in his book, Tlze Work
ofNations, elaborates: "We are living through
a transformation that will rearrange the politics and the economics of the coming century.
There will be no national products or technologies, no national corporations, no national
industries. Each nation's primary assets will
be the citizens' skills and insights . . ."3

The Enigma of Copyright
Upon consideration of these extraordinary
changes, one issue in particular seems to best
exemplify the shifting sands of our times,
namely copyright. By examining the evolution of copyright, especially in North America
(but also relevant in a global context), we may
be able to discern some measure of the opportunities emerging for the profession of
librarianship, as well as the direction it may
take in the coming millennium.
Barlow, in an essay from WIRED magazine,
"The Economy of Ideas,"refers to the problem
of digitized information as ". . . an immense,
unsolved conundrum . . .The enigma is this: If
our property can be infinitely reproduced and
instantaneously distributed all over the planet

without cost, without our knowledge, without
its even leaving our possession, how can we
protect it? How are we going to get paid for the
work that we do with our minds? And, if we get
paid, what will assure the continued creation
and distribution of such work?"4
The essence of the problem is rooted in a
poor historical fit, that of a canon of copyright
and patent legislation in the Western world
which began to evolve some 500 years ago
during the time of Johann Gutenberg and the
refinement of the printing press. That canon
has proven useful right up until approximately
the midpoint of the current century. However,
with the advent of digitized information, and
its ubiquitous nature, the evolved canon no
longer adheres to the methods now used to
express human creativity. The breakdown occurs because traditionally copyright came to
exist when an idea became fixed; i.e. when
ideas were expressed as text printed in a book,
as a story represented by a motion picture, or
recorded as musical notes on compact disc,
etc. Historically, books have been, and continue to be, useful containers for upholding
copyright, as their very format imposes challenges to alteration and reproduction. Furthermore, the paper upon which text and images
appear,effectivelyamedium wherean author's
ideas find expression and fixation, also provides a surface for the inclusion of copyright
notice. Barlow eloquently summarizes the effect of these relationships:
Thus the rights of invention and authorship adhered to activities in the physical
world. One didn't get paid for ideas, but
for the ability to deliver them into reality.
For all practical purposes, the value was
in the conveyance and not in the thought
conveyed.
In other words, the bottle was protected, not the wine.'
Since ideas are now expressed and travel
digitally, they are much more difficult to concretize. The copyright canon has evolved in
step with the notion of phy sical property, based
on the principle of fixation, a magical point at
which an idea is somehow crystallized and

therefore becomes physical property. Now,
since the boundaries of fixation have been
totally altered (or hardly exist), to the extent
that they no longer apply, where does that
leave the notion of copyright? The advent of
the Internet, and especially its continuous development and exponential growth, best represents this altered condition gaining popular
acceptance as cyberspace. The possibilities
for such a global net are indeed remarkable:

. . . all the goods of the Information
Age--all of theexpressionsoncecontained
in books or film stripsor newsletters-will
exist either as pure thought or something
very much like thoughr voltage conditions
darting around the Net at the speed of light,
in conditions that one might behold in
effect, as glowing pixels or transmitted
sounds,but never touch or claim to "own"
in the old sense of the word.6
This image of ideas floating about and being
used as needed or wanted, a web constituting
the universal zeitgeist, harkens back to the
manner in which communication was conducted when most of our culture was oral, a
time when the concept of copyright didn't
exist. In a digital world, without the old standard by which to apply copyright (i.e., physical expression of an idea), it is difficult to
protect or guarantee financial compensation
for creative work. Furthermore,by attempting
to retrofit existing copyright law in response
to these challenges, there is a danger of actually circumscribing a fundamental tenet of
both librarianship and public policy, that of
deploying information and knowledge for the
public good.
Currently, new legislation is under consideration in both Canada and the United States
which would favor proprietary rather than
users' rights. The concern, according to the
Special Libraries Association, is that ". . .
copyright controls are being extended to new
arenas without much explanation or evidence
that such revisionsare in the best interest of the
'public good."'7 Such a result would contradict the original spirit of copyright, that of
safeguarding yet encouraging the free ex-
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change of ideas. For people like Thomas
Jefferson, the third U.S. president, and other
thinkers of the Enlightenment, of utmost importance was the social responsibility of ". . .
assuringthe widespreaddistributionof thought,
not profit. hofit was the fuel that would cany
ideas into the libraries and minds of their new
republic. Librarieswould purchase books, thus
rewarding the authors for their work in assembling ideas; these ideas, otherwise 'incapable
of confinement,' would then become freely
available to the public. But what is the role of
the library in the absence of books? How does
society now pay for the distribution of ideas if
not by charging for the ideas themselves?"*
These are critical questions for consideration by both thelibrary community and public
policy makers, and their resolution will most
certainly influence the evolving profession of
librarianship. Barlow himself initiates a fascinating discussion of how we might begin to
address these issues, ideas which are beyond
the scope of this essay. Yet, one key point of
departure is to re-examine how we consider
information and our relationship to it. This
thread is picked up by John N. Berry 111,
Editor-in-Chief of Library Journal, when he
describesa new library mission as". ..keeping
information moving and alive along with our
older efforts at working to remove any impediments to its flow to p e o ~ l e . 'Inspired
~
by
Barlow's musings on the organic nature of
informationas an activity ("a verb, nota noun"),
as a life form that needs to be in constant
motion, as well as a relationship, Berry hints at
the need to better understand the nature of
information. He sees evidence of this new
mission in university libraries which have finally given up the ancient practice of hoarding
information, and are now concentrating on
access rather than simply owning and collecting. One of the most lucid thinkers in this area,
University Librarian and Vice Chancellor at
the University of California San Francisco,
Richard E. Lucier, is both a theorist and practitioner of "knowledge management." In his
article, "Towards a Knowledge Management
Environment:A Strategic Framework," Lucier
articulates a vision of a knowledge management environment "that will transform this
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library (UCSF's) from a repository of passive,
print-based materials to the intellectual and
cultural center of the campus as well as the hub
of a campus wide academic information
stream."1° Lucier challenges the library to
accept a much broader role as the institution
responsible for knowledge management,placing it at the beginning of the information
transfer cycle, the integral component of a
loop comprised of publishers(dissemination),
publishers~libraries(indexing and cataloguing), 1ibrariesJvendors (storage and access),
readers (use), and scientists and scholars (discovery and cornmuni~ation).~
Yet, it is at the level of the individual librarian where the most fundamental change is
occurring:

. . . whether you think of yourself as a
serviceprovider or a performer, the future
protection of your intellectual property
will depend on your ability to controlyour
relationship to the market-a relationship
which will most likely live and grow over
a period of time. The value of that relationship will reside in the quality of performance, the uniqueness of your point of
view, the validity of your experience, its
relevance to your market, and, underlying
everything, the ability of that market to
accessyour creativeservicesswiftly,conveniently, and intera~tivel~.'~
Here is recognition of the importance for a
librarian of the need to focus on quality (of
service and information), uniqueness, speed,
accessibility, and interaction while performing; in fact, the focus on relationship suggests
consideration of a new role for the librarian.

The Librarian's Role
What is the librarian's role as we approach
the year 2000? How is that role changing in
relation to how it is traditionally perceived?
Some of the most interesting thoughts on these
topics have come from Jesse Hauk Shera(19031982), who was not only a librarian, but an
educator, philosopher, and theorist. Shera was
unusual amongst librarians in that he was

engaged in considering philosophical matters,
his curiosity extending beyond the purely pragmatic concerns of many of his colleagues. His
view of the profession entailed "The concept
of librarianship as a totality, a unity in which
all the facts are interrelated and interdependent."l3The librarian's role then, according to
Shera, ". . .is to act as mediator between users
and graphic records. ..the goal of the librarian
is to maximize the social utility of graphic
records for thebenefitof humanity ."14The use
of the word mediator is intriguing, especially
given one of Webster's definitions for the
word mediate, which is "toact as intermediary
agent in bringing, effecting or communicating."15
There has been a fundamental shift in the
philosophy of librarianship,as librariesevolved
from being strictly elitist institutions to focus
on service and access, in both the public and
private spheres. We are now witnessing a
further shift whereby information professionals are still working as mediators (acting as
intermediary agents in communication), but
are doing so in a much more profound manner.
Whereas traditionally a public library had two
primary purposes, namely "to provide access
to information in its many forms and formats,
and to provide assistancein locating that information,"16 or to reduce the equation to an even
simpler level, 'The Best Books for the Most
People at the Lowest Cost,"17 social forces
have necessitated a rethinking of the traditional librarian's role. The movement is towards an amplification of the concept of
intermediary,so that librarians ascommunication agents situate their activities in another
dimension, focusing on the context in which
their mediation occurs-a process which is
well understood by special librarians.
Recognition of interpretation or service as
the rationale for the library,alongside the tasks
of acquisition and organization, has constituted the foundation of librarianship from the
days of the ancient Sumerians and Egyptians,
when libraries were created to take custody of
the cultural record, a task beyond the limits of
human memory.18 Shera sought to extend the
intermediary role by positing the need for a
new discipline of communication, concerned

with "how knowledge is coordinated, integrated and put to work.. .a body ofknowledge
aboutknowledgeitself,"19 for which hecoined
the phrase "social epistemology."This fieldof
study would investigate "the whole complex
problem of the intellectual processes of society . . . an inquiry into the means by which a
society, nation or culture achieves an understanding relationship with the totality of the
environment, and its focus will be upon the
production, flow, integration, and consumption of all forms of communication throughout
the entire social att tern.'^ Sherabelieved that
the developmentof socialepistemology would
compel librarianship to ". . . formulate, selfconsciously, its role in society, to examine
critically its intellectual foundations, and to
view itself holistically-as an integrated system that serves people, both as individualsand
as members of society, throughout life."21
While attending the Information Canada
'94 conference held in Toronto this past September, I listened to a conversation which is
perhaps indicative of the librarian's changing
role, and especially of the divergent views
held amongst librarians as to what their approach should be. At one session on adding
value to information services the discussion
focused on the relative merit of not only seeking and retrieving information for a client,but
taking the process a few steps further by spending time to clean up online search results and
then applying interpretiveanalysis. Suddenly,
a young librarian stepped up to the microphone and emphatically declared that most
librarians simply don't do such things, were
not trained to perform these tasks, and furthermore, were absolutely not interested; after all,
that wasn't why they went to library school in
the first place.
Knowledge has become a critical resource.
Theradicalstructuraltransformationscurrently
reshaping both our public and private sectors
have precipitated changes in the types of work
we are all engaged in, increasingly demanding
knowledge-intensive skills. A higher degree
of information literacy is required. People
need to be able to ". . . seek out, retrieve,
reorganize, assimilate, interpret, and utilize
data, information and knowledge. . " 2 2 H ~ ~ -

.
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ever, they often lack both the time and the
inclination to pursue these activities. As a
result, special librarians (amongst other information professionals) have evolved to meet
these needs, often distinguishing themselves
as ".. premier information experts in organizational setting^,'^^ acting as strategic intermediaries.
As our society continues on its knowledge
rich way, opportunities for knowledge workers will continue to proliferate. According to
Mark S. Serepca and the sources he tracks in
the PR. Update column for the SpecialLibraries Association Specidist newsletter, ". . .the
trend toward electronic information is a 'full
employment' act for librarians because it will
require special expertise . . . librarians evaluate, analyze, organize, and package raw data,
adding value as they transform it into usable
information . . . the library profession is a
growth field for the next de~ade.'~Information brokers have understood this for some
time now, particularly since 1987 when the
Association of Independent Information Professionals (AIIP) was formed. This group has
experienced tremendous growth, as documented by information broker Marydee Ojala
in her contribution to Opening New Doors:
Alternative Careers for L i b r a r i ~ n s .AIIP
~~
comprises a broad range of information professionals, including document delivery specialists, library developers and managers,
information consultants and subject researchers, as well as information brokers. Ojala describes an information broker as a "free-lance
reference librarian," offering customized research-gathering on a for-profitbasisZ6These
entrepreneurs add value to reference service
and create knowledge by analyzing and interpreting information after retrieving it, explaining it to others, often organizing it in some
useful way, and then rendering it intelligible in
a report tailored to a specific client's information needs.
Information brokers are but one representative example of the need to respond creatively
to diverse knowledge requirements. The fact
that the majority of librarians are for the most
part educated in an interdisciplinary manner
and possess unique information skill sets which

.
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are valuable to a variety of knowledge-intensive organizations bodes well for the future of
the information professional. Unfortunately,
librarians' skills have not usually been actively sought outside of traditional library settings. The reason may have most to do with the
persistent stereotype attached to the word librarian. but probably also involves theauitude
and behavior of librariansthemselves. As noted
by F.W. Horton, Jr. in his survey of emerging
occupation opportunities for librarians and
information professionals:
If librarians and other information professionals are to fill the hundreds of thousands of emerging new jobs and positions
that are located outside the library domain
(in non-traditional settings as they are
sometimes called) there must be a shift in
primary focus from describing, organizing and cataloguing books as physical
entitiesor informationcontainers,to planning and managing the information requirements and needs of decision-makers
in organizationswhich they serve. In short,
librarians, like lawyers and other professionals, must not link their careers and
their destinies exclusively to the traditional domain, but must recognize in their
client organizations alternative opportunities to utilize their information management skills.27

Interpreters as Well as Gatherers
The librarian of the future is quite often a
practicing librarian today, grappling with the
issues that are reshaping the profession. One
example is Sylvia Piggott, Managerof the Business Information Centreat the Bank of Montreal,
who penned an interesting article on the experience of transfornation for librarians entitled
"The Virtual Library: Almost There . . ." She
explains her role in establishing a virtual library,
defined by D. Kaye Gapen as "the concept of
remote access to the contents and services of
libraries and other information resources, combining anon-sitecollectionofcurrentand heavily
used materials in both print and electronic form,
with an electronic network which provides ac-

cess to and delivery from, external worldwide
library and commercial information knowledge sources."28
Operating internationally, the Bank of
Montreal has developed libraries which "employ leading edge technologies to identify.
gather, interpret, filter, manipulate, enhance,
and deliver information. .."29 The concept of
"desktop libraries" has been introduced,
whereby users can remotely access news and
reference information as needed, all part of an
effort by contentproviders to perfect end user
access, substantially affecting the librarian's
role in the information retrieval process.30
Piggott has remarked that it is becoming more
common for clients to ask librarians for more
in-depth research after their curiosity has been
piqued by the electroniclibrary, meaning that
the librarian's role of "managing and importing knowledge will remain central."31 In addition, the librarians themselves are seen as
"experts in selecting, evaluating, and implementing, in a timely manner, the electronic
information~ources,"~~as
well as dabbling in
context by negotiating with the information
vendors to develop customized information
services. Piggott anticipates the day when
". . . a significant number of the libraries'
clientele become user self-sufficient,thus freeing thelibrariansto provide consultation,evaluation, and training to staff as necessary."33
The italics are mine, included to stress
the differences between what these "virtual" librarians are doing compared to the
tasks of a typical traditional librarian.
Equally interesting is the apparent sea
change in attitude-these librarians are not
concerned about losing some of the more
traditional, routine tasks which they have
always handled for clients, but are more
interested in seeing their role evolve by
investigating ways of adding value to their
information environment, for example, by
consulting, evaluating, training and being
proactive in shaping its context.
Perhaps even more radical is the role envisioned by Milo Nelson in an essay entitled,
"Crunching Knowledge: The Coming Environment for the Information Specialist."
Nelson also recognizes the need to put infor-

mation into the hands of users in a more direct
fashion, but then suggests that librarians, as
interpretersas well as gatherers, "be willing to
make discriminationsabout the quality of our
material, and help our users understand the
process by which information is converted
into useful knowledge. This implies, among
other things, that we discard the role we have
played as unbiased, impartial, and remote servants to poseinstead as highly informed,opinionated professionals . . ."34
Michel Bauwens is another example of a
practitioner who is stretching the limits of
what it means to work with people and information as a librarian. He participated in the
creation of a Cybrarian's Manifesto, replete
with a vision of the "cybrarian" as a kind of
information counsel, who "will act as a guide
for others, 'mapping' cyberspace,"engaged in
"infomapping" or "keeping track of internal
knowledge resources, be it experts, teams, or
With more and more information becoming
available digitally, we have reached a point
where a personal computer in combination
with the critical interactions of one person
(e.g. a librarian) constitute a virtual library.
Add one's best guess as to where the Internet
is going and we are rapidly reaching a stage
where all libraries will in essence be virtual.
Philip Brook Manville proffers a vision of
librariansas "value-added advisors. ..becoming researchers, analysts, and even project
managers, as opposed to, as was once the case,
simple keepers and catalogersof documents,"
representing ". . . a blend of tradition and
innovation: tradition in the sense ofpreserving
and fostering benefit from what has come
before, innovation in the sense of rearranging
relationships, roles and locations among users, materials, ideas, and knowledge worke r ~ . "Or,
~ ~to put it another way, librarians
have a role to play in the crucial activity of
shaping context. This will directly affect everything germane to the profession of
librarianship including what kind of information service librarians offer, how they are
perceived by the public, organizations which
employ them and themselves, the content of
curricula taught in library schools, and the
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manner in which our society communicates.
As librarianship is reinvented, will the term
librarian continue to be useful as an employment title describing the role of information
professionals? A variety of alternative titles
are being bandied about, many of which are
discussed in MarydeeOjala's "What Will They
Call Us in the Future?" Everything from
cybrarian to information agent is under consideration or already being used, including
knowledge counselor, chief information officer, information broker, navigator, designer
andar~hitect.~~
However,there'sagoodchance
that both the word librarian and the profession
will persist, and indeed flourish, as we approach the millennium. The futurist Roger
Selbert is one such believer: 'The responsibilities areexpanding,as is the need for speed.
If it's findable, librarians will find it. The term
'librarian' will imply someone with their finger on where and what information is available. It will not necessarily imply books."38
Whatever title is used, it should ". . . convey
the fact that we manage information, identify
relevant sources,analyze data, network among
experts, have technical expertise, understand
information highways, and are comfortable in

cyberspace," according to 0jala.39
It is difficult to judge which clichC has
become more meaninglessof late, each having
suffered ruthless trampling at the feet of mass
media: "information overload" or "information superhighway." What we do know is that
oodles of content arebeingproduced and made
available,a situation which remains unchanged
from the time of Gutenberg, except for significant increases in both velocity and volume.
Futurist Paul Saffo theorizes that context is
critical to make sense of it all:

". . . this plethora of content. . . will make
context the scarce resource . . . the highest
ground in the context arena may not end up in
the hands of the technocrats at all. The scarcest
of context resources will be something utterly
beyond the kin of cold algorithms-point of
view. 'Point of View, is that quintessentially
human solution to information overload. ..the
futurebelongsto neither theconduit or content
players but those who control the filtering,
searching,andsense-makingtools we will rely
on to navigate through the expanses of
cyber~pace."~~
For librarians,the timing couldn't be better.

Patrick J. Hunt is an Information Consultant with the Canadian International Development
Agency's Centre for Intercultural Troinlng, and a student in the Graduate Diploma in Library
Studies Program at Concordia University in Montreal, PQ, Canada. He can be reached via the
Internet at phunt8Qusa.synapse.net.
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On the Scene
SLA in Montreal: The Annual Conference
by Gail L Repher
Editor

A

n all-time high 6,505 attendees from
locales worldwide witnessed the 1995
SLA Annual Conference theme, "The Power
of Information: Transforming the World," as
they descended upon Montreal, PQ, Canada,
June 10-15 to take part in division-sponsored
sessions on timely topics, attend continuing
educationclasses,perusetheexhibit hall, hear
many interesting speakers, and network with
colleagues.
This year's conference was SLA's largest
ever. The second largest SLA conference was
the 1989 annual conference in New York,
NY, with 6,348 attendees.
This year's SLA exhibit hall in the Montreal
Convention Center was also the association's

largest ever, boasting 436 exhibitor booths to
form a one-stop shopping center for every
product and service for special librarians and
informationprofessionals.The previous record
was the 1993Annual Conference's421booths
in Cincinnati, OH.
"This record-settingevent reflects recognition of the great value that the conference
offers in terms of networking and educational
opportunities," SLAExecutiveDirector David
R. Bender said.
Another first at the Annual Conference was
the very successful first annual President's
Reception,hosted by SLA President Didi Pancake. Pancake was joined by keynote speakers Nuala Beck and Howard Rheingold and
several of SLA's Research Award recipients,
who discussed their findings and answered
questions. The event attracted approximately
200 conference attendees and raised $7,500
for SLA's Stephen I. Goldspiel Memorial
Research Fund.

Division Programs

Eastern Canada Chapter members welcomed
visitorsfrom all over the world at their booth.
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This year's division programming included
well over 300 high quality programs where
attendees learned tools, tips, and techniques
to help them do their jobs better and smarter.
Many programs employed innovative use of
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audiovisual technologies and hosted standing
room only audiences. Many packed programs
were technology-related, as more and more
special librarians are utilizing online technologies in their day-to-day operations. For
instance, at the popular June 13 program,
"Training Users on the Internet," speakers
discussedhow to teach others to use the Internet
and dispensed helpful tips based on hands-on
teaching experience. At the June 13 "Super
Searchers Revisited" roundtable discussion,
participants provided tips on effectiveonline
searching, and encouraged searchers to enlist
others to help them by delegating responsibilities, using help desks, visiting the exhibit
hall booths, and asking clients the right questions to devise a specific search strategy.
These sessions and many more provided
practical advice that attendees could take to
their own jobs. For instance, at the "Do It
Yourself: Special LibrariansCreating Internet
Applications" session June 14, three experts
told the audience how they successfully designed or developed an Internet product or
service. For instance, Hope Tillman told the
audience how the Babson College gopher was
created. She detailed its target audience, content, menus, and links to other sites, etc. At
"Dealing with the 'Not Enoughs,"' on June
14, news librarians relayed practical tips on
how to produce great work quickly on small
budgets with few staff. For example, they
talked about unusual uses of software, using
online references such as America Online,
using frequently updated CD-ROM encyclopedias as well as stock photo CD-ROMs,and
joining user groups. The June 14 "Selecting
Outside Consultants" panel discussion addressed how and when outside consultantsare
selectedand the criteria used to evaluate them.
Speakers talked about evaluating proposals,
defining projects, problems, and goals; work
plans, fees, references and experience, problem areas, timelines, and final reports.
Other sessions were more lighthearted while
they wereequal1yinformative.Tom Heitz,former
librarian at the National Baseball Hall of Fame
amd Museum, raked about his 1Zyearcareeras
a baseball librarian. Spiced with humorous anecdotes,Heitz's p~sentationaddressed his con-
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tacts with the public, his task of making the
library part of the experience of visiting the
National Baseball Hall of Fame, his career before becoming abaseball librarian, and his work
on Ken Bums' project.

The SLA Booth is a one-stop shopforpublications geared to special librarians andinformation professionals.

Popular field trip sites included Montreal
libraries,UndergroundMontreal. theBiodome
and Botanical Gardens, Old Montreal, and
Quebec City.

Professional Development
In addition, SLA held over 30 continuing
education courses, including 10division-sponsored courses. The courses ranged from technical workshops and subject specialty courses
to managementand personal growth programs.
Not surprisingly, the most popular courses
were technology-based,likeLTheInternet:An
Introduction for Special Librarians and Information Professionals." Another popular topic
was copyright regulations. In addition. six
new courses were added to the continuing
education program this year, including "Analyzing Costs for Effective Decision Making,"
"The Art of Negotiation: A Tool Kit for Special Librarians," and "Introduction to Imaging
and Image Based Systems."
Organizationswith job openings took advantage of a once-a-year opportunity to reach several thousand potential prospects by listing their
openings at the Annual Conference Employment Clearinghouse. Organizations that have
representatives at the conference can provide
contact information and meet with candidates

on-site, and following the conference, a compilation of job listings is made available for purchase by informationprofessionals who did not
attend the conference.
Conference attendees could also take advantage of the expertise offered by experienced
SLA members through the Career Advisory
Service. By appointment, SLA members counseled interested attendees, helping them to find
new directions in the broad field of special
librarianship and information management.

Keynote Speeches
Annual Conference General Session addressesby Nuala Beck and Howard Rheingold
drew packed audiences at the convention center. On June 12, Beck discussed The New
Economy~.and the place of special librarians
in it; and on June 13 Rheingold talked about
the increasing importanceof the role of information professionals in the online world.
Industry consultant and economist Nuala
Beck is President and Founder of Nuala Beck
& Associates, a Torontebased consulting firm
that specializes in innovative research for
clients worldwide.
Beck says we are now living in The New
Economy~~,
one which is fueled by computers
and semiconductors;communications and telecommunications; medical care and diagnostics; and electronic instrumentation. And, she
says, special librarians and information professionals have a vital role to play as information navigators of this new economy.
She classifies modem economic times into
three phases: commodity, manufacturing, and
technology. The commodity economy began
with the Industrial Revolution and ended at the
close of World War I. It was fueled by cheap
steel and dominated by the textile, coal, steel,
and railroad industries. The post-WWI manufacturing economy was fueled by oil and dominated by the auto, machine tool, housing, and
retail industries. Beck says the technology
economy,orTkNew Economy., began in 1981
with the ready availability of cheap microchips
Almost 60%of the Canadian Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and 7 1% of the U.S. GDP is
part of the new, knowledge-based economy,
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1995 Conference Chair Karen Holloway
welcomed attendees at the General Sessions.
Beck said, adding that 1.6 million knowledge
workers (senior management,professional,and
technical) were added to payrolls last year in
the United States. "Knowledge workers are to
the new economy what production workers
were to the old economy," Beck said. "You
know you are in an 'old economy' business if
the decor is green and orange, and when you
ask what systems are in place to protect from
viruses, they send you to the company nurse,"
she quipped, quoting Forbes magazine.
Companies enter and survive in The New
Economy~~
by producing new products, developing new markets, and using new technologies
to their advantage,she advised.Intellectual capital is a company's most valuable asset in this
economy, she said, and special librarians' intangibleassetsof skill,knowledge,and information
put hem at the core of The New Economy~~.
They must provide information to help old
economy industries survive and to enable new,
knowledge-based industries,like telecommunications, stay at the cutting edge of technology.
Beck says the next economy will be driven
by biotechnology and genetic engineering,
and will transform industries like computers are
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doing now. This revolution is beginning even
now, Beck says, with developments in the engines that will drive the next new economybiotechnology, artificial intelligence, the next
generation of computers, and space commerce.
Journalist, editor, and author Harold
Rheingold addressedconferenceattendeesJune
13. Considered an expert in emerging digital
technologies, the Mill Valley, CA-based
Rheingold discussed the new media that are
connectingpeople in new ways to create what
he calls the "virtual community." He talked
about the positives and negatives of the new
information technologiesand the role of special librarians in the virtual community.
"The important thing about the new technologies (such as the Internet and World Wide
Web) is thatpeoplearecommunicating again,"
Rheingold said. The virtual community, he
said, connects people in new ways by using
many-to-many media communication instead
of one-to-many communication. In many-tomany communication,people are involved in
interactive sharing of information and have
more power than with one-to-many communication, in which users just access information. In the virtual community, users are
forming new communities, businesses, and
educational opportunities. Special librarians
have a special role in this community,he says,
by helping people find timely, accurate information. "We really need an army of special
librarians to help us find our way in this
medium," Rheingold told the conference attendees.
The down side of the virtual community is
a path of censorship, surveillance, and monopoly, Rheingold said. Legislation and regulations could erode the new technologies, he
believes. He says users must be proactive in
determining the direction of the information
highway so that government and corporate
communications giants do not turn the highway intoa commercial enclosureinstead of an
open public forum.
'Technology is neither all good nor all bad,"
Rheingold said. "Special librarians need to expand their traditional role, not by taking a political stance, but by raising awarenessof the issues
(of access,censorship,etc.) to those around you.
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This is notjust an issue for computer enthusiasts
and computer specialists,but for all people and
businesses. Special librarians need to become
the road warriors of the information superhighway." Without their involvement, Rheingold
says, information professionals will lose their
power in the development and regulation of the
information highway.

Highlights of the Board Meetings
At the SLA Board of Directors meetings
June 9-10 and June 16, the Board addressed
numerous issues ranging from election slates
to the formation of new association units.
The highlights of the 1994195 Board meeting on June 9-10 are the following:
The Board named the following slate of officers for the 1996 election: for President-Elect,
Elizabeth Eddison and Judith Field; for Chapter
Cabinet Chair-Elect, Peter Moon and Patricia
Yocum; for DivisionCabinetCh-Elect, Elizabeth Bibby and Rebecca Vargha; and for Directors, Stephen Abrarn, Barbara Best-Nichols,
Andrea Greer, and Sharyn Ladner.
TheBoardnamedtheNominating Committee for the 1997 association election, whose
members are: Janice Anderson, Chair; Teny
Dean, Chair-Elect; Mary Dickerson, Pauline
Leeds, and Stephanie Tolson.
The Board instructed SLA staff to take no
further action regarding the preparation and
distribution of a videotape of candidates for
SLA office.
The Board approved the awarding of the
Stephen I. Goldspiel Memorial Grant to Dr.
CarolTenopir,Professor,School of Information
Sciences, University of Tennessee; and Donald
King. Their proposal is entitled, "Impact of
Electronic Publication on Special Libraries."
The Board also directed the Finance Committee toevaluatethe level of fundingin the Stephen
I. Goldspiel Memorial Research Fund in light of
the recommendations from the SLA Research
Forum last March and in relation to the priorities
of the association. The committee will report
back to the Board at its Winter 1995 meeting.
The Board approved a motion that association-wide honors and awards be coordinated
by the Honors & Awards Committee. The

charge will be reviewed by the Committee on
Committees and a report will be made to the
Board at its Fall 1995 me~ting.
The Board approved the establishment of a
Special Programs Fund Committee to adrninister the Special Programs Fund Grant. The
Committee on Committees will develop the
charge of the new committee and report back
to the Board at its Fall 1995 meeting.
The Board approved minor changes in the
eligibility, criteria, nomination method, and
details for the Meckler Award for Innovations
in Technology.
The Reciprocal Annual Conference Registration Fees Policy, SLA Continuing Education Co-Sponsorship Program Policy, and the
SLA Career and Employment ServicesPolicy
were updated and accepted by the Board.
The Kentucky Chapter was granted approval
fora$3,000loantobeissuedJuly 1,1995,and
reimbursed to the association by December
31,1996.
The Biological Sciences Division submitted a request to the Board for a Bylaws change
that would affect how new divisions can be
created. The request was referred to the Division Cabinet and a report was brought to the
1995/96 Board at its June 16 meeting. The
Board then referred the request to the Bylaws
Committee.
The Board approved Nashville, TN as the
site for the SLA 95th Annual Conference,June
5-10,2004.
The Board also approved, in principle, a
second research forum, (following the SLA
forum held last March), in approximatelythree
years. The Executive Director will assist in its
planning and implementation.
No nominations for the Special Libraries
Editorial Board were put forth, and the Board
of Directors postponed consideration of the
Special Libraries Guidelines until January
1996. The Executive Director will provide the
Board with a report on the history of editorial
responsibilities for Special Libraries and
present ideas and options on SLA publications
that meet the needs of information professionals in practice and research at the October 1995
Board meeting.
The Board approved the creation of the Asso-

ciation Information Services Caucus and the
Information FuturistsCaucus,andalso approved
a name change for the Student Affairs Committee. The committee is now named the Student
and Academic Relations Committee.
At the first meeting of the 19951% Board of
Directors on June 16, the Board approved a
recommendation from the SLA Fellows to
change the definition of SLA Fellow. The new
definition states: "The designation of Fellow of
Special Libraries Association is given to individual members of SLA in recognition of their
present and potential leadership in the profession of special librarianship and for their outstanding contributions and expected future
service to the Association. At the time of selection, a Fellow must be an SLA member who is
not currently serving on the Board of Directors
and who is at or near the mid-point of an active
professional career. Fellows may becalled upon
andare expected to advise the AssociationBoard
of Directors and/or other Association units. Individualsreceiving this honor will be able to use
the title Fellow of the Special Libraries Association. No more than five members will be selected as Fellows each year."
The Board also r e a f f i e d the action to have
a "noconflict" time to visit the exhibit hall
during the 1997 Annual Conference.

The Annual Conference exhibit hall is a
one-stop shopping extravaganza for special
librarians and information professionals, a
place where they can visit dozens of exhibit

Busy conference-goers had awaited the
opening of the exhibit hall extravaganza.
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Conference attendees have ample opportunities to test new technologies in the exhibit hall.
booths, talk to vendors, see demonstrations of
new products, and learn about services and
products that will help them to do their jobs
better and smarter. This year, the exhibit hall
provided even more time-saving advantage to
attendees, with its record-setting high of 436
booths in the convention center exhibit hall.
Annual Conference sponsorship was also
very successful this year, with 19 of 22 sponsorship categories fully or partially sold.
Twenty-seven companies,whosecontributions
are greatly appreciated, sponsored conferencewide products or events. The sponsors are:
Chemical Abstracts ServiceISTNprovided the handsome conference
tote bags;
Disclosure, 1nc.-provided the exhibit hall cups and the Conference
Update;
The Freedom Forum and KnightRidder Information-cosponsored
conference registration;
Knight-Ridder Inforrnation-sponsored meeting space;
LEXIS-NEXIS-sponsored General
Session I, with speaker Nuala Beck;
West Publishing Gorp-sponsored
General Session 11, with speaker
Howard Rheingold and meeting
space;
CANEBSCO-sponsored the Guide
to SLA Exhibits;
Moody's Investors Servicesponsored the SLA Awards Reception;
Readmore, 1nc.-sponsored the
President's Reception;
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Pro-Libra Associates. 1nc.-sponsored the President-Elect's Reception
for First-Time Attendees;
United Press Intemational-sponsored the Fellows Reception for
Fist-Time Attendees;
Turpin Distribution Services Ltd.sponsored a CE Refreshment Break;
Dun & Bradstreet Information Services-sponsored a CE Refreshment
Break and the Employment Clearinghouse;
FINDISVP-sponsored a CE Refreshment Break;
AT & T-sponsored four MMUExecutive Meeting Refreshment Breaks;
Corporation of Professional Librarians of Quebec-sponsored a
Conference-Wide Contributed Paper
Session;
Inmagic, 1nc.-sponsored a Conference-Wide Contributed Paper
Session;
Ovid Technologies-sponsored a
Conference-Wide Strategy Sharing
Session;
Economist Intelligence Unit-sponsored the Career Advisory Service;
H.W. Wilson Company, OCLC, Institute for Scientific Information, IEEE,
Research Information Systems,
CLASS, Dow Jones & Co., and Congressional Quarterly-sponsored
meeting space.

The Annual Business Meeting
At the Annual BusinessMeeting, SLAPresident Didi Pancake presented her President's
Report, President-Elect Jane Dysart gave her
inaugural speech, Executive Director David
R. Bender delivered the State-of-the-Association Address, the 1995/96 Board of Directors
was installed, and numerous SLA awards were
presented.
Newly-elected SLA officers include: President-Elect Sylvia Piggott, Manager of the
Business Information Centre at the Bank of
Montreal in Montreal, PQ, Canada; Chapter
Cabinet Chair-Elect G. Lynn Tinsley, head of
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the Engineering and Science Library at
Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh,PA;
Division Cabinet Chair-Elect Dorothy
McGarry, Librarian at the University of California Los Angeles Science & Engineering
Library in Los Angeles, CA; and Directors
Bruce A. Hubbard, Librarian at DTI Market
Service, Danish Technological Institute, in
Taastrup,Denmark; and JuliaPeterson. Director, Cargill Information Center and Corporate
Archives, Cargill, Inc., in Minneapolis, MN.
Continuing to serve on the Board are new
President Jane Dysart; Past President Didi
Pancake; Chapter Cabinet Chair Susan
DiMattia; and Division Cabinet Chair Barbara
Spiegelman.Also continuing to serve are Treasurer Donna W. Scheeder and Richard Geiger,
Ethel Salonen, Charlene Baldwin, and Hope
Tillman.

President's Report-Didi

Pancake

When I was nominated for the position of
President-Elect of SLA, I borrowed Nike's
advertising slogan, "Just Do It." During the
past two years, as I mveled around visiting
almost half of the SLA chapters, the theme of
my remarks has been that SLA can accomplish
a great deal if as many members as possible
can do even a little bit to help. At the end of my
term as president, I have realized that I have
been preaching to the choir and that a large
number of SLA members have already taken
this slogan to heart. So I decided to figure out
how many of our members are active in the
Association inan average year. I think you will
be interested in the results of my little exercise.
I began by listing those groups of active
members who hold elected or appointed positions in the various Association units: chapters, divisions,caucuses,and at the association
level, committees, representatives, and of
course, the Board of Directors.
The first thing I did was try to estimate the
number of members who hold offices and
committee appointments in an average chapter. I think a nice, conservative estimate would
be 20 individuals. Certainly some have more
and some less, but 20 seems a reasonable
average based on lists in the chapter bulletins
1receive. Multiplied by 56 chapters,this gives

us 1,120 active members.
Next I consideredthe divisions. Here I would
be even more conservative. Again based on
the bulletins received, I would suggest an
average of 15 members holding division offices and committee appointments. Fifteen
times 28 divisionsadds 420 more active members to the count.
Then I added up all the association-level
committee chairs, members, and therepresentatives to other associations. This increases
our total by 159 members, not counting any
duplicates with other categories that I happened to notice as I went through.
And we cannot forget the caucus coordinators. I counted one member for each of the 10
caucuses since that is all that is required, then
I tossed in a couple more because I know that
some of those conveners have assistants or
editors. Call it a baker's dozen.
Last but not least, the Board of Directors.
There are 14of us on the Board right now,plus
another five who will take their places on the
dais in a little while, plus another 10who have
already been nominated for the next election.
That's a total of 29 active members currently
involved at the Board level.
It doesn't takeadvanced math to see that this
adds up to some 1,741 members who have
committed a significantlevel of their time and
energy to SLA. Let's see what percent of our
membership that represents. If we use the
April 30total SLA membershipfigureof 13,706
we can see that 12.7% of our members are
officially busy on our behalf. But we have
more active members than just our office holders. All those members who participate in
meetings and programs and projects are important too, since if we didn't have an audience, pretty soon we wouldn't have programs
for them.
Annual Conference attendance in Atlanta
last year was 5,031, of which some2,600 were
SLA members. I know this seems low, but we
run a good conferencethat attracts lots of other
people too.Now I would estimate that half of
our elected and appointed people also attended
the conference. Subtracting 870 still leaves us
1,730 to add to our active member count.
Regional conferences have become more
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popular in recent years, and this year we had
the 3rd Great Lakes Regional Conference
which was sponsored by six chapters and four
divisions and hosted by the Illinois Chapter.
About 70 people were involved in planning
and putting on the conference,which drew 384
attendees, of which 350 were SLA members.
So from that 350, let's deduct around 25 percent to represent people who already fall into
one of our other categories, leaving 260 more
active members.
SLA's association-wide Continuing Education courses had a total registration this past
year of 1,033 people! Again, let's conservatively knock off about half of that for people
we have already counted. Keep in mind that
we are estimating here, not actually going
through the registration lists. This adds another 515 to our total.
Here we run out of categories that are easy
to count or estimate, but we certainly haven't
run out of active members. Consider all those
who write for all the SLA publications at all
levels. Add in the scores of local volunteers
each year who help with hospitality and division programs at the Annual Conference and
at the Winter Meeting. Finally, think about all
themembers who speak at, host, orjust attend
all the hundreds of local chapter meetings
each year but don't happen to be holding
office at the moment.
However, even the categories we can estimate add up to almost one-third of our membership who believe in the "Just Do It" idea
and are active during an average year. Quite
frankly, I was amazed at this result. For a
volunteer professional association, this level
of individual member involvement is outstanding and maybe even astronomical!
I believe that this proves several important
things about Special Libraries Association
and its membership:
Due to the way that SLA is organized
with chapters, divisions, caucuses,
etc., we always have been and always
will be a member-driven association.
Special librarianship is perhaps the
most interdependent and cooperative
of all the professions. We know we
must rely on each other's help to pro-
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vide the high levels of service and
information expertise that our employers and clients require. We also
know that SLA is one of the very
best networking tools available to us
and that we get the most value from
it by being active in it.
In these recent years of generally decreasing volunteerism, SLA has
maintained a level of member activity significantly higher than average
for professional associations. We're
not just another information
association-we really are special.
For all these reasons and more, I am very
proud to be an active member of SLA and
even prouder to have served as its president
during this past year. Instead of ending this
report with another plea for members to get
active.1 wouldjustaskallof you to stay active
in your association.

Inaugural Address-Jane

I. Dysart

Taking Charge of Our Future
Bienvenuei Montreal et, monpays,Canada.
It is a thrill for me to become president of this
great organization, SLA, after a long line of
tremendous leaders, herein my country. Many
of you will remember:
the last Canadian conference in
Winnipeg-I was lucky to be its conference chair;
some of you will remember the conference in Toronto in 1974-it was
my firsc
a few of you will remember the last
conference held here in Montreal in
1969. Herb White stood here in my
place that year.
When I saw him last month he told me that
there was lots of excitement that year- the
Queen Elizabeth Hotel was the center of it.
Not only was it filled with special librarians,
but John Lennon and Yoko Ono were there
promoting peace. It seems our recruitment
was extraordinary as many young people
claimed to be special librarians that year just
to get into the hotel!!
Thank you for allowing me to look back-

ward a little, but what I really want to do today
is look forward. Many of you know I advocate
strong visions for our libraries, our services,
and our association.

New SLA President Jane Dysart shares a
laugh with SLA Executive Director David R.
Ber~lerat the Awards B a ~ ~ q ~ r e t .

Why is the future so important? The future
is where we are going to spend the rest of our
lives. If we don't think about the future, we
won't have one-It will be decided for us. If
we don't choose our own destiny, someone
else will. Our successful past does not guarantee us a successful future. So how do we take
charge ofour future? We look at ourselves and
our environment, and we focus on the opportunities and priorities of the future.
Let's start with ourselves-what are we special librarians like? We are curious, interested,
dedicated, conscientious, thorough, dependable,
and service-oriented. We care. We are great
communicators and networkers. Knowledge
navigators, in Nuala Beck's words. We are
inveterate learners. We have all the skills Tom
Peters says are critical for the '90s: networking,
relationships, and lifelong learning.
On the other hand, sometimes we let others
take on new roles when we have the expertise-who is taking the lead on the Internet in
your organization, you or the IS department?
Or better still, are you a partnership?
Sometimes we don't integrate our services
closely enough with those stakeholders and
clients that can really ensure our future success. Common sense tells us that we have to
leave things behind as we move forward.
Sometimes we don't get rid of unproductive

activities or let someone else do them. We
need to get rid of them--outsource them. We
think we have to do everything ourselves
when we could be more productive and valuable to our clients doing work that is really
critical to them.
What is critical to them? According to Jim
Matarazzo and Larry Prusak's 1995 survey of
senior management, hot off the SLA press, in
the future 53% of these senior managers want
all users to have networked access to online
databases; the next highest categories of products and services they'd like to see in the future
are research capabilities, 14%; and Internet
capabilities, 12%.
We have to understand our senior management and know what is most important to
them. Our activities must be value-driven, not
process-driven. We must provide only those
products and services that add real value to our
organizations and affect it's top line!
Research and studies like Matarazzo and
Prusak's, The Valcre of Corporate Libraries,
and Joanne Marshall's, Impact of Special Librariesorl Corpor~~te
Decision-Makirzg, are so
critical to us. They study what is important to
our clients. However, there is no substitute for
our own close relationships with our key clients and stakeholders in determining what
products and services will benefit them.
We also have to be attuned to our environment. Knowing our environment, what's happening around us, is essential as we look for
opportunities and make decisions on priorities. We know that
there will be continued growth in the
amount of, and demand for, information;
information has not only intellectual
value but also economic value;
there is a global orientation of information;
the acceptance of, and dependence on,
technology is a key to our future;
partnerships between information professionals and clients are critical;
national and international information
policies and laws are being developed,
implemented, and altered;
there is an increasing interdependence
among information providers; and
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change, in every facet of our lives, is
a constant.
Our knowledge of our environment is good,
but are we able to recognize and capitalize on
the opportunities that arise? We do have many
members and leaders in SLA who are able to
do this, but there have been too many special
libraries disappearing lately. How can we
ensure that we are valued by our organizations? We must continue to spread our knowledgeof the environment, and the opportunities
that are presenting themselves, to all our members. In other words, put it to work, put that
knowledge to work.
Spreading knowledge-networking-has
always been one of our strengths. In fact,
"Putting Knowledge to Work," our motto
since 1909, is still as vibrant today as it was 86
years ago. However, our association is not the
same as it was then or will be in the future. Our
association has recognized the changingenvironment and is moving to take a leadership
role in the information industry. Our association has embraced technology as a tool to
enhance our communication, increase our productivity, and stretch our borders.
Our SLA WEB page, which debuted here in
Montreal, was developed by a North Gal-olina
student, Joel Bland. It is developing quickly
and will open many doors for us. There are
approximately 30,000 WEB sites and the number is doubling every 53 days. Some of our
chapters and divisions have WEB pages and
many are under development. Many of our
student groups have WEB pages. Many of our
members' organizations have WEB sites, and
some of our members libraries have home
pages, some of our members have personal
home pages, many of our exhibitors and suppliers have WEB sites, and many of our spons o n have WEB sites.
S L A is a l s o experimenting with
videoconferencing technology to push the boundariesofour Professional Development Pro,"ram.
We are looking for ways to improve services to
our international members and encourage affiliation with other international information organizations to stretch our borders.
However, technology is only a tool. Our
real focus, purpose, or mission is to shape the
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destiny of our information society and to
advance the leadership role of our members in
putting knowledge to work for the benefit of
decision-makers in industry, government, and
the profession.
Our vision: to be known as the leading
organization in the information industry-a
catalyst in the development of the information
economy, and a strategic partner in the emerging information society.
SLA's Priorities
Our strategic priorities: membership development, public relations, and research, will be
front and center over the next few years. As you
have heard, we have done a phenomenal job of
retaining members after last year's dues increase and are expecting continued growth over
the next year. We are looking for ways to extend
our global reach, count more special librasians
from other countries as our members, and to
enrich the mosaic of our organization.
With our new research director on board and
the funds raised at the first, very successful,
President's Reception held at the conference in
Montreal, with these resources we will be exploring and implementing strategies that will
provide our members with the research that
proves our value within the information world.
Wearealsocommittingmorefundstoaproactive
Public Relations Program that will help us communicate our worth to a broader group of decision-makers and industry leaders.
Our Future: A Call to Action
So, how does our future look? We have an
excellent vision as a professional association,
rooted squarely in our values and linked directly to our future success. It is dependent
upon individual effort by members, and it has
enough stretch to really excite me about our
future.
But . . . vision is NOT ENOUGH!!!
We have a vision but we have to commit
with our hearts, decide with our minds, and
move forward. My role this year is to set that
ball into motion-rolling down the hill towards the bright future that awaits our profession in this, the information age and
information economy.

John F. Kennedy had a vision, perhaps the
most enduring and perfect example of all
time: To put a man on the moon within 10
years and to bring him back alive.. . Kennedy
launched America's place in the Space Agewe're launching our place in the Information
Age. He did not, however, just give a wonderful inauguration speech, get people excited by
this vision, and then wait for something to
happen!! He provided new structures and organizations, resources-both
people and
money, and high profile political support.
SLA is now well positioned from the efforts
of my predecessors to launch our assault on
the future-to grab it and own it. We have an
excellent strategic plan, we have a vision and
values statement, and we have an excellent
headquarters organization ready to lobby on
our behalf. Joel Barker, one of my favorite
futurists and our keynote speaker at SLA in
San Antonio, says:
Vision ~ l i t l ~ o Actiorl
~rt
is just n rlrear~~
. . .
Actiorz without Vision j~rstpasses time . . .
Visiorl with Action has the power to rra~lsform
the vvodd!!!
Today I offer you, and every member, two
challenges-each
one measurable and each
one a positive action moving us forward to
achieving our vision.
We need to put the action behind our vision.
We need to put energy into the cycle. A wise
theorist once said that it's not the steps that
take all the time in achieving any task-it's
the time between the steps. In order to be
catalysts of the information age, our communication among ourselves MUST improve.
Communication-fast and accurate- is the
MOST critical enabler of power in the information age.
I am told that the powerful lobby that
changed government intentions with respect
to the clipper chip was led by no more than 45
people, with another 600 in their community
all connected through the Internet. The influence of this medium is astounding.
The special library community is currently
too fragmented, oriented too strongly to annual and winter meetings, and not uniformly
connected through the Internet. In order to
achieve our vision of SLA as the leading

organization in the information industry--of
intluencing government policy, networking
among ourselves in real time, and being catalysts in the development of the information
economy, we must increase the number of our
members accessing Internet e-mail and using
the World Wide Web. This means that some
aspects of fhe governance of SLA will likely
approach, over time, the virtual organization,
but we can't do this without your commitment.
I challenge each and every one of you to
commit today to send us your Internet address. If you are not connected you MUSTget
connected. I want to report 100% participation within 18 months. If we truly want to
make a tangible impact on the development of
the information age, we must do this.
Imagine the power of 15,000 special librarians speaking with one voice! Already almost
4,800 of our members, or 34%, have e-mail
addresses listed in our directory. I know many
more have them but have not communicated
them yet.
From the July SpeciaList forward, a box
will track our progress. Send your e-mail
address to <<count-me-in@sla.org>> and
come and see the SLA Home Page <<http://
ils.unc.edu/SLA/home/sla95.html>>.We
hope it will soon be simpler: www.sla.org-bookmark it and we'll be counting and reporting to you the traffic there too. I promise that
the effort will be worth it-whether you need
the Internet in your job right now does not
mztter-the success of this challenge is integrally linked to the success of our profession.
The other challenge?? Research. Research
is a key priority of SLA-we need facts,
studies, and surveys which prove our worth
and our value. We need to know more about
our customers, our stakeholders, i n order to
ensure we are essential to their top and bottom
lines and that we are an integral part of our
organizations. I challenge each chapter- and
division to do some research, survey senior
management in your geographic or subject
area. Publish the results in your bulletins. Add
to our body of knowledge. Put it to work for
SLA: The Association of Information Professionals.
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1995 State-of-the-Association
Address-David R. Bender, Ph.D.,
Executive Director
The Network Society
We are part of the Network Society. However, while the Internet may be the electronic
tie that binds us into a professional network,
the Internet is not my frame of reference
today. Instead, I will focus on a phenomenon
recently described by management consultant Peter Drucker in the Wall Street Journal.
He wrote that while downsizing and
outsourcing may be two important trends in
the evolution of business today, even more
important may be the trend toward alliances.
According to Drucker, the greatest change in
corporatestructure-and in the way that business is being conducted--may be the accelerating growth of relationships based on
partnerships. As an example, Drucker states
that Intel, a leading designer of microchips,
and Sharp, a major Japanese manufacturer,
have formed an alliance. According to
Drucker, Intel will do research and design,
Sharp will do manufacturing, and the companies will individually market the new products that are developed.
Drucker explains that the reason for the
increase in partnerships is a matter of resources. Whether it's money, materials, personnelor some other shortage,an organization
may not have all the resources it needs to
achieve its goals. However, by teaming up
with one or more other organizations, each
can take advantage of the others' strengths.
Harvard Business School Professor
Rosabeth Moss Kanter calls this trend in
partnering ''gaining the collaborativeadvantage." She contends that being a good partner
is a key corporate asset. According to Professor Kanter, "a well-developed ability to create and sustain fruitful collaborations gives
companies a significant competitive leg up."
And being competitive is no longeranicety.
It is a necessity.
Those of you who heard or read last year's
state-of-the-associationaddress may remember that I described three goals for this association to achieve.The first wasboundaryless
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Executive Director David R. Bender emphasized the importance of partnerships in his
State-of-the-Associationaddress.

behavior, which is the ability to overcome
mental and physical barriers to cooperation
and sharing. The second was speed, which is
the ability to quickly adapt to change. And the
third was stretch, which is the ability to set our
sights high and to perform better than traditional expectations.
This year, let me add two more. The first is
"simplification," which refers to the need to
operate as efficiently and cost-effectively as
possible. The second is "competitiveness,"
which Professor Kanter explains is one of the
objectives of well-planned partnerships.
Competitiveness commits the association's
leadership and staff to fulfill two crucial obligations to its members. First, wemust provide
programs and services that are competitive
with every other association that is also striving to attain your loyalty. And second, we
must provide programs and services that will
help you to improve your skills and better
serve your organizations,thus increasing their
competitiveness.
It is within this Network Society that SLA
has become an active participant. To increase
both our competitivenessand yours, we want
not only to put our resources to work for you
but to create a form of synergy by using the
resources of other organizations.
An arid dictionary definition of partnership
speaks of "legal relationships" and "cooperation between parties having specified joint
rights and responsibilities." While legal relationships and statutory rights do undergird
many partnerships, especially in this highly

litigation-pronesociety, they do not, except in
the most tangential sense, relate to the
partnering I speak of today.
The partnering I would inculcate within
SLA's organizational and membership structure is principled rather than legal and pragmatic rather than statutory. Above all, these
partnerships care both about what will work
and what is right.
This year, more than ever, I am convinced
that SLA will continue to grow and prosper as
a preeminent international association for informationprofessionals only to the extent that
our membership, the elected and appointed
leadership, and the staff acknowledge our
interdependenceand dependenceon others to
achieve our goals.
The dependence I speak of enriches and
empowers us as individuals and collectively
as an association. While the "bold stroke" or
"carpe diem" is an alluring notion of leadership, it is a mostly misleading picture of how
progress is actually achieved.
However, through partnering, we find the
resources to overcome obstacles and to focus
on what will work and what is the proper path
to follow. We find the resources toassure that
we are doing what we must do for SLA's
future good organizational health-deciding
policies, choosing the right directions, and
setting targets.
On your behalf, the association's staff has
arranged formal or informal alliances with a
diverse selection of partners, ranging from
members of our own chapters and divisions to
international corporations. And we are concentrating our efforts in the areas which our
Board of Directors has named as the highest
priorities-professional development, research, and public relations.
Of particular note is SLA's newly-formed
partnership with Lexis-Nexis to help SLA deliver highqualityprofessionaldevelopmentprograms to mu1tiple sites. For our first initiative in
distance learning, Lexis-Nexis is providing use
of its video-conferencing equipment and meeting facilitiesin New YorkCity,Chicago,Dallas,
Los Angeles, Toronto, and Dayton, Ohio. The
topic for the program is electronic copyright, so
mark September21st in your calendar right now

and plan to participate.
However, for those of you who can't attend,
I have good news. We plan to produce a video
program that will be made available for purchase.
Another example of an alliance that was
formed to achieve an important association
goal is EBSCO's sponsorship of SLA's Diversity Leadership Development Program.
Thanks to EBSCO and SLA's Affirmative
Action Committee,SLA now annually selects
up to five members from diverse groups who
then each team up with a mentor tolearn about
SLA operations and the roles of SLA leaders.
In addition,each program participant receives
a complimentary registration to attend the
SLA Annual Conference and an award of
$1,000 that can be used for conference expenses or continuing education.
In fact, a number of our other partnerships
also have the important goal of enhancing our
Professional Development Program, and I'd
like to describe them.
SLA's staff has worked closely with several chapters to conduct professional development programs during the past year. These
co-sponsorshipsextend our reach and benefit
chapter members, who can participate in topnotch training without incurring expensive
travel costs. During the past year, SLA cosponsoredprograms with the Maryland,Westem Michigan, Mid-Missouri, and Oklahoma
chapters.
SLA's premier educational offering is the
annual State-of-the-Art Institute. In addition
to its timely topic and notable array of speakers, one of the strengths of the program is that
the attendance is deliberately kept relatively
small to facilitate interaction among participants. This is made possible because of the
financial support of Disclosure.
Last year's State-of-the-art program on the
National Information Infrastructure was so
timely that one session was broadcast a number of timeson C-SPAN. This year's Institute,
which will be held in Washington, DC, November 2nd and 3rd, will focus on the information infrastructure in Southeast Asia.
Working closely with SLA on this year's
program is the East-West Center in Honolulu.
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Therefore, if your organization is currently
doing business in this region of the world, or
if it is considering it for the future, then I
would urge you to plan to participate.
An example of an alliance formed to bolster
our activities globally is the agreement of the
H.W. Wilson Foundation and Knight-Ridder
to financially support SLA's Second Worldwide Conference on Special Libraries, to be
held in the year 2000 in England. The objective of the conference is to bring together
special librarians and other information industry leaders from around the world to seek
solutions to common problems and to enhance the profession on a worldwide scale.
Recognizing the mutual benefit of achieving
this objective, the H.W. Wilson Foundation
made an initial contribution of $10,000 in
1994and recently agreed to match that amount
this year, and Knight-Ridderalso has pledged
$lO,ooo.
A new venture is the creation of the Freedom Forum/SLA International Library Fellowship. This program is so new that its first
public announcement occurred on Sunday
night during the SLA President's Reception.
The Freedom Forum facilitates the development of journalism libraries in areas in which
they have been non-existent or in short supply.
For the fellowship, the Freedom F O N will
~
send a librarian to one of its 11sites in Europe or
Asia for two weeks to study and conduct research in a selected area of special librarianship.
SLA's role in the program will be to assist with
the promotion and administration.
In addition to the fellowship, SLA has numerous scholarships to meet members' educational needs at various stages in their careers.
Three of these scholarships are externally
funded, by the Institute for Scientific Information,Plenum, and theestateof Mary Adeline
Connor. The association is quite grateful for
this assistance in helping members of the
profession to advance their education.
As I stated earlier, research is a second
priority of the association. Here, as with professional development, SLA has entered into
several successful alliances to foster our research program.
Those of you who attended the forum on the
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future of research for the special library community shared in a project involving six specialized organizations with one significant
common thread-the need to determine the
profession's greatest research priorities and
how to achieve them. Those organizations
were the Research Committee of the Special
Libraries Association, the Advisory Group on
Aerospace Research & Development, the
American Association of Law Libraries, the
American Society for Information Science,
the International Federation for Information
& Documentation, and the Medical Library
Association.The diverseviewpointsthat were
presented at this session will be reviewed
carefully and ranked by importance to help
SLA and the other co-sponsoring organizations to work together to more efficiently and
effectively meet your current and future research-related needs.
SLA is also a co-sponsor with the International Federation for Information and Documentation in the development and
implementation of another research project,
which is a worldwide survey about the modem information professional. The primary
objectivesof the survey are to compilea list of
the knowledge, competencies, and skills of
modem information professionals and to
present an analysis of the operational context
within which these professionals function.
The partnership between SLA and FID will
enhance the value of the survey on two counts.
First, the survey sample will be more global,
and second, the survey sample will include a
more diverse range of information professionals. The announcement of the initial results will take place in The Hague as part of
FID's Centennial Celebration in November.
Another important survey for which SLA
has a partner is the salary survey. SLA works
closely with Association Research, Inc., which
has extensive experience in this field. As a
result of this collaboration, members can be
confident that the data will be handled with
confidentiality and that the results will have
increased credibility with persons outside of
the association, such as personnel directors.
To encourage additional research on behalf
of the profession, Disclosure has become a

partner with SLA through creation of the
Steven I. Goldspiel MemorialResearch Grant,
created to honor the memory of the company's
former president, who was a strong SLA
supporter. Up to$15,000is currently awarded
annually.
In addition to collaborations in the areas of
professional development and research. SLA
has also sought partners to help expand our
public relations program. For example, SLA
has worked with Lexis-Nexis to produce and
distribute three video-trainingprograms. Just
as special librarians add value to the information we collect, the informal alliance between
SLA and Lexis-Nexis added value to the
video-training programs. Because of LexisNexis' production capabilities and staff expertise, a high-quality program could be
produced and made available for a modest
price. In return, SLA has provided assistance
to helpLexis-Nexis extend its marketing reach.
Another SLAactivitythat promotes special
librarians and their accomplishments is our
Awards and Honors Program. Several of these
awards are sponsored by companies that realize the industry-wide value of encouraging
member achievement.
Mecklermediasponsors the Meckler Award
for Innovations in Technology, which recognizes members who have creatively put new
technology to work. The H.W. Wilson Company sponsors the H.W. Wilson Company
Award, which is presented to the author of the
best article in Special Libraries during the
past year. And Moody's Investors Service
sponsors the SLA Media Award, which is
presented to a journalist who has written an
outstanding article or radio or television program about librarianship during the previous
year.
SLA is also planning a public relations
partnership with the chapters and divisions
through the creation of speakersbureaus. SLA
headquarters will provide chapters and divisions with a package that will explain why
and how to create their own speakers bureaus
as well as tips on writing and delivering
speeches, background information that can
be used in speeches,and even a sample speech
or two. We believe that the chapters and

divisions are critical partners in spreadingour
message about the value of the profession.
However, our association has other important messages to deliver-in the area of government relations. The debate over copyright
and intellectual property rights in the electronic age is increasing from a hushed whisper
to a loud roar. To avoid being individually
drowned out, we have banded together with
the Association of Research Libraries, the
Medical Library Association, the American
Association of Law Libraries, and the American Library Association to convince the
Clinton Administration and Congress of the
need to maintain certain fair use exemptions.
In a different government relations campaign, SLA and several other library associations have cooperated in the uphill battle to
get the courts to overturn the unfavorable
decision in the copyright case involving
Texaco versus GeophysicalUnion. However,
after defeats in the lower courts, Texaco recently decided it would not appeal to the
SupremeCourt for adefinitivedecision.Therefore, the library associations will have to
develop a new strategy to help ensure that you
have continued fair access to information in
both the for-profit and not-for-profit sectors.
Partnerships are also important in SLA's publications programs. For example, our serialpublications have benefitted from increased
participation from you, our members. Oneof the
greatest strengths of this program is the high
quality of articles which you contribute. And
when your articles are published, you gain respect in your association and organization.
Reflecting SLA's international membership and increasingly global focus, our association recently participated in a special
meetingofassociation executives from around
the world. Although the professions that these
executives represent are very different, the
challenges that our associations face are very
similar. What makes partnerships such as this
so valuable is the sharing of diverse points of
view, and, better yet, of solutions.
Of course, partners come in many varieties,
and I wouldbe remiss if I didn't mention some
of our other partners. These include our sponsors at this Annual Conference. They are
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listed in the final program, and I hope you will
visit their booths today to thank them for their
generous support.
Additional partners are our 11 SLA patrons
and four sponsors, who make special annual
contributions to the association. However, in
return for their financial support, patrons and
sponsors receive a number of special benefits
that add value to their membership.
A third category of partner is any company
that offers an affinity program to SLA members. In such a collaborative venture, companies provide products or services to association
members at discount rates in return for marketing support from the association.
At this conference, SLA and AT&T announced the creation of the AT&T F'rofit by
Association Program. In this venture, SLA
members can save time and money through
convenient billing and substantial discounts
on both service and equipment for your business and residence. In fact, I wouldn't be
surprised if some of you discover that your
yearly savings from this program is more than
your annual SLA dues, which, incidentally,
you can now pay by credit card, such as the
ones offered through the MBNNSLA credit
card program.
Still another category of essential partners
in the continued success of our association is
the leaders of our 56 chapters, 28 divisions, 10
caucuses, and 25 committees, and our
representives to other organizations. I know
that many of you dedicate countless hours to
SLA, and the value of your efforts can't be
measured in dollars and cents. However, I
believe that you also are rewarded-by
benefitting from experiences that are both
professionally and personally enriching.
Therefore, I hope that each of you will continue or increase your level of participation in
your association.
As librarians, we might dlsagree with the
old saying that "it's not what you know, but
who you know" that gets you ahead. But there
is no arguing with the fact that much of SLA's
success during the past year can be attributed
to the alliances that SLA has formed with our
many and diverse partners.
However, in presenting you with the State-
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of-the-Association,which is my goal today, I
have additional news to report regarding recent successes and exciting plans for several
of our programs.
For example, in our serial publications program, an editorial advisory board was created
last year to explore ways to further increase
the value of Special Libraries. And now we
are going even one step further, with the
creation of an editorial board that will be
actively involved in the acquisition, evaluation, and selection of articles.
We are also studying enhancements in the
design and content of SpeciaList. And in response to popular demand for larger issues,
we are planning two 20-page issues in 1995
and six for 1996.
We also want to make Who's Who in Special Libraries more valuable to you. For that
reason, we are exploring the idea of adding a
buyers' guide to the directory.
As another part of this effort, we want to
increase the number of e-mail addresses and
fax numbers that are provided. However, we
need your assistance in this endeavor, so we
ask that each of you take a few minutes to
update your membership records on the computer printouts in the SLA booth.
Turning to our nonserial publications program, the good news is that book sales continued to soar during the past year. This reflects
SLA's success in publishing books at affordable prices that address your most important
concerns.
In our research program, our major upcoming initiative is the 3rd Member Needs Assessment Survey, which is fondly referred to
as the SLA Super Survey. This study deserves
this nickname because of both the size of the
sample and the size of the questionnaire. Approximately 25 percent of you will receive the
survey, and the information you provide will
help us chart the association's course for many
years.
Before I conclude this morning, I am pleased
to report that this year we had 437 booths in
our exhibit hall, which is an all-time conference record. Also, the preliminary total attendance for our annual conference this year is
approaching a record high, and I am hopeful

that it is the first sign of a turnaround for our
profession.
As you know, a number of our members
have had to suffer staff downsizing and budget cuts in recent years. However, perhaps the
tide is tuming, and more CEOs and CIOs are
realizing that their special libraries generate
savings that far surpass their costs of operation. If that is the case, then I am sure that we
can look forward to even greater attendance
next year in Boston.
At this time. I also want to thank President
Pancake, the Board of Directors, the officers
of SLA'scommittees, chapters, divisions, and
caucuses, and the SLA headquarters staff for
their dedication and cooperation in extending
our partnerships and participating in the new
Network Society. Managing an association is
a cooperative effort, and their support has
been invaluable.
Now. as we begin this new association year,
I am most optimistic about working with our
new, dynamic leadership team, led by President Dysart. The reason is that I have experienced the power ofpartnering. I have seenjust
how far our association can advance when we
actively participate in the Network Society.
That is why I am confident that if we continue
to work together to achieve our shared vision,
then together we can realize our association's
fondest hopes and ow wildest dreams.

Awards Presentation
The Annual Business Meeting also features
the recognition of numerous members of the
profession for their contributions to special
librarianship and the association. The first of
these presentations was the election of an
Honorary Member, Marianne F. Scott, the
National Librarian of Canada. Scott has been
aleaderandcatalystin supporting librarianship
both nationally and internationally.Under her
leadership, library networking in Canada has
made great progress. She has received the
Queen's Silver Jubilee Medal and several
honorary doctorates.
This was followed by the recognition of
four 1995 Fellows of the Special Libraries
Association-Stephen K. Abram, Director of
Corporate Information at Micromedia Lim-

ited in Toronto, ON, Canada; Elizabeth
Eddison, Chairman and Vice President of
Inmagic, Inc., in Woburn, MA; Carol
Ginsburg, VicePresident,Bankers Trust Company, in New York, NY; and Barbara P.
Semonche. Library Director at the University
of North Carolina, School of Journalism Library, in Chapel Hill, NC.
The Fellows designation recognizes individuals for their leadership in the field of
special librarianship and for their outstanding
contributions and expected future service to
the association. Fellows are called upon and
expected to advise the association's Board of
Directors, to prepare necessary documentation, and to alert the membership to issues and
trends warranting action.
Abram's accomplishments include having
served as president of the Toronto Chapter,
Chair of the Library Management Division
and as a member of the SLA President's
Visioning Committee. He has also served in
leadership positions in several other professionalorganizations,instructed numerous SLA
CE courses, and has authored many publications and articles.
Eddison's many accomplishments include
serving on the SLA Board of Directors and as
chair of the Library Management Division.
She has also served in leadership positions in
several other professional organizations, and
her company provides the conferenceattendee
locator database in the Annual Conference
registration area.
Ginsburg's contributions to SLA include
serving as president of the New York Chapter
and as chair of the Business & Finance Division. She is a recipient of the SLA award for
member excellence in public relations and
teaches in the graduate library programs at
Queens College and the Palmer School of
C.W. Post.
Semonche has served as chair and bulletin
editor of the News Division and has served on
the North Carolina Chapter Board of Directors and as chair of its Long-Range Planning
Committee. She has also served as chair of the
SLA Committee on Committees and as chair
of the 1992 Conference Program Planning
Committee.
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Eleven information specialists were selected

as winners of the 1995 Meckler Award for
Innovations in Technology. The recipients
are: Pearl Alberts. Carl Braun, Barbara Butler, Wendy Diamond, Walt Howe, Sharyn
Ladner, Barbara Mento, Ann Scholz, Hope
Tillman, Jan Davis Tudor, and Me1
Westerman. The award winners, all active
members of the Business & Finance Division,
developed a comprehensive virtual library
guide to finding free sources of business information on the Internet.
Sponsored by Mecklermedia, the award annually recognizes one or more SLA members
for their innovative use and application of
technology in a special library setting. The
decision to create the guide, "Business Sources
on the 'Net," stemmed from a listserv discussion about the informationprofessional's need
for such a resource. Through subsequent collaboration over the Internet, this core group
organized teams and led in the development
of the project. Completed entirely through the
work of volunteers, the guide serves librarians
working in the virtual library environment by
directing their search for business resources.
The SLA International Special Librarians
Day/NationalLibrary Week Award, presented
to the member or members who most effectively use one of these annual events U, promote their own libraries and the profession,
was won by Alison Fraser and Debra Sherline.
Donna Abbaticchio, 1994/95 President of the
New York Chapter, accepted the award on
behalf of the winners. Fraser and Sherline,
who are information specialists at Chemical
Bank, co-chaired the New York Chapter's
1995Career Day ,planned in conjunctionwith
National Library Week. The event, which
attracted a record 325 people, included a job
fair,paneldiscussion,resumecounselingwith
placement professionals, tours of special libraries, a multimedia demonstration, and information dissemination.Interestingly,it was
the chapter's 1992 Career Day that inspired
the two winners to pursue their newly acquired MLS degrees.
The SLAMediaAward wasgiven to Kathleen
Sullivan. The award, sponsored by Moody's
Investors Service, is given annually to ajournal-
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ist who wrote or produced an outstanding feature on the special libraries profession for a
publication, radio, or television.
Sullivan won the award for her article,
"Information Boom a Boon for Corporate
Librarians." which appeared in the August
1994 Sun Francisco Examiner. Sullivan was
selected because of the thorough research she
conducted for the article, which included interviews with numerous special librarians,
professional recruiters, consultants, and SLA
staff.
The five members who were selected to
participate in the 1995SLA Diversity Leadership Development Program were also introduced. They are: Araceli Domingo, Teresa
Neely, Awilda Reyes-Lucca, Rosalind Scott,
and Harriett Thompkins.

Awards Banquet
-

"English essayist John Ruskin one said that
the greatest reward for hard work is not what
you receive for it, but what you become by it.
However, since the efforts put forth by these
individuals have benefited not only themselves.
but the association and profession as well, we
are here tonight to honor them in a more
tangible way," SLA President Didi Pancake
said as she began the presentation of awards at
SLA's Awards Banquet June 14.
First, Pancake announced the recipients of
SLA's scholarships. SLA Scholarships are
awarded to college graduates or college seniors for graduate study in librarianship leading to a master's degree at a recognized school
of library or information science.
SLA Scholarshipsof $6,000 were awarded
to Nicholas Chiarkas, Christopher Fox, and
Octavia Penyman. Chiarkas was in attendance at the banquet. After receiving a BA in
history from the University of Wisconsin at
Madison, Chiarkas has continued his studies
in the MLS program there. He has expressed
strong interest in being a map librarian in a
university environment.
Fox, a student in the MLS program at the
University of Washington, Seattle, graduated
from the University of California--Sari Diego
with a BA in literature. He has been recognized

for his strong scholarship, library experience,
and potential for excellence. Perryman, who
received a BA in chemistry from Memphis State
University,isnow studyinglibrary scienceatthe
University of Texas at Austin. She hopes to
combine her expertise in chemistry with the
delivery of information to solve scientific and
environmental problems.
The $6,000 Affirmative Action Scholarshiprecipientis MaciaRichardson.Richardson
earned a BA in general studies from Indiana
University and is enrolled in the MLS program there. She wants to be a law librarian
focusing on reference work, instruction, and
copyright issues. The Affirmative Action
Scholarshipis granted to members of a minority group for graduate study in librarianship
leading to a master's degree at a recognized
school of library or information science.
Sponsored by the H.W. Wilson Company, a
publisher of indices and reference books since
1898,this year's H.W. WilsonCompany Award
was won by Kay Cloyes. The award is given to
the author of the most outstanding article published in SLA's quarterly journal, Special Libraries, in the past year. Cloyes won the award
for her article, 'The Journey from Vision to
Reality," which appeared in the Fall 1994 Special Libraries. The article describes the obstacles to implementing a virtual library and
provides tips for overcoming them.
The SLA John Cotton Dana Award, which
recognizes exceptional service to special
librarianship by members of the association,
was presented to Nicholas A. Mercury, Director of Information Services at System Planning Corporation in Arlington, VA. Mercury
is an active representative of special libraries
and librarians. On behalf of SLA, he has
testified before the U.S. House of Representatives Subcommitteeon Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture,and theRegister
of Copyrights. He has also served theassociation as president of the Washington,DC Chapter, chair of the chapter's Information
Technology Group,andchair of SLA's Statistics Committee.
The President's Award, given to one or
more SLA members for a notable or important
contribution during the past association year,

SLA President Didi Pancake passes the silver
chain of ofice to 1995196 President Jane
Dysart at the Awards Banquet.
was given to Nettie Seabeny, Director of the
Minority Business Information Center at the
National Minority Supplier Development
Council in New York, NY. Under Seaberry's
leadership,the SLA AffirmativeAction Committee developed the Diversity Leadership
Development Program, in cooperation with
EBSCO, to help in the advancement of diverse members of the association. The program encourages diverse SLA members to
take advantage of leadership opportunities by
providing each recipient with a mentor to aid
them in understanding the mechanics of the
association and the roles of SLA leaders.
Three SLA members, Mary McNierney
Grant, Audrey N. Grosch, and Frank H.
Spaulding, were elected to the SLA Hall of
Fame. Election is granted to members of the
association at or near the end of an active
professional career who have provided sustaineddistinguishedservice to the association.
Grant retired last April from her position as
Director of the Long Island University Center
for Business Research in Brookville,NY. She
won the SLA Professional Award in 1986 for
compiling and editing three editions of the
Directory of Business & Financial Services.
In addition, Grant has served on the SLA
Board of Directors and as chair of the SLA
Advisory Council, president of the Long Island Chapter, and as an officer of the Business
& Finance Division.
Grosch, who passed away in July 1994, was
former head of Microcomputing Services, University of Minnesota Libraries, Minneapolis,
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MN. A37-year memberof SLA,Grosch served
in leadership positions at all levels of the
association. Most recently, she had served as
SLA representative to the National Information Standards Organization. In 1977, she
won the SLA Professional Award for her
conception, design, and development of the
Minnesota Union List of Serials. James
Tchobanoff of the Minnesota Chapter accepted the award in her honor.
Spaulding, who is now retired, spent 22
years of his career at AT & T Bell Laboratories in Holmdel, NJ. Most recently, he served
as manager of the company's marketing library network-a network of 34 libraries and
19 specialized information service units.
Spauldinghas served SLA as associationpresident, member of the Board of Directors, and
Fellow. He has also held leadership positions
in several other professional organizations.
At the close of the awards presentation,
SLA President Didi Pancake presented the
silver chain of office to 1995196 association
President Jane Dysart. The silver dollars attached to the chain represent the international
understanding and cooperation among SLA's
members, who are located in more than 60
countries around the world.

Division and Caucus Programs
Aerospace Division
by Dottie Moon
Aerospace kicked off its week of activities
with a Networking Breakfast at the Sheraton
Centre. The breakfast was held on June 12 so
that our members had an opportunity to meet
and get to know one another at the start of the
conference.This proved to be a very successful networking opportunity--networking
amongst division members being a priority in
our division's strategic plan.
The most memorable event for the division
was our 30th Anniversary Celebration at the
International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO). The celebration, which featured
comments from SLA President Jane Dysart
and SLA Fellow Frank Spaulding, was presided over by Mistress of Ceremonies Kitty
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Scott. We were especially honored to have a
welcoming address from the Honorable
Phillipe Rochat, Secretary General of ICAO
who charted ICAO's history and reflected on
the role that libraries had played. Also acknowledged during the festivities were chairs
of the division-past, present and future, our
1995 George Mandel Memorial Award Winner-Sandy Moltz, and our sponsors.Prior to
thereception. ICAO's librarian,Dobrica Savic,
hosted a tour of the main assembly room and
the library and provided a viewing of a video
on ICAO as well as an opportunity to ask
questions of the Public Information Officer.
Programming events were all co-sponsored
with other divisions except for our session on
Technology Transfer: Resources for Innovation. This session, moderated by Margaret
Gross of Spar Aerospace, featured a panel
discussion that explored sources to push the
transfer of technology within your parent organization. Robert Clarke of McGill University spokeon the variety of Canadian resources
that provide significantcoverage while Daniel
Hanne of California Sate Polytechnic and
Martin Zeller of NASA Far West Regional
Technology Transfer Center spoke of sources
within the United States with emphasis on
those available through the Internet. Handouts outlining print and electronic resources
as well as contact agencies were prepared and
distributed.
SpeakingJune 13at the Standardsandspecifications Roundtable sponsored by the Aerospace, Engineering, and Military divisions,
Alison Ruger of Information Handling Services and Greg Saundersof the Department of
Defense (DoD) both spokeenthusiasticallyof
the innovation and steps taken by government
and industry towards streamlining the selection, use, and access to standards and specifications in the 1990s.The twospeakerstouched
on access via the Internet and the use of specs
andstandards certified by industry (and not by
the DoD) as trends that users and providers
both expect and are helping to develop.
Other cosponsored eventsincluded sessions
on Picture Imaging, time at the exhibit hall, a
StandardsUpdate, and a fabulous reception at
the Montreal Botanical Gardens.

Biological Sciences Division
by Patricia B. Yocum
The Biological Sciences Division (BIO)
celebrated its 60th anniversary by hosting a
variety of program sessions, a day-long CE
course, several division meetings, a welcoming reception, and an evening Open House. It
concluded the conference with tours to the
Biodome in Montreal and CISTI in Ottawa.
Division activity began on Saturday with an
all-day CE course on molecular sequence and
gene mapping databases taught by Dr. Kerryn
Brandt of Johns Hopkins University. A welcoming reception, Bievenue a Montreal,
brought conferees together on June 11 to plan
their agendas for the week and their division
involvement for the year.
On June 12, Transformations and Revolutions featured three speakers who discussed
current and anticipated changes in science
libraries while A Votre Sante!dealt with health
care information sources in cyberspace from
the perspective of different users. The division also co-sponsored the Toxicology
Roundtable, and with theNatural History Caucus, offered A Bell Jar of Victoriana: Animal
Painting in the 19th Century.
With 11 other divisions BIO co-sponsored
the mega-session, The Librarian as Internet
Navigator and Collaborator on Junw 13.
Webbed for Life: Biology on the World Wide
Web followed in the afternoon. Four speakers
focused on the variety of biological information available on the Web and how that information is being used by librarians,researchers,
and professors. Attendees were invited to
contribute URLs for their favorite sites. These
will be compiled and distributed later this
summer.
This year's Contributed Papers Session,
Managing Information in the Biological Sciences, presented speakers from Dartmouth
Collge and the ISN Corporation and concluded on a high note with a presentation by
Peggy Jones. 1995 winner of the division's
Student Award competition.
Agendas of the Division Executive Board
and Annual Business Meeting were lengthy,
reflecting severalkey issues as well as signifi-

cant member activity in the past year. At the
same time and with evidententhusiasm,members worked on plans for the coming year and
initiated planning for the Seattle meeting in
1997.

Business & Finance Division
by Susan Klopper
Complete descriptions of the Business &
Finance Division (B&F) programs at the
Montreal Annual Conference will be published in the Fall 1995 B&F Division Bulletin.
If you are not a member of the division and
would like to receive a copy, contact Bulletin
Editor Cindy Lenox at (216)397-3056;
Internet: CLENOX@JCVAXA.JCU.EDU.
The Fall 1995 Bulletin will cover the following division sessions: June 10CE Course;
June 11 CE Course; June 12 Standard &
Poor's Breakfast, College & University Business Libraries Roundtable, Investment Services Roundtable, Trade & Professional
Associations Roundtable, Moving Up the
Corporate Ladder. Real Estate Librarians
Roundtable,Financial InstitutionsRoundtable,
NAFTA in Retrospective,and Public & Government Business Libraries Roundtable;June
13 College & University Business Libraries
Roundtable Hosted Breakfast, Financial Institutions Roundtable Hosted Breakfast, Employeekasing, Edgar Panel Discussion,Real
Estate Librarians Roundtable, Librarians as
Internal Consultants, and Business Libraries
Roundtable;June 14 Building an Image-Based
System, College & University Business Libraries Roundtable, Imaging Systems; and
the June 15Walking Tour of Business Libraries in Historic Old Montreal.

Chemistry Division
by Charles Huber
The division Board met June 11. Highlights
of the meeting include reports of financial
health for the division newsletter from newsletter Business Manager Ellen Mimnaugh,
and for the division as a whole from Treasurer
Maryann Terhune. That evening, the division
co-hosted a well-attended reception with the
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Biological Sciences (BIO) and Environment &
Resource Management (ERMD)divisions, sponsored by the American Chemical Society.
Some 50 division members gathered for the
BusinessMeetingandbreakfastJune 12,sponsored by the Royal Society of Chemistry. The
members electedby acclamation Sandy Plisch
of Rayovac as 1995/96Chair-Elect and Dana
Roth of Caltech as 1995197 Secretary. The
day was packed with division events. The
division joined with BIO and ERMD for a
double session of the annual Toxicology
Roundtable, jointly sponsored by KnightRidder Information, Silver Platter, and STN
International, which described the year's developments in databases and other resources
in toxicology.
Two sessionson patent searching were presented jointly with the Pharmaceutical and
Legal divisions. The first, entitled The Three
Faces of Patent Searching, brought together
patent searching experts to describe the types
of technical, legal, and business information
which may be found in the patent literature.
Ron Kaminecki, of Knight-Ridder Information, discussed the types of technical information available and highlighted the stumbling
blocks facing the searcher in locating and
extracting useful data from patents. While the
vocabulary frequentlybears little resemblance
to scientific vocabulary in title, abstract, or
claims, the specification section often contains technical gold in the required "description of the preferred embodiment" of the
invention.Gene1Moran of Arnold, White and
Durkee, a law firm noted for its specialty in
patent law, described the legal situation in
patents, showing how one can track the research activity and corporate fortunes of a
company by following its patent assignments
and its principal inventors. This panel was
sponsored by IMS World Publications.
The second session, Patent Searching: Tips
and Tricks from the Experts, brought together
Sandy Burcham of Service Is Our Business,
Inc.,Holly Chong-WilliamsofQuestelGbit,
Thomas Ebe of Chemical Abstracts Service,
and John Myers of Dement Inc. These four
experts in patent information each described
some of their favorite search techniques and
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then fielded questions from the audience on
tough patent problems and how to get the best
bang for the buck from one's searching. This
session was sponsored by Derwent, Inc. Both
sessions were well-attended and had good
audience participation.
On June 13, the division joined with the
Science-Technology Division for the annual
academic Sci-Tech Librarians Roundtable
Breakfast, sponsored by VCH Publishers. The
meeting, moderated by Marion Peters of
UCLA and Camille Wanat of UC-Berkeley,
stimulated a lively discussion of such hot
topics as electronic publishing and the academic library response, and the continuing
crisis in rising journal prices versus static
library budgets. Later that morning the Internet
Navigator/Collaborator session, in which the
division participated, drew a huge crowd for
its introductions to creating and maintaining
Web and other Internet resources.
Continuing the Internet theme, the division
co-hosted a session on Training Users on the
Internet: Pitfalls, Perils, and Pleasures, with
the Education and Social Science divisions.
Speakers Pat Wilson of the University of
Kentucky; Cheryl LaGuardia of Harvard;
Andrea Duda of UC-Santa Barbara; and Tom
Daniels of Ameritech Library Services recounted their experiences in teaching Internet
novices of both the willing and unwilling
varieties to a packed house. The session was
sponsored by Ameritech Library Servicesand
Oryx Press.
Following the second division board meeting on June 14,the division hosted roundtable
update sessions featuring Chemical Abstracts
Service, Knight-Ridder Information, and
QuestelOOrbit,each sponsored by the respective vendor. Ellen Mimnaugh of CAS highlighted the company's new products and
services of the past year, and introduced the
"CA on C D product which will begin publication in 1996. Kenna Mawk covered not only
the familiar onlineand CD developments from
DIALOG, Data-Star and KR Ondisc, but also
specialty products now in testing such as the
KR ProBase front-end software for information professionals, KR BusinessBase and KR
ScienceBase. a World Wide Web-based end-

user product for science searching. Linda
Schilling discussed recent developments on
both the Questel and Orbit systems, as well as
forthcomingproducts which will enhance the
joint use of the two systems.
On June 15, the division joined the Food,
Agriculture &Nutrition Division in offering a
morning field trip to the Food Research &
Development Centre, Agriculture and
Agrifood Canada in Saint-Hyacinthe, PQ,
sponsored by the Centre.

Diverse Issues Caucus
by Clara Williams

Ridder. We were also most appreciative of
LEXIS-NEXIS, who provided one of the panelists, Karen Nash. Other panelists were
Johanne Totta of the Bank of Montreal and
Ramona Perry-Jones of Lee Hecht-Harrison.
If you are interested in the caucus or ideas,
please call Teresa Neely at Colorado State
University at (3O3)49 1- 1859; Internet:
tneely@vines.colostate.edu. Clara Williams
can be contacted at Law Companies Group,
Inc. at (404)421-3372; Internet: clarawilliams@solinet.net.

Education Division
by Mary Vass

The Diverse Issues Caucus held its annual
business meeting June 13. Attendance included current and prospective members.
Three issues were on the agenda for discussion: the membership drive, caucus marketing program, and 1996 Annual Conference
program planning.
We are pleased that our membership campaign efforts were fruitful. We realized 49
members as of April 11,1995, up from 38 at
the third quarter of 1994, but matching fourth
quarter 1994 figures. The caucus has agreed
to draft an official caucus flyer representative
of its mission, activities, and goals. Teresa
Neely will spearhead this effort, as she heads
the caucus into 1996 as its new convener. We
will also continue to submit articles to the
Library Management Division (LMD) for inclusion in its newsletter. Clara Williams submitted two articles during the year to Suzie
Hayes, LMD Bulletin Editor.
Teresa Neely and Frank Lopez, chair of the
Affirmative Action Committee, have already
begun plans for the 1996 Annual Conference
caucus and committee programs. We look
forward to hearing more from them as the year
unfolds.
The June 12 Montreal Annual Conference
panel coordinatedby the caucus and the Affirmative Action Committee, Diversity in the
Workplace-How Does it Work?" was well
attended and was an excellent exchange of
ideas and information. Clara Williams spearheaded this effort and was able to get funding
support from EBSCO and LMDKnight-

Members of the Education Division enjoyed the Annual Conference in Montreal,
with its diverse programs and plenty of opportunities for networking and informal contacts.
The division's activities started June 11 with
the division's Board Meeting for the outgoing
Board, followed by dinner at the home of
member Anne Galler, who provided warm
hospitality and a wonderful beginning for the
conference. The division also joined with the
Social Science, Museums, Arts, & Humanities, and Advertising & Marketing divisions in
an open house for all members,and two subsequent nights of open houses were also presented at these same divisions. Sponsors for
the June 11 open house were Gossage Regan
Associates,HaworthPress, H.W. Wilson Company, and UMI.
The June 12division programming included
a very successful session entitled "How to
Manage Your Boss," presented in conjunction
with the Pharmaceutical and Social Science
divisions. Presenter Randy Bauer, a nationally-known speaker on management topics,
led a lively discussion and helped each participant to develop a personality profile of his or
her boss. Bauer then discussed basic personality patterns and provided guidelines to help
develop effective communications with different types of bosses. Corporate sponsors for
Bauer's presentation included Corporate
Books, Congressional Quarterly, INMAGIC,
and Pro Libra Associates. The Open House on
June 12 was sponsored by Corporate Books,
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Gossage Regan Associates, and Greenwood
Press.
The Education Division Business Meeting
and Breakfast was held June 13, and its highlight was the presentation of the Education
Division's Award for Professional Excellence
to member Anne Galler.
Galler is a long-time division member and
former chair, whose many accomplishments
and contributions to the division and field of
librarianship include editorship of Education
Libraries, the division's refereed j o d . Division programs on June 13 included The Librarian as an Internet Navigator and Collaborator,
which was co-presented by 11 other divisions
and received sponsorship from Engineering Information, Inc. Approximately 1,000 people
attended this informative session on the
librarian's role in facilitating use of the Internet.
To continue with the Internet theme, the
Education Division joined with the Social
Science Division to present an Internet
Roundtable on Education and Social Science
Resourcespresented by Deborah Garson from
the Education Division and Margarita
Studemeister from the Social Science Division. This lively interactive session allowed
members to ask questionsand exchange experiences on using the Intemet. The final Intemet
program of the day was Training Users on the
Internet: Pitfalls, Perils, and Pleasures. This
panel presentation included three members
from the academic community: Pat Wilson of
the University of Kentucky; Andrea Duda of
the University of Californiaat Santa Barbara;
and Cheryl LaGuardia from Harvard University. The fourth panelist, Tom Daniels of
Ameritech Library Services, represented the
corporateexperience. The four members gave
a lively account of introducing novices to the
Internet, concentrating on problems they had
encountered and possible ways to resolve
these, turning the Internet instruction experience into a pleasant one. Glitches with hardware and software, fear of technology in
members of a class, and the necessity of identifying carefully the needs and level of a
particular group were common themes shared
by the panelists. Audience members responded
with enthusiasm to the presentations, sharing
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a number of their own experiencesand asking
questions of the panelists. Funding for this
presentation was provided by Ameritech Library Servicesand Oryx Press. June 13 activities culminated in a Sweet Taste of Montreal
dessert reception held in the revolving rooftop
reception hall with a spectacular view of
Montreal. The June 13 open house was sponsored by Lexis-Nexis.
On June 14 the Education Division led a
program by Dr. Jamshid Beheshti of McGill
University, who spoke on Training Information Professionals to Deal with New Technologies. Beheshti presented a contuum of
knowledge needed to master new technologies and spoke of the challenges involved in
developing needed technological knowledge
and skills to students in library and information sciences. Beheshti's session was sponsored by Baker and Taylor. The final official
activity for the Education Division for the 86th
Annual Conference was the concluding Board
meeting led by new chair John D' Amicantonio,
who outlined his plans for the coming year.
The Montreal Conference-programming,
location, hotels, and help provided by SLA
staff-was a resounding success.

Environment & Resource
Management Division
by Duncan McClusky
The Environment & ResourceManagement
Division (ERMD) was honored to be the host
of four visiting Central Eastern European environmental librarians (Judit Bouabdallah
from Hungary. Mariana Chertes from Romania, Ludmila Ivancheva from Bulgaria, and
Drahomira Morzova from the Slovak Republic) and one systems analyst (Rossen Roussev
from Hungary) at the 1995 Annual Conference. Barbara Rodes, winner of the ERMD
Outstanding Member Award this year, coordinated the study trip arrangements and received funding from Trust in Mutual
Understanding to support the trip. The June
14 International Affairs Roundtable allowed
each of these technically trained individuals
to speak about their libraries and their future
plans.

The division sponsored three other
roundtables this year, in addition to the one
mentioned above. During the Forestry
Roundtable. Deb Sommers of the U.S. Forest
Service, and Mary Mitchell of the Canadian
Forest Service, spoke about the current status
and future plans for libraries in their respective agencies. Carol Green, of the University
of Washington, led a discussion to decide if
the roundtable shouId become a section. The
new name was chosen to be the Forest Products and Resources Section. The State Environmental Librarians Roundtable was led in
its traditionalinformal discussion by Liz Santa
and Nancy Simpson. This roundtable also
discussed becoming a section, and attendees
exchanged helpful hints. The biennial Toxicology Roundtable was split by Nancy Selzer
into two sessions this year to provide a wealth
of information to attendees. The first part
featured Gerry L. Kennedy. Jr. of E.I. Dupont
De Nemours Co., and Gayle Alston of the
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry, who provided information on gathering information andnew publications.After
a break sponsored by Knight-Ridder Information, a panel of five vendor representatives
(Andrea Powell of CABI, Robert Whiting of
the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health
and Safety, Chris Faber of STNKAS, Dayle
Wilson Smidt of Knight-Ridder Information,
and Jeanne Goshorn of NLM) talked about the
toxicology resources their companies have
available.
In the program Casting for Information,
Gene Buck provided some insight into the
Congressional Research Service and the bemendous variety of fisheries and marine issues faced by the United States Congress.
New service stories are scanned overnight by
a software program searching for key words
and short summaries are sent by e-mail to
Congressional Representatives each day.
Some of the issues being watched include the
Magnuson Act, Native American fishing,and
tuna fishing. Gene Applebaum, a lawyer with
the Ambassador's Office for Fisheries Conservation,discussed the turbot waron the high
seas. Overfishing is a problem all over the
world and Canada is working on arranging

treaties to preserve the remaining fisheries
stocks left off Newfoundland.
The Native Peoples and the Environment
program was one of the most educational
programs offered by the division during the
conference. This program was jointly sponsored with the Social ScienceDivision. Michel
Allard provided an overview of the regional
geography found in Quebec. Colin Scott discussed the threats the Cree feel towards their
traditional life from hydroelectric developments, logging, and recreational hunters.
Robin Philpot of Hydro Quebec presented
information about the company and what it
has done to help the Cree.
The winner of this year's ERMD Outstanding Sponsor Award was A & E Translations.
Stephen Ross, president of the company, has
been a strong supporter of the division for a
number of years and has generously sponsored the Business Meeting Breakfast over
this time.
ERMD shared three open houses with the
Biological Sciences Division and the Chemistry Division, including the traditional BNA
reception, and was also mentioned in an open
house sponsoredby CambridgeScientificAbstracts (CAS). CAS provided environmentally correct lunch bags for the division to use
in a successful fundraiser this year.
Great things are in store for the division in
the coming year under the strong leadershipof
Cristina Campbell. The division will continue
to strengthen international ties, will shortly
publish a membership directory, and its officers will be using the division's first policy and
procedures manual, which incorporatesinformation from a Long Range Plan completed a
few years ago.

Food, Agriculture & Nutrition Division
by Pat Schumacher
Food, Agriculture & Nutrition Division
(FAN) members wear strawberries on their
name tags, and one young child of a FAN
member, admiring the badge her mother wore,
boasted that her mother was a "strawbeman."
Perhaps a new name for the division?
"Foodies," as we are also sometimes called,
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are known for savoring excellent food and for
discovering good restaurants wherever SLA
meets. Montreal provided superb opportunities for division members to exchange information about excellent meals, service, and
value-priced restaurants.
FAN programs were attended in record
numbers this year. Severalprograms hadstanding room only. A highlight for Americans
visiting Canada was a double-header by the
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada Food Research and Development Centre. Dr. Christian Toupin. Assistant Director of the Centre,
was the first speaker on June 12, speaking on
Future Trends in the Food Industry. He discussed both consumer trends and developments in food technology which are
stimulating new products to fit consumer
needs. Low-fat products are an obvious example of this marriage of new technology
with consumer needs. The Food Research and
Development Centre also provided our closing program-theFAN field trip on June 15to
tour the facility at St. Hyacinthe, about 40
miles from Montreal. About 35 FAN and
Chemistry Division members toured theeightyear-old facility, visited and toured its beautiful library, and hada delicious lunch. Francine
Bernard, Senior Librarian, organized and
hosted the tour.
The Food Marketing Institute (FMI) and
Suzanne Wilkinson, FAN member and FMI
Information Specialist, sponsored Michael
Sansolo, Group Vice President of FMI, who
spokeon thechanging consumer. His talk ranged
from the consumer to the changing supermarket
environment and the need for food retailers and
food manufacturers to change to adapt to consumers' demands and needs. His in-your-face
New York stylekeptlistenersin their seatsfor an
hour of entertaining and knowledgeablefactson
the industry. He spoke to another standingroom
only audience.
A second annual luncheon was sponsored
by the Associatesof the National Agricultural
Library, attended by 130 members of several
divisions, and sponsored by FAN. Two directors of national agricultural libraries, Victor
Desroches of the Canadian Agricultural Library, and Pamela Andre of the U.S. National
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Agricultural Library, each gave an interesting
update on new developments in their library
organizations. The luncheon was free, by invitation, and was organized and sponsored by
Thomas Bryant. Jr., Executive Director of the
Associates of the NAL.
Following the luncheon, a fascinating
speaker,Linda Thraneof Cargill, spoke on the
macro picture of world agriculture, world
hunger needs, population growth, and the
impact on world economies. She reduced a
difficult worldissueintoundef~tandablecharts
and overheads which immediately stimulated
a rich discussion of NAFTA, GATT, and the
snags each are experiencing. The international composition of the audience made the
discussion more lively. Julia Peterson of
Cargill moderated and sponsored Thrane's
presentation.
FAN co-sponsored the Internet program,
The Librarian as an Internet Navigator and
Collaborator. The FAN Internet Roundtable
which followed, entitled, Finding Your Way
up the Information Superhighway Learning
Curve (with a little help from your friends),
was well attended. It was a discussion group,
similar to last year's Internet agriculture
roundtable. The progress we have made on the
Internet was apparent in discussion and questions. Amy Paster and Barbara Hedges comoderated this discussion.
Last, but definitely not least, were the organized social activities. The FAN Reception
for students and new members on June 11and
the open house on June 12 were filled with
conversations and reunions. Having the conference in Montreal was an especially rich
experience. So many Canadian members were
attending their first conference, and many
new friendships were made among our colleagues. For FAN, this was a very successful
conference.

Geography & Map Division
by Elaine Clement

Once again, the division held lively sessions for its members. In the fashion of all
good geographers,members travelled through
time and around town, and bridged the trip

with may good modem stops along the way.
The conference week began with an open
house and a visit to the fort at the David M.
Stewart Museum on Ste. Helene Island, built
between 1820 and 1824. The group viewed
the interactive CD-ROM. "Charting a New
World, Maps of Discovery," and visited the
museum. During the week, the division held
its board meeting, business meeting, reports
sessions, and held a membership forum with
Charlene Baldwin.
The division held an Honors Reception on
June 12 to thank its leadership and winners of
the division honors awards over the years. At
this session, the Honors Award was presented
to Mary Larsgaard in honor of her many
contributions to map librarianship. The division held a session on promoting the map
library to bosses and the public, a session on
cataloging Geographic Information Systems
(GIs) products, two sessions on GIs and the
way it has transformed our world, and heard
two speakers from the exhibits/vendors area
who spoke about paper and scanned maps.
The division co-sponsored, with the Environmental & Resource Management Division, a
session on environmental mapping and information systems.
On the final day of conference, members of
the association were able to take a bus tour of
Montreal neighborhoods, guided by Professor D. Hanna, an urban historical geographer.

Information Technology Division
by Karen Bleakley
The InformationTechnology Division (ITE)
had a very exciting Annual Conference this
year. Not only was the location beautiful and
the weather amazing, we werealsobusy teaching and learning. ITE's section planners
worked very hard all year to provide programs
which covered a multitude of topics from the
Internet to intelligent agents to Lotus Notes.
There was a lot of emphasis on sharing ideas
about how to implement technologies,such as
the Lotus Notes panel discussion, the Tulip
Project panel discussion, and the Do it Yourself: Special Librarians Creating Internet
Applications session. Everyone was very ea-

ger to share their experiences, both good and
bad, with various technologies.
The Board of the division met twice, bringing in a new slate at the well-attended Annual
General Meeting and luncheon on June 13.
The luncheon provided a new look into the
inner workings of the division as last year's
chair, Mary Marshall, presented a slide show
of some very candid shots of ITE Board and
committeemembers hard at work over the last
Year.
Our open house was a wonderful success, too.
Everyone congratulated us on throwing "the
hottest party in town,"--no pun intended! Yes,
we evacuated about 15 people from the suite
June 13 as a fire was being extinguished in the
laundry room' of Le Centre Sheraton Hotel.
Everyone stayed calm, and some even returned
to the open house onceguests were allowed back
into their rooms sometime after midnight--now
that's enthusiasm!
The division tour to the National Museum of
Science and Technology in Ottawa, ON, was a
fun day out for all who attended. Some people
wanderedintoOttawaandended up taking abus
tour of the city, seeing such sites as the Parliament buildings, the Rideau Canal, and the Prime
Minister's residence. The sun shone as people
soaked up Ottawa's beautiful scenery. The museum itself was an amazing display of technologies past, present, and future for all to test and
investigate. Of particular interest was an exhibit
on Leonardo da Vinci and an exhibit on women
pioneers and inventors.
All in all, the 86th Annual Conference was
a great experience for all who attended. ITE
committeesare already hard at work planning
for Boston in 1996,which is sure to be another
conference not to be missed!

international Information
Exchange Caucus
by Toni Powell
The International Information Exchange
Caucus (IIEC) held two open forums to discuss the caucus and member expectations of
the caucus. The first program was held June
11, and followed the International Relations
Committee Business Meeting. Approximately
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30 people attended.The program opened with
attendees being invited to share their international involvement. Most attendees are active
in the international arena in some way. The
attendees at this sessionagreed that having the
caucus facilitate this kind of exchange would
be a valuable service to SLA members.
The second session of the IIEC explored
partnerships with other units within SLA and
with other organizations. Members of the International Association of Agricultural Information Specialists (IAALD) were invited to
discuss the feasibility of cooperative efforts.
The session concluded with adiscussion about
internationalizingdivision programming with
the caucus co-sponsoring programs in Boston. MA and with divisions cooperating with
outside organizations to broaden their programs. An example of this would be the Food,
Agriculture. & Nutrition Division linking up
with IAALD in programming. These discussions continuedinthe June 12meeting, giving
the Caucus Convener direction for the International Information Exchange Caucus in
1995J96.

The presentation by Bette Bao Lord on June
12 was co-sponsored by the IIEC and hosted
a standing room only crowd. A reception
followed Lord's presentation.

Labor Issues Caucus
by Divakara Varrna

The Labor Issues Caucus held two sessions
at the SLA Annual Conferencein Montreal on
the afternoon of June 12. The first session,
NAFTA in Retrospect, was organized in cooperation with the Business & Finance Division. The second session was the business
meeting which immediately followed.
NAFTA in Retrospect was an issue oriented session with Bruce Campbell, Executive Director of the Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives presenting the labor point of view
and with Pierre Cleroux, Vice President of the
Canadian Federation of Independent Business presenting the small business point of
view. Campbell placed the North American
Free Trade Agreement in a labor perspective
and claimed that it is only another step in the
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corporate agenda of big business to achieve
unrestricted movement of business activities,
human resources, and capital across national
boundaries. He accepted it as a fait accompli
and realized that the global trend cannot be
reversed at this stage. He pointed out the net
loss of jobs even in sectors that have gained
high productivity and growth. He saw the
agreement as having negative implications
for employment potential and for services
providing the social safety net.
Cleroux based his talk on the numerous
polls that his organizationhas taken among its
members at various points in time. The majority of the members did not think that NAFTA
will help their businesses although the percentage in favor of the agreement showed an
increasing trend. The labor intensive industries had already vanished to countries providing cheap labor before trade agreements.
first with the United States, and then NAFTA
came into effect. He said that by concentrating on the high technology industries and their
development, countries such as Canada could
only survive in a global economy. On the
whole he was more optimistic about the future. Exports had already shown substantial
gains. He did concede that the increased exports have not helped the unemployment situation much.
A lively discussion followed the presentations. In response to pointed questioning on
how labor and the workforce can hope to
survive the changes, Campbell suggested increased and effective intervention of govemments on behalf of the underprivileged even
though he is not a great supporter of governments. Cleroux was inclined to think that
market forces will eventually lead to some
stabilization of the economy.
The guest speaker at the business meeting
of the Labor Issues Caucus was Professor
Gerard Hebert of the University of Montreal.
Hebert traced the divergent history of industrial relations as a part of the economic discipline and of personnel management as part of
the management discipline. Later development of human resource management and
organizationalbehavior included part of both
strains. He tended to favor the industry coun-

cils scenario as most plausible among the
several solutions that have been put forward.
Hebert thought that the labor unions will undergo change and will assume a different role
as partners in industry councils. He also presented the major sources of information in
Canadian industrial relations.
The business part of the meeting was devoted to the plans for next year's conference
in Boston, MA. Kevin Barry of the Princeton
University Industrial Relations Library who
volunteered to be the coordinator of the Labor
Issues Caucus for 1995196 talked briefly on
the plans for the next conference.
There was ample opportunity for caucus
members to interact and network between the
two sessions as well as after the business
meeting, over coffee and snacks.
As in previous years, the Bureau of National Affairs generous]y supported the Labor
Issues Caucus activities.

Legal Division
by Connie Pine
The Legal Division celebrated its second
anniversary at the 1995 Annual Conference
by offering eight programs, a reception for
members, and a field trip.
To start the conference, Lexis-Nexis sponsored a June 12 evening reception for the Legal
andPharmaceutica1divisionsattheMusee d' Art
Contemporain de Montreal; complete with art,
music, friends, food, and atmosphere.
June 12began with the program Doing Business in Europe in the 1990s: Myths, Realities,
and the Twilight Zone in Between. The speaker
was Paul Allaer of Thompson, Hine & Flory.
Next was the Annual Legal Division Business
Meeting/Luncheon, with favors provided by
Bureau of National Affairs.
The luncheon was followed by the program, Corporate Legal Information Centers
and Law Librarians: New Wine In Old Wineskins? The speakers were Cass Morrow of
American International Group, Inc., Marty
Cullen of Lehman Brothers, and Tom Fleming
of Piper & Marbury. This session was sponsored by Lexis-Nexis.
The final program for theday was presented

in conjunction with the Phatmaceutical and
Chemistry divisions: The Three Faces of Patent
Searching. Ron Kaminecki of Knight-Ridder
Information Services.Ed1yn Simmonsof Marion
Memll Dow, and Gene1Moranof Arnold,White
& Durkee were speakers at this session sponsored by IMS World Publications. June 13also
offereda full schedule.First,Welcome! Can We
Help You? was presented by Anne Abate of
Dinsmore & Shohl;Karin Donahue of Gardner,
Carton & Douglas, Barbara Silbersack of Thompson, Hine & Flory; and Paul Mitchell of
Lexis-Nexis.
Next were two programs on copyright, one
dealing with United States law, the other with
Canadian law. Both programs were co-sponsored by the Engineering Division. Sarah
Wiant of Washington & Lee University, and
Laura Gasaway of the University of North
Carolina, both of whom are members of the
Task Force on the National Information Infrastructure (NII), spoke about Current Developments in U.S. Copyright Law and gave a
status report on NII issues.
The speaker for the following session, Current Developments in Canadian Copyright
Law, was Lillian McPherson of the University of Alberta. Her presentation included
pointing out the major differences between
the copyright laws of the U.S. and Canada.
June 14 began with a program entitled The
Best Electronic Sources of Free Federal Government Information for Law and Business
Librarians. The speaker was author and researcher Bruce Maxwell, who provided an
abundance of useful information and a valuable handout.
The next program was co-sponsored with
the Business & Finance Division: Imaging in
a Library Environment: Traditional Approaches and New Technologies.The speaker
was Stephen Donahoe of DMR Group, Inc.
On June 15, 19 attendees took a walking
tour of three libraries: McGill University Law
Library, Ogilvy Renault law firm's library,
and the Bar Library (bibliotheque du Barreau
de Montreal). Carole Mehu, librarian at Ogilvy
Renault, served as tour guide and directed the
group to an excellent restaurant for a quick
lunch between stops.

In addition to the programs, officers held a
board meeting,participated in leadershiptraining sessions, and met to plan for division
development and Boston programming.

Library Management Division
b y Sylvia Piggott

A very successful program was offered by
the Library Management Division. A concerted effort was made to offer programs
which would appeal to novice, mid-career,
and advanced information professionls. The
program started off with by offering some
insights into using videos to build information
business within your organization. Some tips
were: preview audio-visual materials to ensure consistency with corporateculture; share
the cost of these materials with another department; work closely with the vendors with
whom you do business; negotiate with vendors with whom you do considerable amount
of business to waive preview charges; never
leave expensive videos on open shelves but
display the covers only; collect audio tapes for
lending to your customers who travel long
distances to work. Partnering With MIS explored ways to work successfully with the
MIS Department by building partnerships in
which both the MIS staff and the library staff
understand each other's work and so can work
successfully on library automation projects.
Swap & Shop: An Exchange of Marketing
Ideas was a roaring success in its new format.
Over 1,000 attendees saw some prize winning
samplesof marketing efforts submitted by the
information professionals. Experts in marketing and public relations were also present to
share their expertise and provide suggestions
on how to improve marketing tools.
The Senior Library Managers Roundtable
was initiated this year and had standing room
only. Here attendees heard the speakers talk
about the negative and positive impact of the
Internet on libraries. In addition, some of the
challenges faced by information professionals working in a variety of libraries and information centres were discussed and some
solutions were also offered. The Mentoring
Roundtable session provided information on
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how to develop a successful mentoring program for students and new professionals.
Special Librarians and the Information Industry by the Year 2000 took a look into the
future of librarianship as it is being impacted
by the technology. An information provider,
an educator,and apublisher explored end-user
self-sufficiency,information distributionand
delivery, and educating for the next century.
Valuing Corporate Libraries: A Senior Management Survey gave a five-year update on
Dr. Matarrazo's research into this popular
and insightful work. The bottom line is corporate librarians who are meeting corporate
goals and make themselves visible are valued
and will generally survive, those which are
not focused in this way will generally find
themselves in grave difficulty.
Those who attended. Librarians as Internal
Consultants: A New Role for Information
Managers heard some very dynamic librarians discuss the ways in which they have
demonstrated to their organizations that they
are the experts in information management,
and therefore can fulfill the role of consultants on projects which require the expertise
of an informationprofessional. This enhanced
role has enhanced the image of the information professionals in their organizations.
Building an Image-Based System provided
information on the pros and cons of the image
technology that existstoday as well as what is
likely to be developed in the near future.
Some successful implementation of
image-based systemswerediscussedanddemonstrated. StrategicInformation Systems was
a discussion on how and why information
services and products should be structured to
meet corporate goals. The speaker suggested
that information services should be structured in modules which can be manipulated
in a way which will allow the information
professional to add or remove activities as
corporate goals change without seriously interrupting key services.
TheLibrary Management Consultants' Section also mounted a series of programs which
were targeted at information brokerslinformation consultants.Theseprograms included
Networking Breakfast; Business Opportuni-

ties for Consultants, where several consultants held roundtable discussionsto share ideas
on business opportunities for consultants in
corporations, nonprofit organizations, government, and other libraries; ConsultingBusiness Profiles, at which a panel of experienced
consultants profiled their consulting business
and described the marketing ideas that have
expanded their business; and which Selecting
Outside Consultants which provided attendees with insights into how and when clients
select outside consultants for their projects,
including the criteria they use to evaluate
consultants and their proposals. Record attendance was reported for most of the programs
and the grand finale to the program was a
full-day trip to historical Quebec City for
which two buses had to added to accommodate
registrants. The Library Management Division
is grateful to all those vendors who provided
sponsorship for ourprogramsand three nights of
very successful open houses. Most of the programs were taped and can be purchased.

Military Librarians Division
by Bonnie D. Davis
The Military Librarians Division (MLD)
had a varied and intense program in Montreal.
We presented aroundtableon standardswhich
was in some ways a continuation of the
roundtable held on the previous day. Speaker
Alison Ruger of Information Handling Services (IHS) talked about the IS0 process
within IHS, and their new plans for standards
delivery. Greg Saunders of the Department of
Defense (DoD) talked about the new initiatives within DoD to createculturalchange and
the use of military performance specifications
versus the detailed "how to" specs of the past.
Saunders also described the new National
Standards System Network, funded by NIST,
now in development. Another program, Electronic Access to Traditional Journals, was cosponsored by the Military Librarians and
Physics-Astronomy-Math divisions and organized by Laurie Stackpole of the Naval
Research Librarians Division (NRL). Bob
Kelly, Director of Journal Information Systems, American Physical Society (APS), de-

scribed a number of the Society's efforts to
disseminate journals electronically. Rod
Atkinson, Electronic Resources Coordinator
of NRL's Ruth H. Hooker Library, discussed
TORPEDO (The Optical Retrieval Project:
Electronic Documents Online), a fully operational system providing researchers throughout the United States the ability to search full
text, retrieve journal articles and technical
reports, and view and print pageimages. Timothy Thomas, Staff Scientist for Computer
Research and Applications Group, LANL,
describedPROLA (PhysicalReview On-Line
Archives), a prototype system for accessing
the entire historical collection of Physical
Reviews via the Internet.
Sybil Bullock was involved with two programs. The first was sponsored by the division and was on the Librarian as Consulting
Information Engineer.Marion Paris presented
Michael Malinconio's paper on his behalf. In
our changing environments, she said, librarians must draw ever closer to their customers'
activities and their information needs. Paris
told her audience that mounting new databases makes librarians publishers. Having
resources such as these is insufficient; librarians must also provideaccessibility and monitor their usage. Sybil Bullock described the
document imaging program at her facility
called REALMM. She explained how to expand the library's resources by acquiring and
providing access to materials which otherwise might be lost forever. Two of her key
points were that the library should not portray
digitalization programs to the customer as
archival and that the library insist on obtaining "oversight" of the process from start to
finish. Sybil was also a presenter at a program
co-sponsored by the division. This program
was concerned with the managementand technology issues and perspectives involved in
"reengineering" in the library environment.
The three speakers discussed topics including
employees' mental adaption toreengineering;
the importance of team play; teaching and
making the best use of library automation;
outsourcing options; increased emphasis on
the organization's mission; and desirablequalities for employees who survive.
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Carol Jacobson presented a program on information detailing how members of the federal information community have collected,
stored, retrieved, and disseminated scientific,
technical, and engineering information (STEI)
to their customers over the years. Traditionally, the format for dissemination has been
paper copy or, in some cases, microfiche. As
resources such as personnel, space, and time
decrease, and demands for the timely delivery
of STEI to the desktop increase, information
professionalsare having to rethink methods of
STEI storage and delivery. Claire Tozier from
the Defense Technical Information Center
(DTIC) spoke about DTIC's ongoing effort to
make STEI available through the World Wide
Web (WWW). Tozier described how DTIC is
serving the Earlybird (a daily compilation of
clippings of interest to the Defense Community), the most recent 10 years of the publicly
releasable portion of DTIC's Technical Reports Bibliographic Database, the full text of
the Department of Defense Directives and
Instructions,the full text of Research & Development and Descriptive Summaries. Tozier
also discussed one of DTIC's newest WWW
products, DefenseLINK. The speakers form
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) were unable to attend, but the
session was otherwisewell-attended and there
were many requests for copies of the NASA
speakers' viewgraphs.
We also spent time going through the exhibits, attending business meetings, and even enjoyed a wonderful dutch-treat dinner at La
Caveau. This provided over 30 MLD members
the opportunity to meet and chat with one
another. We shared another social function
with seven other divisions. This reception was
held in the Japanese Tea garden in the Mon treal
Botanical Garden. It was a perfect night and
the people from Lexis-Nexis and UMI were
outstanding hosts. The food was great, the
surroundings were beautiful, and there were
many people to network with.
All in all I believe everyone not only learned
quite a few new things, but formed some new
contacts and had a great timedoing it. Montreal
was lovely and a beautiful setting for our
conference.
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News Division
by Mona Hatfield
"Walking distance" took on a new meaning for many of us at conference this year. A
daily 10 to 15 minute walk from hotels to Le
Palais de Congres and back again provided
a nice opportunity to sandwich the sights
and sounds of downtown Montreal into a
busy program schedule.
We started the week June 11 in the "Electronic Frontier" with our continuing education course and ended June 15 with an
extended wariring tour through old Montreal.
Technology, our profession's Hydra, dominated the week of programs. We covered
everything from a fascinating look at a test
site being built for access and use of the
information highway in a competitive environment called Intercom Ontario: The Wired
City, to ways of getting the most out of your
research dollar by taking advantage of different technologies and relying on one of
the oldest-printing presses. While books
are valuable resources for Geographic Information Systems, how they work and why
they sometimes don't work the way you
wish they would was addressed.
Technology: we love it, we are confused
by it, we hate it, we get hooked on it, we
consciously choose to bypass it. Technology our Hydra? You should have been there.

Petroleum & Energy Resources Division
by Mary Ellen Fleury
Our Chair-Elect traditionally plans the
division's three breakfast programs. In that
role, Rose Bussi kicked-off PER'S Montreal
activities with Copyright in the 1990s: A
Panel Discussion. Three perspectives were
provided by Lorna Rees-Potter (library science), Sunny Handa (legal), and Huw Morgan
(document delivery vendor). The focus was
Canadian issues: fair dealing vs. fair use,
crown copyright, jurisdictionally-based law
(archaic in these global times), and collective
rights systems. Breakfast was provided by AE
Translations and UMI.
June 13 began with 'The Virtual Library:

Phase 11-The Power of Intelligent Agents."
Speaker Walter Stine of Lotus Development
Corporation taught us how to "tame the
firehose" of information. Focusing on
"groupware" he demonstrated with his
company's product, Lotus Notes. He discussed
some of ironies and realities, such as: 1) users
who are still overwhelmed with so much information, and 2) users who are still wedded
to e-mail. One new feature of his systems is a
Navigator page (comparable to a homepage).
Users only have to know about the Navigator,
not about specific databases on Lotus Notes.
From that page, users can initiate a library
request. Stine concluded with, 'The most intelligent agent is still an information professional." Breakfast was sponsored by EBSCO,
Gulf Publishing, and Dun & Bradstreet.
Bussi herself shined at our June 14 breakfast program, Petroleum & Energy Librarians: Issues for Action. Shevery professionally
led us in a brainstorming session where, as a
group, we identified the following problems:
1)constantly changing technology, 2) perception of librarians, 3) value of information
activities, 4) feelings of inadequacy, and 5)
lack of time. Then she divided us up into
subgroups and we each took a problem,
brainstormed suggestions and shared solutions. Members saw first-hand what a capable
leader they would have with Bussi as 1995196
PER Chair. Breakfast was provided thanks to
support from our brand new sponsor,Editions
Technip from Paris.
Management and survival issues dictated
the topics of this year's jointly sponsored
programming. With the Solo Division, we
held Value of Libraries' Research: How It's
Used. Evelyn Brownleeexplainedhow DuPont
examined their entire organization, 44 sites
with information sources (identifyingareas of
commonality, uniqueness, and core competencies, along with costs and value). Based on
user surveys, they determined the value and
found a positive correlation between exceptional performance and library use. The libraries also calculate an ongoing, annual
savings to their company of $30,000,000.
MaryAnn Whitney described how library staff
charted a course to deliver value to Chevron

with project SAIL (Strategically Aligned Information Links). It covered four areas of
focus: 1) championing information literacy,
2) strengthening partnerships with customers
and suppliers, 3) facilitating information access by leveraging technology, and 4) developing a value-added portfolio of products and
services. Like DuPont, Chevron made a point
of stressing value as well as cost of library
services.
Unfortunately, The Learning Organization
in Practice (planned with AER, EDU, and
LMD Divisions) was unavoidably cancelled
at the last minute. However, disappointed
attendees will be glad to hear that Vince
Serritella, Director of Policy & Planning at
MotorolaUniversity, has promised to speak at
next year's conference in Boston. Sponsor
Cuadra Associates has graciously allowed us
to keep funds to meet other Montreal programming obligations.
Mary Lee Kennedy (who just days before
left a position at Sherritt Inc. in Alberta for
one at Digital Equipment Corporation in Boston!), shared with us that the key to library
success is strategic alignment. In "Strategic
Information Systems," she explained that internal tracking of our own organization and
integratingour services with theorganization's
goals were critical. We need to "imagineer"
the library and create and exploit opportunities. Sponsored jointly with the Library Management Division, this session was funded by
The IHS Group.
As a social event, PER and seven other
divisions held a reception at the Montreal
Botanical Gardens. Lexis-Nexis and UMI provided funding for an evening complete with
hors d'oeuvres, wine and champagne. There
was ample opportunity to network with colleagues while soaking in the peaceful and
beautiful atmosphere of the Chinese garden.
The annual business meeting and luncheon
also provided a chance to get together with
other energy librarians. This event was underwritten by Questel*Orbit.The notable agenda
item was a proposed merger with the Public
Utilities Division. PER members voted unanimously in Montreal to merge! The next step is
a mail balloting (to be held within 45 days) to
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members of both divisions. This was also the
1st year we have held two board meetings at
conference. Because of this, we were able to
reach closure on one activity that otherwise
would have remained pending for another
year: we completed our division guidelines
and awards process and will now be able to
present our 1st PER Achievement Award in
Boston!
The final event of the conference was our
field trip jointly sponsored with the Public
Utilities Division and underwritten by
Knight-Ridder Information and the Utility
Data Institute. The morning portion of the mp
was spent at Hydro-Quebec's Beauharnois
Power Station between Lakes St. Francois
and St. Louis, 40 kilometers outside the city.
With 37 turbine generators, Beauhamois is
oneof the largest hydroelecmc power stations
in the world. The bus returned us for lunch at
an Old Montreal restaurant near the port. The
afternoon was spent with professional storyteller, Rosalyn Cohen (Storytellers Guild of
Montreal). She really brought to life some of
Montreal's history. The last portion of our
story-filled walking tour was accompanied by
live period music. (Teachers should definitely
take a story approach to history with children.) We concluded our day (and our conference) with a cooling drink at the Auberge le
Vieux St. Gabriel.

Physics-AstronomyMathematics Division
by David Slern
The Ph ysics-Astronomy-Mathematics Division (PAM) had another productive year,
and the Annual Conference was a place to
explore our activities even further. PAM provided online demonstrations of our division
home page, and made plans to enhance it into
the descriptiveand definitive location for many
libraries to point for evaluated data. We heard
reports from our representatives at the recent
LISA I1 astronomy meeting in Garching, Germany. The division's subject-specific
roundtables helped members coordinate activities between libraries and commercial vendors. The upcoming test of the division's
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electronicbulletin wasdiscussed,and thePAM
Award was presented to the SIMBAD astronomical database for a truly unique and farsighted information service. PAM also
celebrated its 20th anniversary at the A M U ~
Conference.

Retired Members Caucus
by Robert Gibson Jr.
The Retired LibrariansCaucus held another
stimulating update during the Montreal Annual Conference. It is amazing that this group
is continually so busy with various projects
and activities that most members wonder how
they ever had any time for work! Interests are
varied,and most indicatesubjects far removed
from their prior job requirements, ranging
from advanced degrees in music history to
consulting,editing,publishing of newsletters,
and of course, much travel.
Judy Field from Wayne State University
told the group about her interests in
Earthwatch, a group concerned about the
world's environment, wildlife, and cultural
heritage. She has been active in several of the
Earthwatch projects, primarily those of archeological interest. She is thus preparing for
her retirement and more future involvement
in the group. Field's slides and presentation
were enthusiastically received by the group,
as was evidenced by many questions.
Each person who attended the session updated the group as to what they have been
doing recently. Discussionsabout next year's
update in Boston, MA explored possible topics. Ideas for promoting the caucus were also
talked about.

Science-Technology Division
by Karola Yourison
The Science-Technology Division presented 14 events at the Montreal Annual Conference, among them executive division
meetings, Annual Business Meeting, two discussion groups/roundtables, six programs, a
strategic planning session, a reception, and
two field trips.
Montreal attracted a record number of attend-

ees this year.Thus,all of thescience-Technology
Division's activities were very well attended.
Many programs were co-sponsored by other
divisions. For example, the session on The
Librarian as Navigator and Collaborator, led
by the Physics-Astronomy-MathematicsDivision, drew the largest audience of over 900
people. Programsabout the Internet were very
important in 1995. The program on Internet
Security was a sell-out. Kathy Fithen, Software Engineering Institute, Carnegie Mellon
University, talked about computer break-ins,
worms, and the Computer Emergency Response Team and the help this team can extend to its customers. Another very well
attended program was a session on Document Delivery. This panel discussion featured seven vendors who discussed their
document delivery services with emphasis
on electronic delivery. Reengineering the
Company: The impact on the Library featured speakers from academia, the coporate
library, and the military world. Speakers
were Richard Hulser, IBM Corporation;
Barbara Spiegelman, Westinghouse Electric Corporation; and Sybil Bullock,
Redstone Scientific Information Center.
The Academic Sci-Tech Librarians
Roundtable, led by Camile Wanat, University
of California-Berkeley; and Marion Peters,
University of California-Los Angeles was very
popular again this year. The ComputerLiterature Roundtable, moderated by Deborah
Kegel, University of California-San Diego
was also well attended. These two roundtables
enjoy ever increasing popularity.
The highlightof the Annual Business Meeting was the visit of two Cuban librarians
whose trip to Montreal was partially sponsored by the Sci-Tech Division. The Cubans
were the winners of the Third WorldLibratian
Award, presented for the fist time this year.
Also a first was the presentation of the Unemployed Librarian Award which benefits an
unemployed librarian.
The reception on June 13th at the Botanical
Gardens was delightful and very well attended
on a beautiful summer night. The Sci-Tech
Division was among eight divisions enjoying
this special event in the Chinese garden.

Social Sciences Division
by Michael Kolakowski
SOCSCI-L, the Social Science Division's
new discussion list, was announced formally
at the division's annual business meeting.
Members now have an easy way to communicate quickly among themselves and with other
information professionals interested in the
social sciences. SOCSCI-L is an unmoderated
discussion list running on Majordomo software at Indiana University.
Division members had a full slate of activities to choose from in Montreal. For example,
the International Relations Roundtable's annual International Visitors Reception is the
traditional welcome to members and friends
form afar. The Information Technology Division was its co-host this year. The reception
was a bustling success once again, providing
a lively, informal opportunityto meet many of
the SLA members, conference guests, and
exhibitors who travel thousands of miles to
join us each year.
How to Manage Your Boss, co-sponsored
with the Education and Pharmaceutical Divisions, was one of the week's liveliest andmost
helpful sessions. With worksheets and exercises, Randy Bauer, a nationally known
speakeron management topics, described four
major personality types and work styles. Audience members scored themselves and their
bosses whileBauerexplainedhow the various
personality combinations can learn to work
successfully together.
Native Americans and the Environment,,
co-sponsored with the Environment & Resource Management Division, took a richly
detailed look at a culture in tension with
development pressures. Three speakers presented three different aspects of hydroelectric power development in Quebec. A
geologist described the character of the land
and took us, via slide show, on a flying tour
of northern Quebec; a cultural historian
explained the history and customs of the
Cree people who have lived on the lands for
many generations and now feel threatened
by hydro development; and a representative
of Hydro Quebec presented the utility's
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views on their mission to develop resources
and their efforts to respect the peoples and the
environment.
Librarians of the Independent Sector gathered from foundations and associations for a
discussion of the ins and outs of establishing
an organizational home page and other current issues in their institutions.
The Peace & International Conflict Management Roundtable held an in-depth discussion of relevant sources on the Internet and
how to explore for new ones. The wider range
of social sciences resources on the 'Net was
explored, along with education resources in a
later session organized in conjunction with
the Education Division.
The Municipal Reference Librarians
Roundtable began laying plans to compile a
mailing list of librarians in municipal reference settings in order to establish contact,
promote the roundtable, and encourage participation in some exciting future programs.
There is a division milestone ahead! The
Social Science Division will celebrate its 75th
Anniversary in 1988. A planning committee
is already gearing up for the observance.
For more information about the Social Science Division, contact the division chair,
Michael Kolakowski, at Congressional Research Service, U.S. Library of Congress,
Washington, DC.

be tailored to each attendees' personal difficulty. On June 14,in a session cosponsored by
the Engineering Division, Michel Bauwens
discussed libraries and information service in
the context of cyberspace. Many auendees
were heard saying, "This was the best session
of the whole conference."
The division has tried to emphasize programming that takes a problem-solving approach. This is the basis for the division's
traditional Time Savers program and for its
Computer Applications program as well as
for its participation in this year's How Do You
Practice? session. Each of these programs
aimed at identifying workable techniques for
use in real life situations. In addition, an
emphasis on audience interaction produced
concrete, results-oriented discussion in the
sessions on Going it Alone and Contracting
Out.
These sessions foster what was cited over
and over as the primary benefit of conference
attendance-networking! An this was furthered
by the division open house and breakfast. All
in all, it was a most successful conference,and
our annual meeting, which like the Montreal
conference in general, had record attendance,
was a real celebration.

Solo Librarians Division

The 87th Annual Conference will be held
June 8-13, 1996 in Boston, MA. Look for
details in upcoming issues of SpeciaList.

by Linda Appel

It was another typical SLA Annual Conference week-information and sensory overload! Is it really a greater culture shock for
Solo Librarians than for members of other
divisions? We go unaccustomed from oursolitary offices to the overcrowded sessions, the
expanseof the exhibit floor, and the whirlwind
of social events. What gems did we pull from
the treasure trove this year?
The Solo conference programming was
bracketed by two very well received programs.
On June 12, over 200 people turned out to
listen to Arlene Farber Sirkin talk about dealing with difficult customers. Of the 13 strategies and tactics she suggested,one was sure to
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Looking Ahead..

.

Gearing up for the 1996 Annual Conference:
Boston Chapter members entice attendees to
visit their city next year.

Book Reviews

Low, Kathleen. legislative Reference
Services and Sources. New York: Haworth
Press, 1995.1 OOp. ISBN: 1-56024-891 -2.
State and local government documents can
strike fear and trembling into the most knowledgeablereference librarians,and sothis (very)
slim title is welcome. Its primary target audience seems to be state libraries. Sources covered include federal, state, and local
government documents and legal titles. About
90 print titles are annotated. (Two-thirds of
these are state and local, and about one-third
are federal). Seven state and local associations
(and their assortedpublications)arediscussed,
with contact information given in an appendix.
How useful is this title to special librarians?
Low claims that legislative reference bureaus
"differ from special libraries in that they do not
deal with a specific discipline, but rather with
a full spectrum of subject areas. And they can
often be organizations unto themselves."
Well, many special libraries are challenged
by a "full spectrum" of subjects. Low says
"more detailed information on legal reference
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and research can be found in several other
published works," but no titles are provided,
which would have been helpful in this subject
area, as well as in the medical, environmental,
and other subject-specificareas.
Literature guides such as this are useful to
those new to the subject. They also provide
useful checklists to the more experienced librarian stuckon aparticularproblem and looking for fresh or recycled ideas. However,
without any pointers to subject-specificliterature guides, potential users of this title will
soon reach dead ends.
About 10onlinedatabases are also described
in useful detail, with contactinformation given
for 11vendors. Unfortunately,theonly Internet
resource discussed is the Library of Congress
LOCIS. While the Internet changes daily, the
omission of discussion of any Web sites is
regrettable.
Substantial space is also devoted to legislative reference services, including ready reference, information verification, current
awareness services, document delivery, and
marketing of services. The admirable emphasis on services to legislators and others is not

c~p-yti~t~t
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matched by advice on securing adequate resources necessary to support such dedication.
This book seems to do what it set out to do,
which was fairly limited in scope. It's a shame
p
p

- -

-

-

--

that sights weren't set a little higher. With
slightly more effort, this title could have been
much more useful. Librarians should assess
their needs and buy accordingly.
-

-

Mary Chitty, Medical librarian & Senior Consultant, Cambridge Healthtech, Newton
Upper Falls, MA.

Stoll Clifford. Sikon Snde Oil: Second
Tiroughtson the lnformtrtion Highwuy. New
York: Doubleday, 1995. 247p. ISBN:

0-385-41 993-7
Clifford Stoll is an astronomer, researcher,
and computer network expert who was among
the first to experiment with the Internet when
it was still known as the Arpanet back in the
1970s. Stoll became a legend on the Internet
after the 1989publication of his first book and
bestseller. The Cuckoo's Egg, in which he
recounted his yearlong adventure in tracking
down an international computer spy network.
In Silicon Snake Oil,Stollencourageshealthy
skepticism about the notion that computers
will solve all of society's problems. Stoll declares, in fact, that little of the information on
the Internet is genuinely useful and that its
costs are painfully high. He further asserts that
computers "isolate people from each other and
cheapen themeaning of actualexperience.Computersworkagainstliteracy and creativity. They
will undercut our schools and libraries."
Stoll is particularly fond of libraries,books,
and librarians and devotes an entire chapter to
the dangers of librarians buying into all the
media hype about the information highway.

He cautions librarians to guard against spending exorbitantamounts of money on electronics when limited funds would be better spent
on books and competent librarians.
Stoll frequently cites research described in
Library Research Models, written by Library
of Congress reference librarian Thomas Mann
(reviewedin Special Libraries, Summer 1994)
to explain why the virtual library cannot happen. Excessive costs to digitize information,
current copyright restrictions, and preservation problems will preclude the dream library
from happening, according to the admittedly
unfashionable ideas espoused by Stoll and
Mann.
Like Mann's book before it, Silicon Snake
Oil is sure to provoke controversy among
diehard advocates of the information highway. And that is precisely what Stoll hopes to
accomplish. The author accurately describes
his book as a free-form meditation in which he
readily admits that he does not know the answers to the questions he poses. He simply
appeals to teachers, professors, parents, librarians, taxpayers, and zealous online fans to
critically analyze the humanand financial costs
of an online world and to consider the benefits
of an information highway before investing
limited resources on an oversold technology.

Lyn Warmath, Library Director, Hirschler, Fleischer, Weinberg, Cox & Allen, Attorneys at
Law, Richmond, VA.
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Jordan, Peter. StaffManagement in library
and lnfomation Work, 3rd e d Hampshire,
England: Gower, 1995. 243 p. ISBN: 0-

566-07581-4.
Environmental changes during the 1980s
have directly affected all library staff members. They have had to adapt to computerization, networking, quality management
techniques, competition, and other social and
technological upheavals. This edition of Staff
Management inLibrary andlnformation Work
updates a work that has served as an academic
textbook for library management courses and
a guide for library managers since 1982. The
1987 edition revised the ideas on type and
number of staff needed for future technological developments,and on the skills necessary
for supervision, assertiveness, group work,
and leadership. The third edition has rewritten
the chapters on staff appraisal and performance indicators, the working environment,
and staff training. The previous "work assignments" or exercises at the end of each chapter
have been eliminated from this third edition.
The longest chapter is on the relationship
between motivation and job satisfaction. An
historical review of the major management
theories on motivation from F.W. Taylor
through Theories X, Y, and Z is related to the
application of each one in all types of libraries.
This is a particularly clear and succinct summary that could be a basic introduction to these
ideas. The different effects that these efforts
have had on special, public, school and academic libraries is discussed through examples
and studies involving librarians in various
English-speaking countries. The comparison
of theory to techniques is provided to suggest
ways to analyze individual situationsand new
solutions to probIems.

The other chapters with broad interest for
managers cover job description, personnel
specification, and staff appraisal. The methods used in job analysis and evaluation, and in
the preparation of job descriptions, are thoroughly examined. The purposeandbackground
for these steps in staff management are supplemented with various documents from library
organizations. Although most of the examples
are British, they could be adapted to U.S.
management needs.
The area with the most examples from the
United Statesis staff appraisal.Incontrast to the
1970s, British libraries have now begun to
develop appraisal schemes "very much in keeping with the Conservative Government's
managerialist philosophy." @. 142) However,
the cultural contrasts are made evident in a
section describing American university libraries'
use of peer and subordinate appraisal systems.
The author believes that British librarians would
fmd these "complex, time-consumingand unnecessary. .. m y ] believed their appraisal role was
fulfilled if their doors 'were always open for
staff who wished to see them."' (p. 155)
The organization and writing are clear and
direct, but be aware that the emphasis is British
in examples,in the studiesreviewed and even in
the language chosen, i.e., "Whilst all public
l i b d e s have been influenced . . ." @. 3). The
discussionsof specificBritishemploymentregulations,standards,and manpower studieswould
have little direct interest for most American
managers, but would be useful for research that
compared various library systems. There are
references for each chapter and a thorough and
useful index.
Peter Jordan was head of Reader Services at
Manchester Mewpolitan University Library
until 1993. He and the co-author of the first two
editions, Noragh Jones, have experience in library managementand librarianshipeducation.

Melinda Guthrie, University Librarian, University of Central Texas, Killeen, TX.
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Swartzburg, Susan G. Preserving lbrary
MaterhIs: A Manual. 2nd ed. Metuchen,
NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1995.503~. ISBN: &
8 108-2853-3.
For many years preservation was not considered to be a major issue for most librarians.
Staff bought books and assumed they would
be around for generations to come. When
William Barrow, conservator at the Virginia
Historical Society,predicted in the late 1 950s
that 90% of the books printed in the mid-20th
century would be unusable by the year 2000,
librarians began to realize the importance of
preserving their collections. @. 9) Interest in
preservation has increased, and now, in addition to books and papers, librarians are facing
new preservation issues including preserving
video and audio tape, CD-ROMs, and computer disks. Though most librariansare aware
of the importance of preservation, they are
unsure what to do to begin and how to convince administrators of the importance of preserving library collections.
Susan Swartzburg,one of today's leaders in
the field of preservation, has worked to let
people in the information professions know
about the issues involved in preservation. In
1980 she wrote the first edition of Preserving
Library Materials. It has become a standard in
the field, but with the advances in preservation
technology and the addition of preservation
issues with electronic media, it had become
seriously out of date. This new edition has
been completely revised and includes information about preservation techniques of interest to all information professionals. This
publication, however, is not a how-to book;
readers will not learn how to deacidify papers,
how to tighten hinges on a book, or encapsulate a map. Readers will learn about the history
of the preservation movement and the birth of

organizations such as theNortheast Document
Conservation Center, an organization in the
forefront of preservation management and the
issues involved in preservation. Readers will
also learn the steps to use in developing and
running a preservation survey which provides
informationon the preservation problems found
in a repository. They will learn the importance
of developing a disaster plan for the library and
why it is important to have consistenttemperature and humidity control to protect collections. Readers will learn about the different
kind of insects that attack books and the role
light plays in the deterioration of books. Also
discussed is the importance of stack maintenance and how to recognize and deal with
damaged books found in collections. There are
also chapters on issues relating to preserving
specific formats such as newsprint, maps, archival collections,and photographs, as well as
electronic media such as video and audio tape,
CD-ROMs,and computerdisks. In addition, the
use of microfilm to preserve fragde items is also
discussed,as are issues relating to the rebinding
of books and other materials. For those who
wish to locateadditionalinformationon subjects
of interest, there is an extensive bibliography
and resource list of people to contact for further
information. In addition, there is a glossary of
terms used in the field of preservation.
This is an excellent resource for those interested in learning the basics of preservation and
provides the information in an easy to read and
understand format. Librariansat all levels will
gain much from this volume. The only concern
is that Swartzburg does not mention the various electronic lists and resources available for
those interested in preservation, such as the
ConservationDistlist, the Archives and Archivists, Exlibris,andtheVisual Materialslistservs
to name a few. In spite of this small flaw, this
isan importantresourcethat shouldbeapart of
all library collections.

Donna C. Bell-Russel, Archivist, Washington DC Community Archives, Washingtoniana
Division, District of Columbia Public Library, Washington, DC.
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Call for 1996 Conference Papers
Information Revolution:
Pathway to the
21st Century

T

he theme for SLA's 87th Annual Conference focuses on the city of Boston's
long relationshipwith information.From early
broadsides, town criers, and Paul Revere to its
vast academic collections, the high-tech comdor along Route 128,and the current academic
and corporate involvement with information,
Boston remains a leader.
Conference attendees will revel in the history and explore the rapidly changing information profession as they forge a pathway to
the 21st century. The theme embodies the
following key concepts:
Virtual libraries;
Electronic publishing, intellectual
property, and copyright;
Disaster planning;
Effective end-user parmering; and
Exploitation of imaging and modeling.
You are invited to submit papers addressing
the theme, Information Revolution: Pathway
to the 2 1st Century, for the 1996 Annual Conference in Boston, MA. Multimedia presentations and poster sessions related to the
conference theme will be considered. Papers
accepted will be presented at the contributed
papers sessions. Very specific presentations
will be referred to the appropriate divisions.
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Guidelines
Abstract-A 250-500 word summary,
accurately conveying the subject of the
paper, its scope, conclusions, and relevance to the conference theme, must be
submitted by September 25, 1995. The
text should be transmitted by e-mail to
sgclifford@ccgate.hac.com. If this is not
possible, print copy of ASCII file on 5.25
or 3.25 inch disk should be sent to Susan
Clifford,Hughes Aircraft Co.,El Segundo
Library, S24 D538, P.O. Box 92919, Los
Angeles, CA 90009. Abstracts may also
be faxed to Clifford at (310)334-1101.
Text-The complete text of the paper is
due at the Association office by April 1,
1996.
Length-Paper presentation should take
no longer than 20 minutes.
Acceptance-Papers will be accepted
only if the abstract has been submitted
and evaluated, the author is a member of
SLA, and the author intends to present the
paper at the Annual Conference.
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Audit Report
January 1,1994-December 31, 1994

To the Board of Directors
Special Libraries Association, Inc.
Washington, D.C.
We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of the Special Libraries Association, Inc. as
of December 3 1,1994, and the related statements of revenue and expense and changes in fund
balances and of cash flows for the year then ended. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the Association's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standardsrequirethat we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assuranceabout whether
the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidencesupporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also
includes assessingthe accounting principles used and significant estimatesmade by management,
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statementsreferredto above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of the Special Libraries Association, Inc., at December 31,1994, and the
results of its operations and its cash flows for the year then ended in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.

FREEDMAN
& COMPANY,
P.C.
Consultants & CertifiedPublicAccountants
April 5, 1995
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BALANCE SHEET
SPECIAl LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, INC.
December 3 1,1994
Board Designated

Total All Funds

General Fund

Totol Board
Deziinoted Funds

Geneml Resenre
Fund

-

Cornputer Fund

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cosh ond ash equivalents
- Note B
Celtifiites of deposit
Accounts receivable
Due (to) from other funds
Inventory
Prepaid expense
Totol Current Assets
INVESTMENTS, at cost (market volue
of $2,404,994) - Note C
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, at cost
- Notes D ond E
Building and improvements
Furniture and equipment
l e a ouumuloted depredation
OTHER ASSETS

LlABlllTlES AND FUND BALANCES
CURRENT LlABlllTlES
Accounts poyoble ond accrued
expenses
-Note B
Deferred revenue
Note poyoble, current portion - Note D
Obligotmns under copitol leases,
current portion - Note E
Totol Current Liabilities
NOTE PAYABLE, net of current poltion
- Note D
OBLIGATIONS UNDER CAPITAL
LEASES, net of current poriian - Note E
FUND MLANCES
COMMITMENTS- Note G

$1,289,887

$254,864

51.289.887

5254.864

SBe notes to finonciolstatement.

special libraries

Restricted
Nonseriol
Pubticotion Fund

Stephen I.
Goldspeil
Memorial Fund
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Specail

Rogmms
Fund

-

Building Reserve
Fund
-

Total Restricted
Funds
-

Coplen Fund

Scholarship Fund
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STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSE AND CHANGES IN FUND BAlANCES
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, INC.
December 3 1, 1994
Board Designated

Total Al Funds

Geneml Fund

Totol Board
Designated Funds

General Resenre
Fund

Computer Fund

2,286,571

1,232,683

247,409

129,000

5,000

54,000

52,695,152

51,289,887

$254,864

-

REVENUE
Pmgrona:
Membership growth and
development
Serial publiurtions
Conference
Professional development
Career and employm t
Pubkc offoirs
Marketing
Interest and dividends
Gains on sole of investments
Nonserialpubliiotions soles
and royalties
Contributions
f'ropertv
Miscellaneous
EXPENSE
Rogmms:
Membership growth and
development
Serial publiitions
Conference
Professional development
Career ond employment s e v i m
Pubkc offoirs
Marketing
leadership services
Research
lnfomtion resources
General operations
loss on soles of investments
Schobrships ond gmnts
leadership oddrea
Mixelloneous
EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUE
OVER EXPENSE
Fund bolonces (deficit),
January 1,1994
Fund transfers
FUND EUANCES, DECEMBER 31,1994

See notes lo hanaal stotmnt.
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Restricted
Nonseriol
Pubkation Fund

Stephen I.
Goldspeil
Memorial Fund
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Special Progrorns
Fund
-

Building Reserve
Fund

-

Totol ResiMd
Funds

-

Coplen Fund

Schobahip Fund

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION,INC
December 3 1, 1 994
Board Designated

Total All Funds

General Fund

Total Boord
Designated Funds

Geneml Reserve
Fund

Computer Fund

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING
ACTIVITIES
Excess (deficiency) of revenua
over expense
khstrnents to reconcik excess
(deficiency) of revenue o w
expeme to net ash pmvidd by
(d
in) operating acf~ities:
Depreciotiin
Lon (gains) on soles of
'nvestments, net
Fund honden
Changes in mtsand liibihties:
Accounts receivable
Due (to) fmm other funds
lnventoly
Plepoid expense
Other msets
Accounts poyobk ond accrued
ex oemes
0ef;rred revenue
Totol Adjustments
Net Cosh Provided by (Used in) Operating
Activifks
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING
ACTIVITIES
Purchasesof property and equipment
Purchases of certificates of deposit
Sales (purchases) of investments, net
Net Cosh Used in Investing Act~ities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING
ACTlVlTlES
Principol payments on note payoble
Principol payment on obligations
under copitol leases
Net Cosh Used in Financing Activities
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND
CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cosh and cash equivalents,
Jonuoly 1,1994
CASH g CASH EQUIVALENTS, OEC. 31,1994
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF CASH
FLOW INFORMATION
Cmh poid durirg the year for interest
Cmh poid during the yeor for income toxes

See notes to /hondol statement.
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Restricted
Nonserial
Publicotiin Fund

Stephen I.
Goldspeil
Memriol Fund
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Special Progroms
Fund

-

Building Reserve
Fund

-

Totol Restricted
Funds

-

Coplen Fund

Schobnhip Fund

Special Libraries Association, Inc.
Notes to Financial Statement
December 3 1,1994

-

NOTE A SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT
ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Organization
The Special Libraries Association, Inc. is a
nonprofit membership organization whose
purposes are to promote the association of
individualsand organizationshaving aprofessional, scientificor technical interest in library
and information science; and to promote and
improve the communication, dissemination,
and use of such information and knowledge
for the benefit of libraries or other educational
organizations.
Chapters and divisions of the Association
have been established based on geographical areas and areas of interest actively represented by the members, respectively. The
activitiesof the chaptersand divisions are not
reflected in the financial statements of the
Association.
Basis of Accounting:
The Association prepares its financial statements on the accrual basis of accounting. Consequently, revenue is recognized when earned
and expense when the obligation is incurred.
Cash and Cash Equivalents:
For financial statement purposes, the
Association considers all liquid asset and

money market accounts to be cash equivalents. Mutual funds and priced investments
managed by Memll Lynch are not considered
to be cash equivalents.
Inventory:
Inventory consists of nonserial publications
held for resale and is carried at the lower of
cost (first-in, first-out method) or market.
Publications which areprinted by the Association for free distribution are expensed at the
time of publication.
Property and Equipment:
Property and equipment is depreciated using the straight line method over the following
estimated useful lives of the assets:
Building and improvements 10-30 years
5- 10 years
Furniture and equipment
Deferred Revenue:
Deferred revenue consists primarily of the
portion of dues and subscriptionsrevenue received for periods subsequent to year end, as
well as conference and exhibit revenue received in advance of the events.
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Income Taxes:
The Association is exempt from income
taxes on its exempt activities under Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The
Association is subject to income tax on its
unrelated business income.
Fund Accounting:
In order to ensure the observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the use of
resources available to the Association, its accounts are maintained in accordance with the
principles of fund accounting. Resources for
various purposes are classified for accounting
and reporting purposes into funds established
according to their nature and purposes.
General funds are those funds presently available for use by the
Association at its discretion.
Board designated funds are those
funds set aside for specific purposes
by the Board of Directors.
Restricted funds are expendable only
for purposes specified by the donors.
Fund transfers have been approved by the
Board of Directors and reflect the desired
allocation of Association resources. The
transfers relate primarily to Board directed
transfersbetween funds totaling approximately
$129,000.
Allocation of Costs:
The Association allocates substantially all
of the General Fund's general operating expenses to the various programs of the Organization. The allocationsare based on estimates
of actual resources used in operating each
program.

-

NOTE B CASH RECEIVED
ON BEHALF OF OTHERS
Cash and cash equivalents of the General
Fund includes amounts received on behalf of
the chapters and divisions of the Association,
totaling $107,721. Such amounts are to be
forwarded to the chapters and divisions on a
current basis and thus, are included in ac-
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counts payable and accrued expenses in the
accompanying financial statements.

-

NOTE C INVESTMENTS
Investments consist of the following as of
December 31.1994:

Total All Funds
Cost
Market
MetLife State Street Fixed
Gov't Income Fund
$683.622 $639,076
Common stocks
730.104 754,534
U.S. Gov't and Gov't
Agency Securities
867.525
841,625
Corporate Bonds
177.671
169.759

Management believes that the declines in
the market value of investmentsare notpermanent. As a result of the Associatioil's ability
and intent to hold such investments on a longterm basis, investments are recorded at cost.

-

NOTE D NOTE PAYABLE
The Associationsigned a promissory note in
connection with the acquisition of a new computer system. The promissory note matures
November 1.1997 and calls for monthly principal payments of $2,333 plus interest. The
note bears interest at the bank's prime rate plus
0.75% and is secured by the computer hardware andsoftware. At December 3 1,1994, the
net book value of the computer hardware and
software was $135,466.
Maturities of the note payable are as follows
for the years ending December 31:
1995
$30,333
1996
28.000
1997
27,999
$86,332

-

NOTE E OBLIGATIONS
UNDER CAPITAL LEASES
The Association has entered into capital
leases for the use of certain office equipment.
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The cost and accumulated depreciation on
such equipment are as follows as of December
31,1994:
Office equipment
$70,754
Less accum. depreciation
34.7 15
$36.039
Fume minimum lease paymentsunder these
capital leases together with the present value
of the net minimum lease payments as of
December 31,1994 are as follows:

Year Ending
December 3 1
1995
1996

Amount
$9,744

8.120
17,864

Less amount representing
interest assuming an approximate implicit effective rate of 16%
(2.330)

-

NOTE F RETIREMENT PLAN
-

-

The Association maintains a contributory
defined contribution retirement plan which is
available to all employees when certain age
and length of service requirements are met.
Under the plan, the Association and the participants make monthly contributions based
on a percentage of participants' salaries. The
Association's retirement expense for the year
ended December 31.1994 totaled $47,657.

-

NOTE G HOTEL COMMITMENTS
The Association has entered into several
agreements with hotels for room accommodations for its conferences and meetings
through 1997. These agreementsindicate that
the Association would be liable for certain
cancellation fees and liquidated damages in
the event of cancellation.

Present value of net minimum lease payments $15,534

special libraries

We Think Of EdgarPlus As A Complete EDGAR Makeover.
You Might Think It's Nothing Short Of A Miracle.
Now you can enjoy the speed of EDGAR filings,
without any of EDGAR'Sshortcomings. EDGAR'S
stripped down filings needed dressing up, so we
added formatting for easier reading, and tagging
for faster searching. But Disclosure's EdgarPlus is
tailored to be much more than just EDGAR. You'll
receive what no one else can provide: both realtime and historical electronic filings dating back
to 1987... plus seamless links to Disclosure's
collection of non-EDGAR data and documents for
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both US. and international companies via Access
Disclosure, our exclusive company filings index.
And, the improvements aren't just skin deep.
With sophisticated quality control procedures,
you'll receive accurate filings time after time. So,
when you need SEC
filings, don't settle for
the bare minimum
~d@ar~lus&
when
is so
A""""""".""'"""

much more.

Call 800-754-9690
Ext. 570

19A
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TABLES of CONTENTS
and
Researc

oks

BLACKWELL
NORTH AMERICA, INC.
Enrich your own online catalog
to provide unparalleled
author and subject keyword reaieval
+
+
+
+
+

Over 80,000 Records Available
2,500 New Records Each Month
Covering Over 1,000 Major Publishers
Optional Descriptive Annotations
Optional Author Affiliations

Let Blackwell's
iMARC ENRICHMENT SERVICE
turn your catalog into a truly superior information resource
For more information contact a
Blackwell Technical Services Account Manager
800-547-6426 techserv@bnamf.blackwell.con~
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-ATTENTION CBD SEARCHERS!
If you use Dialog@or any other on-line, CD-ROM or
disk CBD service to search the Commerce Business
Daily, consider these cost effective time saving ideas.
For 9 vears, CBD SEARCH Services, Inc. has provided custom CBD
services to demandina Subscribers like you. Our expert Search Analysts set up, maintain and document your search profiles on our advanced full text CBD retrieval system including unlimited changes.
You no longer need to assign and train a CBD "back-up" for vacations, illness, reassignments, etc ...

L
'

If you have email or Internet access, we can email search results
directly to your users. (We also offer dial-in download facilities as
well as other delivery options.) We can also specially format and/or
field your CBD notices for Lotus Notes@or most database or word
processing software.
You no longer have to handle daily routine CBD chores, freeing your
valuable time and skills for more productive research tasks!

&%

@-

%

If you don't have time to do historical CBD searches1
reports, just call us and we'll do the work for you! We
specialize in sophisticated sorting, formatting and packaging of such historical CBD data including statistical
breakdowns. We have full text CBD data on-line back
to October, 1986!

Hear what CBD SEARCH Subscribers say
about our services:
"...have resulted in: improvement of output
quality, a daily time savings for the Library, and the
the Library's increased efficiency in e-mailing the results to Marketing. Our key word lists and subsequent changes have been handled very professionally." - Sheila Anderson, Librarian

Raytheon Electronic Sys. Div.
"Our custom profiles are easy to create and
to revise. The email delivery to employees the night
before publication gives us maximum time to respond." - Suzi Hayes, Manager

Corp. Information Resource Center
Encore Computer Corp.

21525 Ridgetop Circle
Suite 200
Sterling, VA 20166
(703) 450-1882
(800) 223-4551
(703) 450-1961 FAX
Internet: cbd-info8cbd.com
D~alogIS a reg~steredservice mark of Knight-Ridder
Information, Inc. Lotus Notes is a registered service
mark of Lotus Development Corporation.
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A

AIDS

C U R E FOR

WILL

HAVE T O G E T PAST T H E

BUT F I R S T

FDA.

I T ' S G O T T O G E T PAST S O M E O N E E L S E .

As much as we'd hke to think that profit plays no part
In med~calbreakthroughs, the biotechnology and health
care industries are businesses - with justfiable needs
to pursue healthy bottom lhes But what if busmess
chose to save money over lives?
You can explore all s~desof this and other cr~tical
publ~cand social policy issues through
PAlS International PAlS gives you instant
access to an mdex of some 400,000
hard-to-find articles, books, government

documents, stat~sticaldirectories and more. It references literature published around the globe. And now
it's even available on leased tape.
So if you're looking for information, go through the
right channel. Use PAIS.

PAIS

@

Public Affairs Information Service, Inc.
521 West 43rd Street, New York, NY 10036-4396
800-288-PAIS, 212-736-6629 (in NYC)
FAX: 212-643-2848, e-mall. ~nqu~r~es@pa~s.org

N o o n e looks a t the world l i k e P A l S

.

.

.

.

I n Print: PAlS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINT*. PAiS SUBJECT HEADINGS Online fhrough: DATA-STAR DIALOG. OCLC RLG
On CD-ROM: PAIS ON CD-ROM PAIS INTERNATIONAL ON SILVERPLATTER PAISIEBSCO CD On Magnetic Tape: CONTACT PAlS FOR INFORMATION
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Annual
Reports

Government
Documents

Technical
Reports

i Patents

Get All Your 'Docs'' in a Row!

w

hatever the topic, whatever the source. When you need documents
-and you need them nori+count on the UMI InfoStoreTu.

Just send us your requests by fax, phone, e-mail, or online service, and
you'll receive your copyright-cleared documents in as little as 24
hours.. .or a mere four hours for journal articles from our vast internal
collection. It's fast. It's easy. And it's the most cost-effective document
delivery in the industry.
You'll have peace of mind having one reliable resource for d l your
document needs. You'll also have your own Client Service
Representative to provide you with customized billing solutions, usage
reports, and whatever else you need to keep all your docs in a row.
For more information, or to request the documents you need today,
please call the UMI Infostore toll-free at (800) 248-0360.

300 N. Zeeb Rd., PO. Box 1346, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1346 USA
Phone: (115) 433-5500 Fax: (4153 433-0100 E-Mail: orders0infostore.com
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VROUTL
Bilingual specialist dictionaries from

I

II
I

Routledge German Technical Dictionar /
Universal Wiirterbuch der Technik ~ n ~ r i s c h
The second title in Routledge's acclaimed bilingual dictionary series
brings you some 100,000 headwords in both German and English,
including 3,000 abbreviations.
These books were expertly compiled by an international team of subject
terrnino~o~islr
and cover over 60 rubjecl areas, including mechanical
engineering, chemistry, physics, automotive engineering and rapidly
developing fields such as photographv, pollution control, ergonomics,
and computing.
A,

lko-volume set
200,000 terms, 1,600pages. ISBN 0-415-09.392-9
.................
......
...............
d
00.
($369.95Canada)
Volume 1 : German-EnglishlDeutrch-Englisch
100,000terms, 850 pages, ISBN 0-415-11209-5
.................$150.00 ($199.95 Canada)

.....................
.
.
..........................................................
$150.00 ($199.95Canada)

-

Routledge French Technical Dict
Dictionnaire technique anglais
"Oneof the principal irnpre&ons /get is carefulattention to legibility
and ease of look up, among the best that I've ever encountered....
the Routledge contains up-to-dateterminology." -ATA Chronicle
Two-volume set. ISBN 0-415-05670-5.. .$275.00 ($369.95 Canada)
Volume 1 :French-English/fran~ais-anglais
ISBN 0-415-11224-9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$150.00 ($199.95 Canada)
Volume 2: English-Frenchlanglais-franqais
ISBN 0-415-11225.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$I
. 50.00 1$199.95Canada)

And look for these other bilingual dictionaries
available December, 1995:
Routledge French Dictionary of Business, Commerce and Finance1
Dictionnaire anglais des affaires,du commerce et de la finance
Routledge German Dictionary of Business, Commerce and Finance:
Worterbuch fiir Wirtschaft. Handel und Finanzen Englisch
Routledge German Dictionary of Construction and C~vilEngineering,' Worterbuch Bauwesen Englisch
Routledge German Dictionary of Information Technology1Worterbuch lnforrnationstechnologieEnglisch
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on Compact Disc

Multiple Genetics Disciplines in a Single Source.
-

Find genetics information plants, animals,
humans, and microorganisms- using one tool.
Comprehensive journal coverage- References selected from

6,500 scientific and 340 business publications
Unparalleled meeting coverage- References to the most
current research reported at 2,000 scientific meetings
Unique business coverage- References to reports on recent

government regulations, product launches, mergers and
U.S. patents
International gene sequence numbers included- Over

40,000 sequence numbers from GenBank, the European
Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL), and the DNA
Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ)
Contad us to apply for a free 30-day trial disc.

1-800-523-4806 ( U S Aand Canada); (21 5) 587-4847
(Worldwide); Fax: ( 215) 587-20 16; Internet e-mail:
info@mail.biosis.org World Wide Web URL:
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by library

what's best for vow ooerations services. and users.
Break free of needless
constraints and discover

a new level of power to
manage traditional
collections plus full text,
non-bibliographic
information, and images.

Only STARYLibrariesgives you an integrated library system that
you can also modify to fit your collections,your procedures, and your
users - no matter how much they change.
STAR'Libraries is a powerful multi-user system that supports both
MARC and non-MARC data and includes all the built-in tools you
need to specify input control, indexing rules, and reports - your way.
With STAR/Idbraries, you get a powerful search engine, automatic
thesaurus searching, and a choice of assisted search interfaces,
including Microsoff" Windows"' and Mosaic"' client options.
Don't settle for less when you can have so much more. Call us at
(800)366-1390 to find out how STARfLibrariescan help your
library or information center break free.

c. CUADRA
Cuadra Associates, Inc.

11835 W Olym~lCBvd Su~le855 LOS Angeles, CA 90064 (310)475-0066 (800)366-1390 FAX (310)477-1078
All trademarks or registered trademarks are the property of the~rrespective rnanulacturers
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Internet Tools of the Profession:
A Guide for Special Librarians
by Hope # Tillmn
Here is the guide to help you get the most out of the Internet! iosed on input gathered from SLA units,
this book containsup-to-datelistings of Internet a c c e d e tods identified by specid librariansas valuable
: n oTools
i s of
s ethe
f oR
in their speciality. Internet
identifies tds, sites, md resources;
reviews h e various Internetformats indudingWorld Wide Web (WWW) sites, gophers, m d mail;
and
provides a general backgound of sewding die&within those formats.
Don't miss out on the lnternet resource guide devdoped just for you!
ISBN 0-87111-430-5,200 pages
$37.50, SLA members: $30.00
For ordering informationtoll Speciol LibrariesA d o t i o n ot (202)234-4700 ext. 643. Please add 5%
of the subtotal plus $5 for shipping and handing. For orders outside the US., Canada, Mexico, or Central
America, add 5% of the subtotal plus $10.

Coming Soon . . . SLA's Distance

@
"3

aeS

Learning
Program

Co-sponsored by LEXIS-NEXIS

+
Topic: Issues Concerning Electronic Copyright
+
September 21,1995
+
Locations include: Toronto, Los Angeles, Chicago,
Dayton, New York, and Dallas
Learn the answers to your questions from copyright experts during SLAS first distance learning program. For
more information, contact SLAS Pmfessiond Development Department at (202)234-4700, ext. 649;
tracy@sla.org.
I
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by Laurence Prusak and JamesMatarazu,
Thispublicationtmmadm thcrcwrlts da studyco+pmwmdby S U d EtnstandYm&
Boston. IntervLws with orecutfves fran 103 ktgc Amalun &mi reveal how thdr corporate
Ubrules are evaluated Examples d slwey results include
the most commonly uscd method m evaluate corporate Ubmmyq and
ptoducts a sanlas prwldlng the highest nluoelectroalr dat?b;lse Jearches.

II
II

This timeiy study Is a follow-up to ValuingCorporate Warier A Senior Management S u m ,
released by S U in 1990.

ISBN 087111.449-6,24pages
$7.50, S U members: $5.00
For ordenlng Monnatlon call Spedal Ijbdes Association at (202)234-4700 ut.643. Please add
5%d the subtotal plus $5 for shlpplng and handling. For ordm outride the U.S., Cvuda, Mexico, or
Centnl Am&, add 5%of the subtotal plw $10.
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Reliable information
with a modern look:
International CD-ROMs:
Healthcare Legislation
100s of topics from 200+ countries,
all in English, source: WHO

Worldwide Health GMPs
Pharmaceuticals, Biotechnology, Bulk
Chemicals, Medical Devices and
Diagnostics, source: lnter~harm

NAFTA
4BA Section of International Law & Practice
materials, plus primary and secondary
sources with practice aids, source: Various

European Law
Complete Official Journal of the EC,
"L" and "C" series, European Court of
Justice and other major offices, source: EC

mists

nterMedia Cor~oration

Tel: (203) 321-2140
(203) 968-0600
I177 ~ i a Rdae
h
~d

Comprehensive business editionoffenuniqueresource
tool for Pacific Rim libraries. Easy to use format
provides rapid access toover 850,000business listings
in eight major Asian trade centers. The ORIENT
BUSINESSEXPRESSCD-ROMdirectoryrepresents
current listings in Hang Kong, Taiwan, South Korea,
Bangkok, Singapore, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur and
Manila. The 1995 edition includes over 100,000FAX
numbers and trade information on each country.
Enhance your reference section with this electronic
business yellow page directory compiled from 25
business and trade directories.
To order please call 1-800-355-4337.The ORIENT
BUSINESS EXPRESS CD-ROM is available for
$295.00 plus $19.95 for shipping and handling. For
orders outside the US. please fax 1-808-591-2900.
O R I E N T

B U S I N E S S

E X P R E S S

Stamford. CT 06905

PROFESSIONAL WRITING:
Processes, Strategies, and Tips for Publishing
in Educational Journals
by Roger Hiemstra & Ellen M.Brier
Orig. Ed. 1994 (Professional Practices Series)
ISBN 0-89464-660-5
152 pp.
$16.50
EVALUATING HUMAN RESOURCES,
PROGRAMS, AND ORGANIZATIONS
by Byron R. Burnham
Orig. Ed. 1995 (Professional Practices Series)
ISBN 0-89464-680-X 142 pp.
$19.50
ETHICS IN THE BUSINESS WORLD
by Paul E Hodapp
Orig. Ed. 1994
ISBN 0-89464-694-X 174 PP.

$19.95

BUILDING THE STRATEGIC PLAN:
Find, Analyze, and Present the Right
Information
by Stephanie K. Marrus
Orig. Ed. 1984, Reprint 1994
ISBN 0-89464-835-7 358 pp.
$48.50
THE HUMAN SIDE OF NEGOTIATIONS
by William E Morrison & Henry H. Calero

Orig. Ed. 1994
ISBN 0-89464-836-5

236 pp.

$32.50

THE PRENEGOTIATION PLANNING BOOK
by William E Morrison
Orig. Ed. 1985, Reprint 1992
ISBN 0-89464-67 1-0 272 pp.
$31.50
.
MANAGEMENT EDUCATION AND TRAINING:

Understanding Eastern European Perspectives
:
:
:
I
edited by George Tesar

Call or write for more information
on these and other titles.
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Ed. 1994
ISBN 0-89464-74 1-5

182 pp.

Paper

$16.50
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Dr I'aul NichoUs, Editor,
CDROM Librarian section,
Coiqutm m Lbranes

ERL - the information professionals' choice
this year, and for years to come - offers:

TRUECLIENT~SERVERARCHITECTURE
ERL Technology maximizes network efficiency
and ensures that users get optimal performance
from the retrieval client of their choice.

MULTIPLE
PLATFORMS
ERL Clients are available for Wmdows, Macintosh,
DOS and UNIX platforms, so you can use
the platform most consistent with your existing
environment. ERL Server platforms include SCOU N M and Sun Solaris, with IBM AM coming soon.

EXPANDING
OPTIONS
Through our own development efforts, as well as
industry collaborations, we continue to expand
the number of client and server platforms available,
offering even greater flexibility and choice.

Now you can have Internet access to many
databases on your choice of platform, with fully
functional clients that provide the same search
experience as their standalone counterparts - all
for a fixed-fee subscription price.

PROVEN
NETWORK SOLUTION
More than 85 major institutions and corporations
worldwide have proven ERL to be an outstanding
network solution. Now you can join them.

ERL IS AVAILABLE TODAY!
Call now for further details describing how you
can benefit from ERL Technology, and to receive
the new 1995 Silverplatter Directory of products
and services.
Contact us toll-free at 800-343-0064, or via
the Internet at info@silverplatter.com.

EASYINTERNET
ACCESSIBILITY
SiherPlatter Infomation, Inc.
100 River Ridge Drive, Nomood, M A U S A 02062-5043

ONLINE '95 brings you:
rn The leading conference, with top experts
gathered by the editors of ONLINE,
DATABASE and CD-ROM Professional
rn Practical sessions covering professional and
consumer online services, groupware,
database updates, new product highlights.
demos and more
rn The latest developments in the Internet,
the World-Wide Web and CD-ROM
rn A keynote address by visionary
Jerome S. Rubin, founder of the LEXlS
service, now at the MIT Media Lab

w An endnote address by AT&T's
Donald T. Hawkins, analyzing where
we've been and where we're headed

rn The ever popular Internet Demo Room, back
for a repeat performance--ask questions and
get up-close and personal with the Internet.

